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Globalism, Populism and the Limits of
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Richard Higgott *

Introduction

for much of the post world war two era.

Popular literature warning us of the end of both the

There are also several caveats that need to be made

liberal political order and fresh crises in the global

about the very use of the term liberal orders. In brief

economic order proliferated during 2017 (see inter

here: first, as Amitav Acharya (2017) notes, while

alia Kaplan, 2017a, Ferguson in Ferguson and

liberal order expanded throughout the 20th century

Zakaria, 2017 and Roubini, 2017). While neither

to include other regions and powers, it was, and has

proposition should be treated as apocalyptic or

always been a limited, essentially Western, rather than

inevitable, even those of a staunch liberal persuasion

a truly global and inclusive, theoretical and practical

nevertheless still tell us that all is not well with those

construct. Second, nor has the liberal order inevitably

global orders (see inter alia Luce, 2017, Nye, 2017

been seen as benign by all states that have been drawn

and Ikenberry, 2017 and 2018). Particularly, recent

into its orbit or been affected by its influence; especially

trends in populism, nationalism, protectionism and

in the post-colonial world. Third, given the interests

regionalism are affecting international commitments

of China and Russia, the structures and institutions

to global public policy. They are also putting added

of the liberal order that developed in the second half

pressure on the political and operational capacities

of the 20th century are unlikely to remain unchanged

of those global governance institutions created since

for the foreseeable future. Seeking greater influence,

the mid-twentieth century leading to several dangers

both globally and especially in their more immediate

to the stability of the contemporary political and

spheres of influence, these two great powers are the

economic orders (note: use of the plural orders is

most capable of destabilizing the current orders.

deliberate) as Western liberals have understood them

* Richard Higgott is Emeritus Professor of International Political Economy, University of Warwick, Research Professor, Institute of
European Studies and Distinguished Professor of Diplomacy at Vesalius College at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel. This paper is first
draft, developed from a series of public talks at universities in Tokyo, Siena, Singapore, Brussels and the 3rd EU-Korea Forum, Brussels,
October 2017. It is deliberately written in a discursive, opinion-oriented style rather than as a scholarly paper. Comments welcome to
richardhiggott0@gmail.com.
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Fourth, given this paper’s focus on the economic order

overturn expectations about how key players behave.

rather than the security order, we must understand the

This may happen incrementally but over time they

difference between a liberal order and a neo-liberal

change the calculus of risk and support for the

order. Indeed in making this distinction, as the paper

institutions of (economic) governance (https://www.

will explain, it will be a central argument that the

project-syndicate.org/commentary/real-risk-global-

reason the global economic order is under currently

economy-by-christopher-smart-2017-11). By risk I

severe challenge is precisely because that order in

refer here not to short-term market shocks but longer-

the period between the end of the Cold War and the

term changes in institutional and structural power

current era morphed from a liberal order with a socio-

of the kind identified by Susan Strange some three

politically contingent understanding of freedom into

decades ago (Strange, 1988); changes reinforced by

a Hayekian, essentially absolute, understanding of

Hayekian neo-liberalism from around the time she

freedom, that has been the principle characteristic

was writing.

of a neo-liberal order and that has undermined the
legitimacy of that order in recent years and especially

Structural change is driven by agents: states, non-

since the time of the 2008 global financial crisis.

state actors, corporations and individuals. Self
evidently, the three principal state agents are presently

Fifth, the post World War Two international order was

the USA, China and Russia and their leaders Donald

a geo-political order underwritten by US hegemony.

Trump, Vladimir Putin and Xi Jinping respectively

This hegemony was increasingly accompanied

(see Wright, 2017). Uncharacteristically, more than

by assumptions, especially in the early post Cold

anything else in the current economic domain it is

War years, that there was something evolutionary,

US behavior that is the most destabilizing. A general

progressive and inevitable in the ideals of a liberal

unpredictability, its withdrawal from international

democratic peace that liberals were beginning to

agreements (Paris and TPP), the pending renegotiation

normalize. If that was so, then such a view holds

of existing trade deals (NAFTA), attacks on the WTO

little contemporary sway. As Kaplan has powerfully

all amidst a charged populist nationalist rhetoric have

argued liberal order is not a ‘natural phenomena’,

destabilized the global economic order and brought

nor is it an inexorably evolutionary process. In his

a strong sense of uncertainty to it. Looking ahead, if

evocative words, and in sharp contrast the essence

Trump and future US leaders continue to engage with

of much liberal international thought, ‘jungles can

other countries in a zero-sum transactional manner

grow back’ (Kaplan, 2017b: 14). Liberal optimism is

rather than a positive-sum collective action fashion

now challenged by realist pessimism and geo-politics

this will pose longer term problems for the stability

has been joined by geo-economics to explain the

and governance of the economic, and by extension,

unraveling of the liberal order.

political orders.

We live in an age where the greatest risks to global

While the politico-security and the political economy

economic stability generally, and global economic

domains are sites of linked problems, this paper

governance structures that grew up as part of the

addresses these problems from the political economy

liberal order in particular, are driven more by politico-

end of the spectrum rather than the politico-security

economic than more narrowly defined economic

end. The focus and structure of the paper is threefold:

factors. Shifts in international global institutions

Firstly it looks at the general malaise in the nature of

3
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contemporary global economic governance (GEG)

between the state and its citizens in much

and particularly the degree to which what I call the

of the OECD world and restore trust in

populist nationalist zeitgeist (PNZ, Higgott and

global institutions?

Proud, 2017), evinced principally but not solely by the
election of Donald Trump in the USA and the rise of
populism and nationalism in Europe, is the principle
source of this malaise.

b. What role can, should and will the USA
play?
c. How do and will other major players—
notably Europe and Asia—deal with a
USA unwilling to play a positive collective

Secondly, within this general context, the paper

role in the governance of global economic

looks specifically at the nature of the problems

problems?

facing global economic governance in the principal

Needless to say, answers to these questions must, of

domains of trade and finance. Thirdly, and by way of

necessity, be speculative.

conclusion the paper asks a few questions under the
age-old heading ‘what is to be done?’ Put as a series
of specific questions the aim of the paper is to ask
a series of conceptual, empirical and normative-cum-

1: Populism, Nationalism and the Global
Economic Distemper

applied policy questions:
“The era of neoliberalism is over. The era
(i)	At a conceptual level, what do we mean by
global economic governance?

of neo-nationalism has just begun.”
Mark Blyth, Foreign Affairs, 2016

(ii)	At an empirical level, can the systems of
global economic governance be maintained

It is worth recalling that core elements of the global

in the absence of a multilateral liberal

order between the end of the Cold War and 2008

consensus under-written by US hegemony?

were maintained because: (i) the USA played its role

a. What is the future of the institutions and

as self-interested yet self-binding hegemon (Martin,

rules based order, built and institutionalised

2004) and (ii) the other major actors, the Soviet

to underwrite the system of economic

Union and subsequently Russia and China, were

cooperation that prevailed between WWII

neither intent on nor capable of seeking to seriously,

and 2008?

as opposed to rhetorically, challenge the key roles

b. Are the current major challenges to

and rules of that US led system. This allowed the

institutional collective action problem

full forces of economic globalization to develop in a

solving at the global level overwhelming?

largely unchecked fashion from the end of the Cold

(iii)	At a normative-cum-applied policy level,

War through to the global financial crisis of 2008.

assuming we answer question (ii) in the

4

negative then what considerations and

But that was then. While the USA is still the pre-

reforms are required to maintain or create

eminent power its future trajectory is at best

anew a minimally functioning institutionalised

unpredictable and at worst, since the arrival of Donald

economic order? Specifically:

Trump, seeing a declining spiral in influence. Europe

a. 
Can governments restore the fraying

is seen in its own Strategic Vision Statement, as in a

‘social bond’ (Higgott and Devetak, 1999)

period of existential crisis (EU, 2016) with its model

“Globalism, Populism and the Limits of Global Economic Governance”
/ Richard Higgott

internally challenged and having lost what little

Baldwin, 2016) and the current backlash, but if ever

external appeal the model may actually ever had in

we doubted the equal significance of the relationship

East Asia and other regions. Moreover, The EU’s

between culture and economics in international

share of global wealth is stalling while other areas,

relations, events since 2016 have dispelled that myth.

especially Asia, dominated by China, are growing.

The PNZ is playing a critical role (with a sense of

The EU is also lagging in technological innovation

foreboding for some and elation for others) in

(Merritt, 2016: 1). A once inferred understanding of it

globalisation’s potential unravelling.

as a bastion of support for multilateralism (see Telo,
2016) must be greatly tempered.

In many countries, the essential elements of the PNZ
(growing nationalism, nativism, identity politics and

Instead of a consolidation of a post Cold War global

protectionism) run counter to what were thought to be

order built on three ‘pillars’—North America, Europe

core components of a liberal globalization. Populist

and Asia—it might rather now be said there is one

ideas are crude attempts not only to challenge

emerging populist nationalist ‘thread’ across the

globalisation, but also to protect what is perceived

international spectrum from Trump’s “America first”,

to be a state’s traditional historical culture. The PNZ

the rise of illiberal democracy across parts of West

now casts massive policy shadows over the “liberal”

and Central Europe, a ‘Putinesque revanchisme’ in

international order that prevailed for the last 70 years.

Eastern Europe and a Chinese model of authoritarian
capitalism in large parts of Asia. Neither Russia

While socio political globalisation is under challenge

nor China, for their different reasons, are satisfied

economic globalisation is not in reverse, although

with the liberal order. These nationalist trends in

indicators suggest that it has clearly been slowing

the organization of the contemporary global order

down (Financial Times, 18 November, 2017, https://

may have been in train for some time but it is the

www.ft.com/content/ade8ada8-83f6-11e7-94e2-

more recent rise of the populist fueled degeneration

c5b903247afd). This observation is supported by

of domestic politics in the US and many European

both the structural changes in the global economy

countries and the culture wars replacing economics

since 2008 and the political events of 2016 that

imperatives that give it life. They have also let loose a

articulated a backlash against further global economic

nationalism beyond domestic politics that has equally

integration. Globalisation’s first wave (1870-1914)—

brought distrust to the multilateral institutional order

perhaps the embodiment of the open, liberal economic

at levels unprecedented in the life of that order since

paradigm—saw the spread of international trade built

WWII.

on the exchange of Western manufactured goods
for the colonial and developing world’s primary

To understand how populism and nationalism gained a

commodities. It was supported by a stable financial

political hold we must contextualize it as both political

exchange rate regime. Capital flowed freely and

and socio cultural phenomena as well as an economic

migration was only lightly policed with a vast traffic

one. The economic backlash against, and cultural

in Europeans crossing the Atlantic and even larger

objections to, immigration are interlinked drivers

flows of laborers and merchants through North, South

of populism (see Springford and Tilford, 2017). In

and East Asia. The undoing of this first wave of

an economic sense we should not underestimate the

globalization was ruinous. The Smoot Hawley Tariff

impact of the last forty years of globalization (see

Act, against the backdrop of the Great Depression,
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set off a retaliatory trade behavior among the major

of these outcomes is that the relationship between

economies that stalled global trade proving that

capitalism and democracy has come under greater

global economic integration was neither irresistible

strain than at any time in the last 100 years and the

nor irreversible. It is prudential rather than alarmist to

stabilizing effect of a functioning public sphere has

ask if history could repeat itself?

diminished, with implications for relations between
states and their citizens.

While there is only limited evidence of a contemporary
absolute decline, the process of economic integration

The marriage between democracy and capitalism has

has slowed, trade and finance have been falling as

been strained by globalisation. They seem like ill

a share of GDP. Trade liberalization has stalled, the

suited partners in a loveless relationship, in need of

Doha MTN Round and TTIP are going nowhere.

counseling. In some major countries, notably the USA,

The money economy is fragile and the financial

democracy appears to have succumbed to increasingly

regulatory institutions are ineffective. Stagnation,

elitist/oligarchic rule. The regulatory institutions that

job losses, unemployment and inequality in the USA

struggled to restrain capitalism’s financial sector

and Europe are relatively high (http://www.mckinsey.

excesses have all but collapsed. And the public sphere

com/global-themes/employment-and-growth/poorer-

has been diminished with implications for the level

than-their-parents-a-new-perspective-on-income-

of trust in relations between the citizen and the state.

inequality). Pent up political instability and volatility

As an outcome, the political events of the last few

has been released. These experiences have destroyed

years in many countries reflect an explicit protest

popular confidence in the competence and probity of

against further global economic integration that has

corporate, administrative and political elites. While

challenged the neo-liberal political project.

the real harbinger of job losses in the sunset industries
is artificial intelligence, robotics and technological

The global financial crisis demonstrated the fragility

innovation more generally, it has become politically

of the financial system. It established the dependence

easier to blame liberal trade as the cause of job losses

of the world’s most significant financial institutions

in the manufacturing sector of the mature OECD

on government rather than as independent members

countries.

of the global market economy. It underlined the
existence of institutions too big and interconnected to

6

If we try to put a specific date on this trend, then we

fail and demonstrated that risk management systems

may say that the current distemper was clarified with

were dysfunctional (see Wolf, 2013 and 2014). This

the global financial crisis (GFC) of 2007/08 which

started the growing political challenge to globalization.

demonstrated the fragility of the financial system.

Dysfunctional markets under conditions of an

It also exacerbated the gap between globalization’s

asymmetrical reward system continue to exacerbate

principle beneficiaries and its losers. The three specific

dysfunctional relations between states and markets

outcomes of globalisation’s overshoot have been: (i)

that have for some time now, been eroding the social

the GFC, (ii) growing inequality both generally but

bond between states and their societies (see Devetak

also in the Anglo Saxon world (USA and the UK)

and Higgott, 1999). The effect of this erosion is the

particularly, (see the 2018 World Inequality Report,

emergence of deep fault-lines in the civil communities

http://wir2018.wid.world/part-2.html) and (iii) the

of the advanced countries—especially the USA and

growing antipathy to global migration. The legacy

Europe. Elections now seem to divide countries

“Globalism, Populism and the Limits of Global Economic Governance”
/ Richard Higgott

not unite them. Moreover, splits are no longer just

customized, unaccountable fashion (see Higgott and

horizontal along a left-right party spectrum. They are

Proud, 2017). It to these longer-term structural factors

also vertical elite-mass cleavages giving rise to what

that, in combination, we must look for an explanation

is misleadingly called populism.

of the rise of populism in the USA and large number
of European countries in the second decade of the

Populism in brief, and firstly, is a contested,

20th century.

heterogenous, imprecise and stylistic discursive
concept that has been around for a long time (for a

Some populist charges against globalisation are not

discussion see inter alia Gellner and Ionescu, 1969,

without substance. Globalisation can place limits on

Canovan, 1981, Muller, 2016, Mudde and Latwasser,

national democracies and constrain the sovereign

2017 and Brubaker, 2017). It is used to identify

decision-making abilities of states. It has indeed

generalized political behavior appealing to the past

given rise to detached econo-political elites that have

and driven by a desire to secure spontaneous national

severely tested a major normative assumption and

moral regeneration. This posits the real people

practice of democracy—namely the existence of a

against the economic, political and cultural elites.

tacit social contract between the citizen and the state.

Indeed, it is driven by anger and the indignation of

While capitalist democracy might be egalitarian in

the ‘dispossessed’ betrayed by the ‘elites’ (http://

aspiration, it is rarely egalitarian in outcome. This

berlin.wolf.ox.ac.uk/lists/bibliography/bib111bLSE.

might be OK while capitalist democracy is seen to

pdf). Secondly, explanations of populism are what

be generating benefits for all but when it no longer

Brubaker (2017: 23) should be seen as long term

generates material improvements across the board

structural not simply responses to the immediate. As

then the social bond between the citizen and the state

one observer acutely notes, Brexit and the election of

can, does and will continue to wither.

Donald Trump were razor edge decisions that could
have gone either way. But they are symptoms not

But populism is fundamentally anti-democratic. It

causes of populism.

has supported the rise of Trumpism, Brexitism and
illiberal democracies, pace Hungary and Poland,

Rather we need to look at longer-term considerations.

plebiscitary democracies, pace Russia and Turkey

In addition to the economic impacts of the global

and strong right wing nationalist-populist movements

financial crisis of 2008 and the backlash against

in otherwise democratic countries such as France,

globalization we should note (i) the growth of

Germany, the Netherlands, Italy and Austria and in

inequality; (ii) political impacts such as the rise of

which white working classes cease to trust the probity

nativism towards iterative refugee crises overtime,

and competence of political and administrative policy

the escalation of terrorism and the weakening of

professionals. Populism can tap the worst racist and

traditional systems of party democracy, especially

xenophobic instincts and it can challenge the basis of

declining trust in traditional political parties (see

science and knowledge (see Nicholls, 2016). The most

Kreisi, 2014 and Kreisi and Pappas, 2015); and (iii)

pertinent question for this paper is the degree to which

the impact of new forms of communication; especially

the populist nationalist antagonism to globalization

the use of social media platforms to facilitate the

is also undermining the extant accompanying

delivery of populist ideology and policy directly and

systems of international economic governance. The

unmediated to people in individualized, simplified,

growing opposition to the governance role of the
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liberal multilateral international economic system is

elements of globalization: financial deregulation,

addressed in the next section.

asset privatisation, austerity driven fiscal policy and a
purist theoretical approach to free trade liberalization.
The rigid adherence to purist free trade orthodoxy

2: Global Economic Governance Under
Challenge

failed to recognize or admit any need for corrective

For the purpose of this paper global economic

This failure to be honest about the limits of free

governance is understood as the best endeavors of

trade gave it a bad reputation it did not deserve.

states, and increasingly non-state actors, to engage

Free trade generates massive global welfare gains

in trans-national collective action problem solving

but it invariably does so with uneven distributional

via formal and informal multilateral institutional

effects that have meant that not everyone gains. This,

cooperation in order to provide for the effective

it should be noted, is not the same as saying that

and efficient allocation of global public goods in as

trade fuels inequality. Indeed the evidence suggests

representative and accountable manner as possible.1

that this is not the case. Trade would appear to be

The 2008 global financial crisis and the subsequent rise

but one factor, and a marginal one at that, in recent

of the populist nationalist zeitgeist have challenged

explanations of growing inequality (see Frankel,

this understanding of global economic governance. In

2018). But as is now widely understood and clearly

so doing this challenge provides us with the cultural

explained by Dani Rodrik (2017a, 2017b and 2017c)

and economic contexts in which to understand the

failure to acknowledge the complex reality of trade

contemporary challenges to the liberal order in general

and an unwillingness to develop public policy

and global economic governance in particular. This

correctives to its unequal distributional consequences

section looks at the practical manifestations these

provided ammunition for advocates of the worst kinds

challenges for the governance of the global economy;

of populist protectionism (on both the political left

particularly the trade and financial regimes.

and right).

Liberalism, understood in the sense of the classical

If these challenges have not put globalization

political vision of Smith, Mill and Bentham, lost

directly into reverse they have clearly put the breaks

control of the globalisation narrative in the last

on deeper international economic integration;2

quarter of the 20th century to the more hardline

posing additional questions for the architecture of

libertarian ideology and practice of Hayekian

international economic governance; especially the

‘neo-classical’ economics (see Wapshott, 2012) that

Bretton Woods financial institutions (World Bank and

became the intellectual handmaiden of hyper

IMF) and the World Trade Organisation (WTO) with

globalisation. Often referred to also as neo-liberalism

the WTO especially being weakened as an instrument

this brand of economics was associated with the key

of global public policy coordination in recent years.

support for the losers from globalization.

There is a vast body of literature on the contested theories of global governance. Here is not the place for a theoretical discussion. See
inter alia, Acharya (2016), Sinclair (2012), Zürn (2012) and Weiss (2013). My own thinking on the subject can be found in Higgott (2012).
2 Even the Financial Times likes to have an each way bet on this issue. See the competing messages in Globalisation in Retreat (https://
www.ft.com/content/ade8ada8-83f6-11e7-94e2-c5b903247afd) and Globalisation Marches on (https://www.ft.com/content/d81ca8ccbfdd-11e7-b8a3-38a6e068f464).
1
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Central here is the role of the US under the Trump

2.1 In the trade domain

administration. USFP may not be isolationist and
Trumps actions may have been more rhetorical than

The progressive evolution of the GATT into the

real in the international economic domain to-date

WTO over a 50 years period created a liberal rules-

(for a discussion see Boot, 2017)—with the major

based trading system with a set of agreed theoretical

exception of his withdrawal from the Trans Pacific

norms and practical rules that were deemed sensible,

Partnership (TPP). The US remains a commerce-

legitimate and honored by its members. The evolution

minded international power; albeit with a much

of these norms and rules progressed through a series

narrower, transactionalist conception of interest that

of multilateral negotiating rounds throughout the

is becoming more bilateralist and focused on what

second half of the 20th century that with the formation

Trump, if not all of his administration, sees as so-

of the WTO, and especially the accession of China,

called ‘exploitation of the US’.

seemed to be the tipping point for global acceptance
of widespread support for an open, yet sensibly

Trump’s policy is not about enhancing a global liberal

regulated, international trade regime.

trade regime. It is about rectifying large bilateral trade
imbalances wherever they exist and notwithstanding

But this has turned out not to be the case. A range of

that much of the explanation for these imbalances is to

hurdles have presented themselves to the trade system,

be found at home in the USA (Forhoohar, 2017) where

and the WTO as its guardian, that have become

less than 1% of companies export anything as of 2017

progressively difficult to overcome. An inability

and support to develop export capability is currently

to secure the completion of the Doha Development

on a scale from slight to zero (see McKinsey, 2017:

Round and the drift into murky protectionism in the

15). As the McKinsey report demonstrates thoughtful

wake of the 2008 GFC (Baldwin and Evenett, 2009)

domestic policy reform and support at home could

has effectively stalled the WTO. More recently,

have a bigger impact on US export competitiveness

and more substantially, the global backlash against

than any aggressive retaliatory action at the

open global trade has grown inexorably, especially

international level.

in the developed world in the face of the growth of
populism. It is the current populist anti-trade rhetoric,

Ironically, interventionist thinking is much stronger

especially but not only from Donald Trump, that

at the international than the domestic level. ‘America

has the potential to do the greatest damage. This

first’ might not imply America alone, but it does suggest

rhetoric is bereft of any comprehension of twentieth

that under Trump the US seems less inclined to accept

century trade history. It reflects no knowledge of the

responsibility for, let alone positively support, the 70

1930s depression in which ‘beggar thy neighbour’

year old wider global order underwritten by a network

protectionist policies, especially the passing of the

of multilateral institutions. In both the economic and

Smoot Hawley Act of 1930, encouraged the rejection

security domain political allies and trade partners are

of a rules based trading system, a massive exercise in

having to readjust to a less predictable, lower trust

self-harming for the USA and the collapse of world

environment where contest and conflict rather than

trade (see Irwin, 2017).

cooperation and consensus in US trade relations (and
the management of the global financial regime) are

Not only is the current rhetoric of the populist

becoming the norm.
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bereft of any historical or economic understanding

decision to quit TPP, pull out of the Paris accord and

of trade, it also shows little comprehension of the

renegotiate NAFTA (what Trump has called the worst

contemporary trade order. Protectionism does not

trade deal ever made) he has turned his rhetorical

and will not work. It is not low tariffs that explain

gun on the WTO as an institution and multilateralism

dramatic industry closures in the manufacturing

as a modus operandi for trade relations. His strong

sectors of mature economies, especially the USA.

nationalist speech at the November 2017 Da Nang

Manufacturing jobs are on the decline globally.

APEC conference, emphasized his preference for

Global ability to produce is outpacing growth in

bi-lateral deals in which of course the US invariably

demand. Technological innovation, especially AI and

has the asymmetrical advantage that goes with size.

robotisation mean that fewer jobs are created. And

Also at the Da Nang conference he accused nameless

those that are will not only require higher skills they

countries of stealing US intellectual property and

will not automatically land in those parts of the USA

technological innovation and asserted that:

that have undergone high job loss in the last several
decades. Relocation will continue as China and India

What we will no longer do is enter into large

(both major beneficiaries of a liberal economic order)

agreements that tie our hands, surrender

become more integrated actors in a global economy

our sovereignty and make meaningful

dominated by the development of an unbundling of

enforcement virtually impossible (The New

production and complex global supply chains. This

York Times, International Edition, 11-12

genie it is not about to be put back in the bottle, US

November, 2017: 1).

presidential determination or not.
If his speech is to be taken at face value (and that
Thus a focus on the behavior of Donald Trump

is always a problem with President Trump) then the

is rational rather than alarmist. His views capture

WTO is merely a forum where other states have for

the intellectual and practical problems facing

too long taken, and continue to take, advantage of the

contemporary international trade. He is essentially

USA. Wrongly asserting that the dispute mechanism

mercantilist. He sees trade as simplistically zero-

discriminates against the US (the US has in fact won

sum. He insists on reciprocal, free, and fair trade, yet

90% of its 100+ appealed legal disputes) he has set

his only measure seems to be if the United States is

in train a campaign against the role of the WTO. The

running a bilateral deficit. As the Financial Times,

initial blocking of appointments to the WTO Appellate

reviewing Trumps speech at APEC in Vietnam

Body may only be a first step with more to follow in

(November 9, 2017), the future of global trade viewed

2018. Trump’s also has very strong support from the

from Washington now seems to be predominantly

US Trade Representative Robert E. Lighthizer (see

about undoing the multilateral progress of the post

https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/

war era.

press-releases/2017/december/opening-plenarystatement-ustr).

Indeed, Trump is explicitly opposed to multilateral

10

trade cooperation; especially the mega-regional

The US is of course not the only critic of the WTO.

initiatives such as the TPP and the TTIP (in its

Europe too would like to see reform. Nor is Trump

current form) (https://www.ft.com/content/5afbd914-

wrong about China’s failure to live up to its obligations

a2b2-11e7-8d56-98a09be71849). In addition to his

since joining the WTO. And the EU and Japan are
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supporting the US in bringing pressure to bear on
China

content/bf94549c-e663-11e7-8b99-0191e45377ec).

(https://www.ft.com/content/5f0aad90-deae-

11e7-a8a4-0a1e63a52f9c). But Trump’s views lack

Of course, this could prove to be a courageous

historical appreciation of the importance of GATT (and

judgment by the FT. It is too soon to come to a

the leadership role of the US) in the liberalization of

conclusion. But we should note that to-date, the other

trade and the establishment of a rules based system in

major trading powers, notably the EU and China

the post World War Two era. What he does understand

have not shown any inclination to follow Trump’s

is that the US can do more than any other member state

line. Equally, it is worth noting that US withdrawal

to weaken the WTO. A continuing hostile attitude to

from erstwhile while it initially dampened enthusiasm

the WTO by the Trump administration and, perhaps

for the organisation did not in fact kill off support

more immediately, the renegotiation of NAFTA will

for it amongst its other members. The 11 member

be litmus tests of Trump’s trade policy. How the

deal, following the resolution of some of Canada’s

administration deals with NAFTA in the renegotiation

concerns raised at the Da Nang APEC meeting, came

will in all probability also dictate aggressive deficit

into effect in March 2018 under its new name of the

reducing policies to other trade surplus states and

Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement on Trans

regions such as the EU; especially should the TTIP

Pacific Cooperation (CPTPP) (https://www.ft.com/

negotiations come back into play (Rashish, 2017).

content/7a10d70a-0031-11e8-9650-9c0ad2d7c5b5).
While the absence of the US market from the

The other test will be Trump’s approach to tariffs in

CPTPP is a blow the organisation, with most of

2018—likely to be the crucial year (see Manning,

its key provisions in tact, is still a more advanced

2018). January saw his first tariff act when he signed

exercise in regional economic cooperation in East

into law the introduction of 30% tariffs on imports

Asia than the Regional Comprehensive Economic

of solar panels and washing machines to the USA.

Partnership (RCEP) pushed by China. But Trump’s

It was a move clearly aimed at China with China

rhetoric and practice have nevertheless given China

asserting that it will retaliate (https://www.ft.com/

the opportunity to take a global leadership role in

content/288cac76-000c-11e8-9650-9c0ad2d7c5b5).

the domain of trade (and also the environment) at

This is we must assume an opening salvo. Steel,

the same time as US power and standing in Asia has

further white goods and intellectual property from

diminished throughout 2017 (see Camroux, 2017).

third countries (especially China) Trump considers
are cheating the USA can be expected to follow its
practice is lined up with his rhetoric. This would most

2.2 In the finance domain

probably lead to some kind of trade war, the outcome
of which cannot be known other than that no state

Dangers of cyclicality are as great if not greater in the

will be a winner. But what the Trump administration

financial regime than in the trade regime. Here too we

appears not to contemplate is that the US could also

forget history at our peril. In an analysis of the causal

be a major loser from such a confrontation. It would

role of trade protectionism during Great Depression the

in all likelihood be gradually isolated from any new

massive negative impact of harsh capital controls and

trade liberalising activity. As the Financial Times

the manner in which they exacerbated the depression

has argued ‘Trump may huff and puff. The rest of the

is often overlooked. In the contemporary era it is less

world will limit the damage’ (https://www.ft.com/

national capital controls than the uncontrollability of
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capital at a global level that appears to be the bigger

ancillary actors required to address these collective

issue.

problems—are missing or operating sub-optimally at
best.

Since the Big Bang in London in 1986 and the repeal
of Glass Steagall Act in the USA in 1999 we have

How seriously this problem is taken amongst the senior

seen the progressive detachment of financial activity

echelons of the global financial policy community is a

from the productive economy and, very often, the

moot point. The G20’s most recent response has been

public interest is diminished as rent-seeking replaces

to establish an Eminent Persons Group of Finance

value creation. In addition sovereign state control of

Ministers and Central Bankers to address the reform

the internationalised financial sector has diminished

of the international financial institutions as agents

and the power of organised financial interests have

of global financial governance with an emphasis on

increased at the expense of a state’s ability to regulate

leadership, accountability and transparency (http://

it. Moreover, in the face of innovation (often a

www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/EN/

euphemism for opaque complexity) regulators have

Downloads/G20-Wash-okt-International-Financial-

invariably been fighting the last war rather than the

Architecture.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=1).

current one. This fight has been made all the more

remit is however limited to the role of the IMF and

difficult by Wall Street’s cognitive regulatory capture

the WBG and their relationship to the G20 and looks

(cf: from Paulson to Mnuchin) of the Washington

unlikely to address the big ticket items identified in

policy process. Demands for ‘level playing fields’—

this paper that are currently destabilising the global

in effect a ‘race to the bottom’—prevails and industry

governance system. The next section attempts to offer

standards and ‘light touch regulation’ invariably

some insight into the magnitude of these problems

outsmart regulatory measures in the shadow-banking

and some tentative suggestions as to how they might

sector (especially the derivative markets). Banks

be addressed.

Its

would seem still to be too big to fail and moral hazard
would appear to be alive and well.3

3: What is to Be Done?4
As Stiglitz, and other Nobel prize winners such as
Paul Krugman and Robert Schiller would have it, the

Firstly, let us keep a sense of perspective. We are not

very moral authority of Anglo-American capitalist

yet facing an apocalyptic melt down in the global

economic organisation would appear to be under

economy. Indeed while concerns about the instability

serious challenge. The relationship between the market

of the global financial system abound, capital and

and the state exhibits an unstable disequilibrium and

equity markets are nevertheless booming. Trade,

sources of institutional leadership operating beyond

while slower than in the years prior to the global

the level of the state—or through the international

financial crisis, perhaps reflecting a cyclical element

economic institutions, be it the WTO, IMF, the World

in trade performance, continues to grow despite

Bank or the looser configuration of the G20 and other

failing governance. Nor has democracy, of either a

The discussion of the financial sector here is drawn inter alia from the work of James (2012), Posner (2011), Ragan (2011), Rogoff and
Reinhart (2011), Schiller (2012), Stiglitz (2012) and Wolf (2014).
4 While Section 3 is analytical it is also personal to the extent that it reflects the author’s own personal normative judgments on what needs
to be done to restore a stable equilibrium to the global economic order.
3
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liberal or social democratic nature, been vanquished

group must not be lost to democracy; it must be re-

by populism in the OECD world. However, reflecting

engaged by the political centre in both the USA and

the dependent nature of the relationship between states

Europe. The political system needs compromises

and the market under conditions of globalisation,

that reconcile capitalism with mass democracy, not

national societies appear increasingly divided,

cosmopolitan democratic elitism. Governments of

especially in the USA and Europe, and democracy

a non-populist persuasion need to re-boot the social

is weakened. Inequality is now seen as both a major

contract between state and society and provide

destabilizing point of philosophical disagreement and

enough citizen incentive to make citizen preservation

practical policy issue (Atkinson, 2016; Milanovic,

of capitalism a major societal commitment. In essence

2014; Piketty, 2014) nurturing populism and

governments need to rebuild the ‘embedded liberal

weakening the social bond between citizens and the

compromise’ (Ruggie, 1982)—effectively to practice

state in the developed world.5

Adam Smith abroad but John Maynard Keynes at
home. This requires both theoretical and applied

Can democracy fight back against populism?

policy innovation leading to a new balance between

Democratic politics (be it social-centre left or

the state and the market in which governments support

liberal-centre right) must put their political houses

the market economy but resist the hard-core Hayekian

in order. The ruling cosmopolitan political elites

market fundamentalism of the last 35-40 years.

of populist scorn must learn from their mistakes
(captured in the failure of the Remain group in the

Scholars and practitioners need to recalibrate the

Brexit Referendum and the failed Clinton Presidential

balance between Hayekian neo-classical economic

bid.) They need to ensure that ordinary citizens, not

theory and the intellectual insights from the

just the economic and political elites, also benefit

disciplines of moral and political philosophy, political

from globalisation or are at least protected from its

science and law to create a stronger moral normativity

worst excesses, especially the growth of inequality

that humanises the dismal science of economics. As

that is increasingly seen by popular pundits such as

Rodrik opines, we need to rescue economics from

Martin Wolf of the Financial Times as a challenge to

neo-liberalism (2017c). If we are to secure a new

democracy

(https://www.ft.com/content/47e3e014-

equilibrium between the market and the state then

e3ea-11e7-97e2-916d4fbac0da, https://www.ft.com/

economics, understood traditionally as an essential

content/743d91b8-df8d-11e5-b67f-a61732c1d025).

amoral selfish theory of homos economicus needs

As political economist Dani Rodrik (2017) notes, for

to be leavened with the counter veiling influences

both historical and ideological reasons, this is more

of a stronger civic ethic, altruism and recognition of

difficult in the United States than it is for those states

the importance of (good) governance (see inter alia

of Europe, including even the UK, with a stronger

Johnson, 2017, Bowles, 2016, Hausmann, 2017 and

tradition of social welfare.

Rodrik, 2015). Such a transition is more difficult
than might be assumed. Such innovation in thinking

We have seen the emergence of what Jan Werner

challenges some of the core scientific assumptions,

Muller (2016) calls the ‘Trumpenproletariat’. This

indeed pretensions, of economics as a scientific

On the importance of the social bond—the essentially contractual relationship between the state and the citizen that allows societies to
function see Higgott and Devetak, 1999.
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scholarly pursuit.
Markets satisfy needs. When they work efficiently
We need to re-write the rules of the global economy

they are the most superior form of allocation and

once again. Governments need to re-affirm the

distribution the world knows. But markets are not

legitimacy of international, rules based, norms

simply the product of the ‘invisible hand’. Markets

and ‘appropriate’ regulatory regimes in the face of

are constructed mechanisms and as Ha-Joon Chang

pressure from powerful lobbies—especially from the

tells us (2014) like all mechanisms such as an

financial sector. Governments need to both re-affirm

automobile, they require steering, regulating and

the principles of collective action problem solving

servicing regularly. Markets require looking after if

embodied in the multilateral economic institutions

they are to preserve their legitimacy. This is a political

(especially, IMF, World Bank, WTO) and important

process not an economic one. Inflexible economic

new institutions—e.g. AIIB and BRICS NDB). The

systems incapable of, or unwilling to, undertake

multilateral development banks (MDBs) are clearly

reform at the domestic level are unlikely to maintain

in need of reform after many years of resistance by

legitimacy and are eventually challenged. The rise

the major powers. Reform of voting at the IMF was

and demise of economic-political systems that decay

resisted by the USA for 4-5 years up to the time of

from within as a result of an inability to reform or

the eventual changes of 2016. But more generally,

adapt is increasingly well understood. As Fukayama

the need for emerging market economies (EMEs) to

(2014) (now) argues, democracy is not an end state.

develop a sense of joint ownership of the international

There is no finishing line. Just as we think we have

institutional governance structures—especially in

arrived humans can and often do snatch defeat from

the MDBs—is a pressing important issue for global

the jaws of victory by behaving in unexpected ways.

economic governance.
Similarly, at the international level we seem to have
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Senior established donors are resisting changes in

forgotten much of what we learned about the role of

ownership structures that would reduce their influence

international institutionalism in the second half of the

(see the 2017 statements of the governors of the United

twentieth century; particularly the role institutions can

Kingdom and the USA to the World Bank Group’s

play in lowering transaction costs by the provision and

Development Committee, http://search.worldbank.

sharing of information, reducing uncertainty in large

org/devcomm?_foldid_exact=Statements&os=20).

n multilateral negotiations, making promises credible

They prefer to have the MDBs focus on funding

and enhancing compliance in international economic

developing economies to the exclusion of EMEs,

relations. We have accepted far too easily the populist

arguing that EMEs can raise funds on the market

cry that international institutions undermine state

independently of the banks. At the same time the

sovereignty when in fact they can equally be argued

US pushed back against EME innovation, especially

to enhance national democratic processes in a number

China’s creation for AIIB. Both positions were, and

of important ways such as restricting the power of

remain, short sighted. They reduce the stake of the

special interest factions, protecting individual rights,

EMEs in the longstanding MDBs, reduce the potential

improving the quality of democratic deliberation,

influence the banks can have on the growth of

and increasing capacities to achieve important public

economies and institutions in the EMEs, and reduce

purpose (quintessentially here see the work of Robert

the financial viability of the banks.

Keohane, 1989, see also Simmons and Martin, 2001
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and Higgott, 2006).

section reflects on the role and impact of the US on
the current global order in general and the malaise

This is no mere conceptual digression. The weakening

in global economic governance in particular. Indeed

of a commitment to the principles of international

we cannot understand the modern order without such

institutionalism might predate Donald Trump but

analysis.

attacks on these principles cast a massive negative
policy shadows over both the global trade and financial

The paper so far has outlined several broad trends.

regimes. The norms, principles and practices that we

Notably:

have identified, and that are essential to a functioning
system of global economic governance, require

(i)	A diminished credibility of the Anglo-

leadership if they are to be sustained or re-booted.

American economic model and a concomitant

That leadership is currently lacking at the global level.

weakening Western power in the global

Without leadership virulent anti-globalization politics

political economy.

are unlikely to be contained with all the attendant

(ii)	A recognition in most, but not all, quarters

negative implications for political stability that lack

of the global policy community, that the

of containment implies.

consumerist consumptions patterns secured
by the economic paradigms that prevailed
for much of the last 70 years are likely to

3.1 Does Trump Matter? The Role of
the US and what, if anything, can be
done?

prove socially, politically and ecologically
unsustainable in the longer term. And,
following the Paris 2015 agreement, new
institutional structures must envision a low

An interest in concepts like imperial over-stretch,

carbon economy.

empires in decline, declining hegemony and rising

(iii)	A recognition that the new big state economic

powers have been constant from the time that scholars

actors, especially China and India, and

first wrote international history. It is reflected in

notwithstanding their own problems, will

scholarship from and on Greece and Rome through

faut de mieux also secure stronger global

to the Hapsburgs, Great Britain and now the United

political influence over both the short and

States. While today’s scholars of international

medium term.

relations and especially those interested in global

(iv)	A

recognition

that

action,

consensus
global

driven,

order can draw on this history in comparative fashion

collective

institutional

it does not axiomatically make them better modern

leadership is in short supply; indeed the

day policy analysts. Much of our contemporary craft

evolving G20 agenda has jettisoned very

is inevitably, if not merely, reflective and judgmental.

little of the G7(8) individualist, energy

That does not, however, mean we should not do it.

intensive, consumerist paradigm of 20th
century ‘market civilisation’.

We can pick up trends, see the impact of events,

(v)	These problems have been dramatically

recognize when structural change is in train and make

exacerbated by the election of Donald Trump

judgments on the role of actors and agents in these

as the 45th President of the United States.

processes of change. It is in this context that this
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Writing in 2014, and prior to Trump’s presidential bid,

will be completed as a 12 minus 1 institution and

Francis Fukayama (2014) argued we were witnessing

other regional economic activity in East Asia, with

a return to a patrimonial order—what he called re-

or without the participation or imprimatur of the

patrimonialism—in the US in which the wealthy

USA, is not on hold. Chinese economic diplomacy

and powerful, corporate interests had reasserted their

through, inter alia, the consolidation of the role of the

stranglehold dominance over the political process in a

Asian Infrastructural Investment Bank (AIIB) and the

manner greater than at any time in US history. I would

continued development of the Belt and Road Initiative

assert here that the election of Trump, and especially

(BRI) have gained it considerable diplomatic kudos.

the quasi plutocratic complexion of his cabinet offers

Closer economic integration, with or without the US,

reinforcement to Fukayama’s 2014 argument.

remains a high priority in the region. The Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) has

The failure in many quarters to recognize these trends

made considerable gains as an integrative vehicle for

reflects (i) an historical ignorance of how the modern

the East Asian economy in recent years (see Heine,

order was built and sustained; (ii) a disregard for

2017). Even discounting for Trumpian regional

the political impact of the distributional inequalities

diplomacy in the Asia Pacific, the US is a diminished

wrought by globalization and (iii) what Luce (2017)

player in the region.

describes as the fragility of a system over which we
have grown increasingly complacent since the end of

So, in that time worn phrase, what is to be done?

the Cold War. Luce goes on to argue (and he is not

Particularly how should we respond to the current

a lone voice) (see The Economist, November 11-17,

role of the USA other than hope for the best and

2017) that Trumpism, while not the originator of these

plan for the worse? There is no law that forces the

trends, is the accelerator of strain on a rules-based,

US to accept global responsibility/leadership. It did,

collective problem solving approach to world order.

lest we forget, sit out the 1920s and 1930s while the
rest of the world collapsed economically. Unlike the

American global strength for the last 70 years has

1920s-30s, however US geography and wealth no

been rooted in its ideational attractiveness (what Joe

longer insulates it from exigencies of global economic

Nye, 2004, calls its soft power), its predictability and

and political calamity in a manner it might have

especially other actors in the global system believing

once done. The technological wiring of the global

in this predictability. Trump is undoing this. At the same

economy, especially the global financial system,

time he is accelerating both the perception and reality

cannot by-pass the US. Similarly, most US productive

of a declining US leadership role; especially with

export activity is embedded in complex global supply

his peer global leader rivals, Xi Jinping and Vladimir

chains from which its major corporations are unable

Putin (see Wright, 2017). The best illustration of this

or unlikely to disengage. Moreover, while US power

argument is to be found in the Asia Pacific.

in the past was absolute. Now it is not. There was no
rising China and India or other big economic players
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While the US is still a major player in the overall

in the inter-war period of the 20th century. Trumpian

economy of the Asia Pacific, it has effectively vacated

logic—practising what Richard Haass, President of

the institutional playing field. APEC is treated merely

the Council of Foreign Relations calls the doctrine of

as a platform for Trumpian rhetoric while the rest of

withdrawal—does not provide the USA with a real

the region gets on with its economic business. TPP

exit option this time.
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For example, in a non-trivial thought experiment, a

The WTO, even in an age when it is not overseeing

financial crisis similar to that of 2008 would pose a

multilateral trade negotiations and its Dispute

major test for a Trump led US government. In 2008

Settlement Mechanism is under challenge, remains the

the G20, while still a limited instrument of global

best source of trade policy information sharing, norm

economic governance nevertheless proved, through

compliance and the major forum for the discussion of

serious US and UK collective leadership, to be a

key global trade policy issues.

decisive crisis manager (see Cooper and Thakur,
2012). Should we expect a Trump-led US to be

Finance by contrast arguably needs less emphasis

similarly responsible in the event of another financial

on unfettered liberalization and more emphasis on

crisis? More than likely, if his record is our judge,

appropriate, preferably host country regulation,

Trump would repeat the mistakes of the early 1930s.

risk management and accountability. It does not

Given his propensity for buck-passing he should be

need more home country extra-territorial rules (see

expected to lay any blame at the feet of other states,

Deiter and Higgott, 2012). The financial sector

resorting to protectionist measures and provoking

needs a diverse, not one dimensional, institutional

another serious recession or depression even.

regulatory landscape. Just as monoculture in biology
transmits and exacerbates system shocks; so too does
monoculture in the global financial system amplify

Conclusion

shocks (see McNamara, 2009). By contrast, just as
diversity stabilises complex biological eco-systems

As this paper has argued, the malaise in global

so too could it be expected to do the same for financial

economic governance is part of a wider crisis of

systems. We need diversity and one size does not fit

western liberalism in general. The specific problems

all in global finance.

with global economic governance that the paper has
dealt with were argued to be severe. There is a crisis

The issue of sovereignty, or more precisely here a

of international collective action problem solving

lack of sovereign control over international finance

in trade and financial governance. Neither G20 nor

within host countries, is a real question for states

Davos style gatherings suggest the major actors have

and not just for populist nationalists. Most of the

the collective will to address them absent the arrival

world’s governments, from the strongest to the

of another major crisis.

weakest, want greater control over the behavior of
their economies and especially international financial

This paper has suggested that the desirable degree

actors within their domestic borders. Global finance

of global economic governance and regulation

needs to behave better. It will need to be assisted in

differs between the trade and finance sectors. Trade

this process. As Nobel Prize winner Robert Shiller

governance is in much greater danger than we think.

notes we need finance for a ‘Good Society’ (2012).

This is the case at both the normative level of a lack

Progressive democracy of either a social, centre-left

of commitment to an open liberal multilateral system

or liberal centre-right persuasion needs to address the

and, at the practical level, of the problematic future

excesses of its global financial elites.

of the WTO. Trade needs more, not less, openness
and liberalization, but also greater institutional

Global economic governance is a trade-off between

cooperation, preferably operating under WTO rules.

the effective and efficient provision of (global)
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public goods on the one hand and the representation,

are unlikely to see change. Lawyers and political

accountability, legitimacy and sovereignty of states

scientists who for too long vacated the global policy

on the other. Getting the balances right between

playing field to the economist need to re-enter the

these competing conceptions of governance remains

conversation. In essence the once hegemonic assertive

a charged political, and often ideological, question

economic marketization of a Hayekian variety needs

especially since the problems with global economic

to be taken on by a more assertive democracy of

governance are problems of both structure (for

either a classically liberal or social democratic

example technology) and agency (the role of actors

variety. Defence of the market is not the same as

such as the US President). This is both bad and good.

saying anything goes nor, as Colin Crouch (2018) has

It is bad because the structural problems are deep-

noted, is it about strengthening corporate power at the

seated and not easily subject to agential control. It

expense of markets.

is good because while these problems are likely to
persist they are, with serious attention, fixable.

To garner the benefits of globalisation, mitigate
its costs and prevent it falling in the face of rising

Issues of agency are more contested questions of

populist nationalist sentiment of the kind espoused

political philosophy and practical politics rather

by the current US president and other populist leaders

than technical economics. To fix these problems we

across Europe and Asia then governments of a

need a change in both philosophy and practice. A

democratic persuasion need to be resilient and to fight

return to the old liberalism of the twentieth century

back. Resilience requires democratic governments

would appear not to be on the cards (see Ferguson in

to reassert the defence of economic openness. But

Ferguson and Zakaria, 2017 and Kaplan, 2107b). We

democratic governments, of both social and liberal

need pluralism not universalism of any stripe. The end

persuasion, should also recognise that some populist

of the Cold War saw us opt for a Hayekian neo-liberal

concerns are genuine. For example, not all appeals

globalisation in general and for finance capital, raw in

to identity are necessarily xenophobic. Public

tooth and claw, in particular. Little or no consideration

policies pertaining to refugees and migration need

was given to moral rather than economic values—

to be recognized for the complex issues they are and

especially democratic values, trust, human rights,

be addressed with sufficient priority accordingly.

respect for diversity, meritocracy and opportunity—

Governments of a non-populist persuasion must also

that had been as important in helping the West win

recognize that threats to international political order

the Cold War as brute military power. Indeed, as

in the absence of leadership from the world’s greatest

Michael Ignatieff points out, globalisation was never

power are real.

a universalised moral order (2017). To the extent that
these values were deemed to exist by neo-classical

Is the pessimism exhibited in this paper overstated?

economists they were nevertheless largely non-

Is liberal order, as those such as Kaplan suggest,

quantifiable and thus exogenous to the (any) model of

destined to collapse. Will we see anarchy prevail over

economic globalisation!

the artificial institutional cooperation of the last 70
years (2017: 31)? Or could the global order, as the

18

Without national and global conversations on broad

Economist and others (see Boot, 2017) argue, ride

based normative values, as opposed to strongly held

out Trumpism and populism more generally, and

politically determined ideological positions, we

return to the status quo ante? This polarization of

“Globalism, Populism and the Limits of Global Economic Governance”
/ Richard Higgott

alternatives is too stark. It poses the wrong question

But Trump’s mixed messages are accompanied by

in both empirical and longer-term structural terms. A

practical implications. Not only does US policy allow

far messier outcome would appear more likely.

China to play an increasingly successful role in the
domain of global institutional economic governance

At the empirical level the US still has primacy

in established bodies like the IMF, World Bank and

in both the economic and political global orders.

WTO, it has encouraged it to develop new bodies

But this primacy, underwritten by the current

like the AIIB and successfully extend its conference

ideological disposition of its current leadership,

diplomacy, notably in the Paris accord. Of the other

makes it resistant to any reform in those orders. US

actors, the EU, and Germany and now France,

resistance is reflected in its growing opposition to

although aspiring to, are not playing a meaningful

multilateralism and institutionalism and its preference

leadership role reflective of their influence and

for more unilateralist and nationalist approaches. This

standing. Threat to the international economic and

disengagement has made it easier for China to develop

political orders in the absence of both individual and

a sophisticated strategy of non-ideological pragmatic

collective leadership from the world’s greatest power

engagement enriching its international standing at the

is real. As the Financial Times noted in the wake of

expense of the US.

the 2018 Davos meeting, there is a gaping hole in
global economic governance (https://www.ft.com/

Whether this message is getting through to President

content/e9941122-0285-11e8-9650-9c0ad2d7c5b5).

Trump is a moot point. His own messages remain
mixed. The withdrawal from TPP was seen by analysts

We should contemplate the prospect of multiple

(allies and foes alike) as much a strategic mistake as

orders—what Acharya (2017) calls a multiplex

an economic one. Absent the US, the economic gains

world and Flockhart (2017) calls a multi-order world

from CPTPP will remain modest for the foreseeable

in which a liberal order may still exist but with its

(14% of world trade without the USA, 40% with it)

reach curtailed. This will be a world in which liberal

future. But it is more than an economic organization.

values are not universalised. Other values, norms and

It sends a message that the dominance of the regional

principles—emanating from the reassertion of ideas

trade regime will not simply be gifted to China. And

and interests of old actors and the arrival of new

its structure keeps it open to further members from

ones—will place demands and challenges on liberal

countries such as South Korea, Thailand and Indonesia

orthodoxies. The degree to which they will supplant a

that have all expressed interest. Most importantly

liberal internationalist perspective is yet to be known.

membership remains open to the USA. It is not

Some think this is unlikely to be the case. Neither

axiomatic that the US will simply do bilateral deals

China nor Russia, argues John Ikenberry (2018: 23)

with CPTPP members. Both Japan and Vietnam have

offer stronger models for organising world order. We

declined invitations. In what was clearly meant to an

should expect (in contrast to early Fukayama, 1992)

offset to his more bellicose nationalist mercantilist

no end of history style teleologies (be they liberal or

rhetoric President Trump surprisingly announced in

realist). Transformation of the major principles and

January 2018 that he ‘… would do TPP if we made

practices of the old liberal order seems more likely

a much better deal than we had’ (https://www.ft.com/

than either full reinstatement on the one hand or total

content/3cb22bb8-0205-11e8-9650-9c0ad2d7c5b5).

rejection and overthrow on the other.
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Managing transformation will be the major problem
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the Conservatives adopted a pragmatic approach,
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Act I: Brexit past
Scene 1: The history

These positions were to reverse in the years following
Margaret Thatcher’s speech in Bruges, in which
she successfully tapped into a discourse stressing

We open with a little scene-setting, establishing some

the incompatibility of supranational authority and

narrative threads which will run through our story.

national democracy, which had been evident at least

First, the UK’s political parties – with a few consistent

since Gaitskell’s comments in 1962. This message

exceptions – have always struggled with the issue of

now resonated with a growing eurosceptic element

European integration. Around the time of the UK’s

within her own party, and following her ouster John

application to join the European Community (EC),

Major inherited a party openly divided between those
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for whom European integration represented an erosion

The upshot of all this was that by the last years of

of parliamentary sovereignty, and a second faction

the twentieth century, both the Tories and Labour

who traded such purist concerns for a pragmatic

had adopted carefully calculated public positions on

acceptance that membership as vital for Britain’s

the EU in order to deal with internal divisions and

1

long-term economic future. For Labour, meanwhile,

lukewarm public approval. New Labour, which in

the trauma of the split of 1981, the formation of the

opposition had ruthlessly capitalised on the Major

Social Democratic Party, and a fear of being led from

government’s handling of European policy, softened

the hard left, pushed the party towards the centre

its approach upon its election in 1997. Mindful of

ground, gradually it shed its opposition to Europe, and

the harm Europe had caused both the Conservatives

through the successive tenures of Neil Kinnock, John

and his own party in the 1980s, Tony Blair adopted

Smith and Tony Blair, it forged a new acceptance of

a policy of ‘utilitarian supranationalism’,4 engaging

Europe.

in constructive diplomacy with the EU while
consciously downplaying its salience in the public

Secondly, these fluctuating party positions shaped, and

arena. The Conservative Party, during its long period

were themselves shaped by, the shifting tide of public

in opposition, learnt first to marginalise its eurosceptic

opinion. Just before the 1975 referendum, a Gallup

wing, and subsequently to avoid attacking Labour’s

poll found that 41 per cent would vote to leave the

European policy. This strategy was shared by both

European Economic Community (EEC); this dropped

parties, and was predicated on a belief that relations

to 22 per cent when people were then asked whether

with the EU could be handled at an elite level, and

renegotiated terms of membership would alter their

were not an issue of which the average voter should

attitudes. Indeed, by March 1979, a MORI poll found

develop a critical awareness. However – and this is

that 60 per cent would now vote to leave the EEC—

the third thread – this had consequences for the nature

just four years after two-thirds of voters had backed

of the public discourse on European integration.

staying in.2 Yet as Thatcher engaged successfully

Granted, there had long been a simmering current of

with the EC in the mid-1980s, and the Labour Party

Euroscepticism in the public consciousness, but the

too began to move in a more pro-Europe direction,

strategy of clandestine engagement did little to foster

opinion shifted. In 1987 the polls stood at 47 per cent

an informed understanding of the pros and cons of

in favour of membership to 39 per cent against. This

EU membership. The press were complicit in this,

trend was broadly maintained throughout the 1990s,

engaging in ‘destructive dissent’ and scaremongering,

with dips in support often brought about by periodic

with the EU portrayed as the origin of much inane and

instances of tension between Britain and the EU, such

cumbersome regulation.5 With only lukewarm public

as the BSE3 crisis of 1996.

approval for, or interest in, European integration, and

See Anthony Forster (2002). Euroscepticism and British politics. London: Routledge.
Roger Mortimore (2016). ‘Polling history: 40 years of British views on “in or out” of Europe’, The Conversation. http://theconversation.
com/polling-history-40-years-of-british-views-on-in-or-out-of-europe-61250. Accessed 4 Oct 2016.
3 On the background of the crisis, and its domestic impact, see Roman Gerodimos (2004). ‘The UK BSE crisis as a failure of government’,
Public Administration, 82(4): 911-929.
4 Simon Bulmer (2008). ‘New Labour, new European policy? Blair, Brown and utilitarian supranationalism’, Parliamentary Affairs 61(4):
597–620.
5 Oliver Daddow (2012). ‘The UK media and “Europe”: from permissive consensus to destructive dissent’, International Affairs 88(6):
1221. See also Nicholas Startin (2015). ‘Have we reached a tipping point? The mainstreaming of Euroscepticism in the UK’, International
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the parties colluding to keep it off the political agenda,

instead to fund the National Health Service (NHS). In

the media found little reason to offer detailed

response to those who criticised such figures, Leave

analysis – or actively to shape a positive narrative

merely derided the messengers, urging people not to

about the benefits of integration. Consequently, for

trust politicians or establishment figures who warned

example, a Eurobarometer poll in late 2015 showed the

of the dire consequences of Brexit.

British public to be among the least knowledgeable on
the EU, unable to answer questions such as whether

The campaign groups cut across party lines, with each

Switzerland was a member.

side featuring senior figures from Labour and the
Conservatives. Many of the Conservative front bench
backed Remain, but several prominent members of

Scene 2: The referendum

parliament (MPs) – including Michael Gove, Iain
Duncan Smith, and Boris Johnson – campaigned for

The referendum of 2016 emerged from this deep

Leave. In the Labour Party, the picture was muddied

history. The proximate origins of the referendum have

by the fact that Jeremy Corbyn seemed reluctant to

been dealt with elsewhere; rather, our concern is with

commit to Remain, refusing to share a platform with

how the events of April to July of 2016 bring these

pro-European former leaders Tony Blair and Gordon

threads together.

Brown, and going on holiday during the closing stages
of the campaign.7 Several vocal MPs formed the

The date of the referendum was announced in

nucleus of Labour Leave, while elsewhere in the party

February 2016, and as soon as campaigning got

disagreements surfaced on the issue of free movement.

under way, the Leave side worked to neutralise their
opponents’ argument, and dismissed their basic

The Leave camp had an ally in much of the media,

message – that Brexit would be costly and staying

which largely came out in support of Brexit. A study

in was safer – as overly negative. They marshalled a

of press coverage found that 41 per cent of newspaper

number of simple and powerful messages, such as

articles covering the referendum were pro-Leave,

‘I want my country back’, and ‘Take back control’.

compared to 27 per cent in favour of Remain; six of

Against this, Remain camp’s appeals to economics,

the nine national newspapers leaned towards Brexit,

or lofty concepts such as ‘pooled sovereignty’ or

with the strongest positions coming from the Daily

‘transnational cooperation’, came over as remote

Express, the Daily Mail and the Sun. Considering

6

and arcane. Leave were not afraid to support their

their readership, the study also found that the most

slogans with statements which were at best inaccurate

avowedly Remain publications—the Guardian and

and at worst factually incorrect—for example, the

the Financial Times—had the lowest reach, with

frequently cited line that the UK sent £350 million

the Daily Mail and the Sun at the other end of the

a week to the EU, and that this sum could be used

spectrum.8

Rafael Behr (2016). ‘How Remain failed: the inside story of a doomed campaign’, Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/
jul/05/how-remain-failed-inside-story-doomed-campaign. Accessed 26 Oct 2016.
7 Paul Waugh (2016). ‘Jeremy Corbyn allies “sabotaged” Labour’s in campaign on the EU referendum, critics claimed’, Huffpost Politics.
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/jeremy-corbyn-allies-sabotaged-labour-in-campaign-and-fuelled-brexit_uk_576eb1b5e4b0d25711
49bb1f. Accessed 26 Oct 2016.
8 David A. L. Levy, Billur Aslan and Diego Bironzo (2016). ‘UK press coverage of the EU referendum’, University of Oxford/Reuters
Institute for the Study of Journalism. http://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/UK%20Press%20Coverage%20of%20the%
20EU%20Referendum_0.pdf. Accessed 26 Oct 2016.
6
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These divisions were reflected in the result of the

in migrants arriving from the rest of Europe— such

referendum, and the most obvious breakdown of voting

as Redditch or Lincoln—voted strongly for Leave.11

patterns was geographic, with all of Scotland voting
Remain, and in England, every region apart from

But cutting through all these patterns a narrative

London voting Leave. The vote share in Wales almost

began to emerge linking the Brexit vote to identity.

exactly matched the overall national result (52.5 per

Of those who saw themselves as ‘equally British and

cent Leave to 47.5 per cent Remain), while Northern

English’ the vote was evenly split between Leave and

Ireland came out in favour of Remain (at 56 per cent).

Remain; but 79 per cent of those who identified as

The share of the Leave vote was highest in areas where

‘English only’ voted Leave. At the other end of the

average levels of schooling were low; conversely, all

scale, those who were ‘British not English’ voted—

20 of the ‘most educated’ local authority areas in the

by 60 per cent to 40 per cent—for Remain. Those

UK voted Remain. Not surprisingly, similar patterns

who saw causes such as multiculturalism, feminism,

were evident for occupational background: areas with

environmentalism and globalisation as forces for

large proportions working in professional occupations

good voted for Remain, while those holding negative

registered strong Remain votes, as did those with

perceptions of these voted by a large majority for

higher levels of median hourly pay.9 The Leave vote

Leave.12 For many Leave voters, the decision was

was higher in areas with large proportions of the

based on sovereignty, as they agreed with the principle

population over 65, and lower where the population

that the UK should be able to take its own decisions;

was younger. Given the prominence of immigration

behind this came a desire to reduce immigration, and

during the campaign, it is not surprising that this

a fear that European integration was out of control.

too featured in the result – although with some

Remain voters, meanwhile, sidelined concerns about

odd, counter-intuitive effects. For example, South

sovereignty and immigration in favour of practical

Staffordshire recorded among the highest Leave

economic issues: the most common reason given was

votes (at 78 per cent), yet fewer than 1 per cent of

that the risks (to the economy, jobs and prices) of

its population was born outside the UK This trend

leaving were too great.

was repeated on a large scale: of the 20 areas in the
UK with the lowest level of EU migration, 15 voted

The net result of all this seems to be that Leave won

Leave; of the 20 with the highest, 18 voted Remain.10

because it offered a clear, simple message to those

Exposure to large numbers of EU migrants seemed to

Britons who felt they had been left behind by the

push voters towards Remain, and instead, Leave votes

rapid, but regionally uneven, economic development

were closely connected to the rate of change of EU

since the eastern enlargement, if not since Maastricht.

migration: those areas which had seen a rapid increase

European integration might have benefited Britain as

Matthew Goodwin and Oliver Heath (2016). ‘The 2016 referendum, Brexit and the left behind: an aggregate-level analysis of the result’,
Political Quarterly 87(3): 323–32. See also Stephen Clarke and Matthew Whittaker (2016). ‘The importance of place: explaining the
characteristics under- pinning the Brexit vote across different parts of the UK’, Resolution Foundation. http://www.resolutionfoundation.
org/publications/the-important-of-place-explaining-the-characteristics-underpinning-the-brexit-vote-across-different-parts-of-the-uk.
Accessed 26 Oct 2016.
10 Monica Langella and Alan Manning (2016). ‘Who voted Leave: the characteristics of individuals mattered, but so did those of local
areas’, LSE British Politics and Policy blog. http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/explaining-the-vote-for-brexit. Accessed 26 Oct 2016.
11 Clarke and Whittaker, ‘The importance of place’.
12 Lord Ashcroft’s polling data can be found on his website at http://lordashcroftpolls.com/2016/06/how-the-united-kingdom-voted-andwhy/#more-14746. Accessed 26 Oct 2016.
9
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a whole, but had also left great swathes of the country

actively shutting down discussion of the practicalities

behind; and on top of this, decades of neglect (and

of how Brexit could be delivered, which in turn meant

sometimes intervention) by central government had

that there was precious little engagement with such

failed to revitalise previously prosperous areas where

difficult questions.

heavy industries had been shut down: in March
2016, The Economist had described Blackpool as a
‘town they forgot to close down’, a sad underside to
Osborne’s metropolitan revolution.13 For people in

Act II: Brexit present
Scene 1: June 2016 – March 2017

these areas, the political establishment offered little,
and the referendum gave them a chance to be heard.

The second act opens with the almost farcical

The Remain campaign failed because it tried to press

internal power struggle following David Cameron’s

home negative economic arguments, but also largely

resignation on the 24th June. The heavyweights of

because it struggled to forge a positive narrative in

the Leave campaign – Gove and Johnson – and a

favour of continued membership. In turn, Leave’s

distinct lightweight in Andrea Leadsom, jostled for

refusal to engage with the details of the economic

dominance, knifed each other in the back and were

arguments was a move that was both brutally effective,

left by the side of the road as Theresa May slid into

and redolent of the lightweight and superficial

Number 10. She had been Home Secretary in the

obsession of the British media with the legalistic

previous government, and had a built a reputation

technicalities of membership, and redolent too of

for reliable and unglamorous efficiency, and now,

the failure of the British public to form an emotional

newly installed as Prime Minister (PM), she was

engagement with the subtle opportunities offered by

charged with delivering Brexit. The ballot paper had

European membership. If the economic messages got

only set out a binary choice, and Leave had been

through at all, voters either dismissed them as ‘Project

studiously bland when it came to offering actual

Fear’, or were willing to bear a little economic pain

detail about what form Brexit should take, but over

for the greater benefit of regaining sovereignty and

the campaign two broad options had coalesced. At the

14

control. The result was that the public discourse on

basic minimum, Brexit would see the UK leaving the

Brexit was steered away from a serious tackling of

EU’s institutions, no longer sending members to the

thorny details, and towards a breezy optimism and

Parliament, nor having representation in the Council,

utterly unfounded expectations.

nor contributing a Commissioner or any judges.
Extending this further gave ‘hard Brexit’, whereby

To round of Act I, then, the roots of the current

the UK would also leave the Single Market and the

situation are in place: the parties were internally

Customs Union; and at the other end of the spectrum

divided over EU membership, and the country was

was ‘soft Brexit’, under which the UK would leave

shorn almost in half. The tenor of the public debate

the political institutions but remain – like Norway,

during the campaign was set by Leave’s strategy of

perhaps – inside the trading arrangements.

13 ‘A

coastal town they forgot to close down’, The Economist, 19 March 2016. http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21695053-sadunderside-george-osbornes-metropolitan-revolution-coastal-town-they-forgot-close. Accessed 26 Oct 2016.
14 On this point, see Oliver Daddow (2016). ‘Project Fear is the legacy of decades of Euroscepticism: dare Cameron make a positive
case for the EU?’, LSE British Politics and Policy blog. http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/project-fear-is-the-legacy-of-decades-ofEuroscepticism-dare-cameron-make-a-positive-case-for-the-eu. Accessed 26 Oct 2016.
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The difficulty in choosing between them lay in the

became known as her ‘red lines’: the UK would

trade-offs inherent in any position. For example, a

regain control of its immigration policy; it would

‘soft Brexit’ would require the acceptance of some

leave the jurisdiction of the ECJ, and the EU’s body

form of freedom of movement, and the acceptance

of regulations; it would pursue its own, independent

of the jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice

trade policy; leave the Common Agricultural and

(ECJ). But both had featured prominently during the

Fisheries Policies; and stop paying into the EU’s

referendum campaign: recall the many promises to

budget.

take control of the borders, or to restore the sovereignty
of British courts and British law. Conversely, a ‘hard

The formation of this stance was decidedly private,

Brexit’ would avoid these awkward costs, but would

and she and her ministers – chiefly David Davis, at the

impose a severe shock on the UK economy, and,

newly-created Department for Exiting the EU – gave little

following the UK’s exit from the Single Market, the

detail of their intentions. There was to be no ‘running

border between Northern Ireland and the Republic

commentary’ on Brexit, and various attempts at

would need to be reimposed.

scrutiny of the government’s position – by select
committees, by journalists, and by the public –

Having taken over from David Cameron, Theresa

were knocked back.15 The usual response from the

May set about selecting the model herself. One could

government was that to give out information would be

say that her approach was a continuation of her modus

to show the UK’s hand to the EU, but critical observers

operandi from the Home Office, where she liked to

pointed out that perhaps the more likely scenario was

hunker down, take counsel from a small band of elite

that the government was simply struggling to master

advisors, and make up her own mind – with little

the complexity of the process or to form any coherent

room for external influence. One could say that she

positions. In the spirit of this clandestine activity the

was keenly aware of the resonance of the immigration

government had hoped to be able to trigger Article

issue during the campaign, and so feared a reprisal

50, and begin the process of leaving the EU, without

from the Tory right – and beyond – were she to opt

consulting Parliament, but it suffered a defeat in

for anything less than a full, hard Brexit. One might

the Courts in early January, and was forced to gain

suggest that her loathing of supranational judicial

Parliamentary approval. The vote was duly carried by

mechanisms dated back to her time in the Home

a majority of 384 votes on 1st February, but a fifth of

Office, where she battled the European Court of

Labour MPs – including 13 members of the shadow

Human Rights; or one might suggest that she – as a

cabinet – defied the leadership and voted against the

Remain voter – felt a need to signal her credibility

motion. On the 29th March, the UK’s Permanent

as PM to the euroscpetic wing of her party. Likely

Representative at the EU, Sir Tim Barrow, delivered a

it was a blend of all of these; but the outcome was

letter from Theresa May invoking Article 50.

that the version which took shape over this period was
hard, sudden and jolting Brexit. In a keynote speech
at Lancaster House in January 2017 she set out what

15 Vincenzo

Scarpetta (2016). ‘Steering clear of a running commentary on Brexit is the only strategy that makes sense at this stage’,
Open Europe. https://openeurope.org.uk/impact/for-the-uk-government-steering-clear-of-a-running-commentary-on-brexit-makes-senseat-this-stage. Accessed 30 Nov 2016.
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Scene 2: April – December 2017

Now to backtrack. Four explanations present
themselves. The first is to see the enormous strategic

So now the clock had started, and the business of

error by Conservative HQ in the conduct of the

leaving the EU was under way. Weeks into the

campaign. This was a ‘Brexit election’ – it was meant

process, however, on 18th April, Theresa May called

to be all about Brexit, and about who the British people

a general election. The purpose, as she explained that

could trust to deliver it, and the assumption was that

morning, was to solidify a parliamentary majority, to

the British public would dutifully put all other policy

gain a public mandate for her Brexit strategy, and to

concerns aside and concentrate on this instead. Yet for

present a show of unity to the EU. Two sub-plots were

all that, the Tory party continued its baseline policy of

also evident. First, she saw this as an opportunity to

revealing nothing of any substance about what Brexit

crush Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour party, over whom the

would be: nothing about how the trade-offs would

Conservatives enjoyed around a 20-point lead at the

be reconciled, nor about how the negotiations would

time. She hoped that by converting this into a three-

be approached. They left the whole of the rest of the

figure parliamentary majority, she would have a more

policy battleground up for grabs: the NHS, social

straightforward time passing the legislation required

care, education, defence, taxation, and so on; and to

to implement Brexit; and also, having achieved Brexit,

no great surprise, the parts of the manifesto dealing

she could then use the remainder of her term to pursue

with these were equally thin, containing little beyond

policy goals related to her social agenda. Second, it

platitudes and little by way of concrete costings.

is possible that she privately expected the economic

When the document was launched it was found to

impacts of Brexit to bite in the near future, and did not

contain several policies – such as the now infamous

want to be in a position of fighting a general election

‘dementia tax’ – which should never have survived

campaign around 2018 or ’19, by which time the

even the most cursory of internal reviews. Against

electorate might have sensed that Brexit was not going

this, Labour actually managed to muster some good

well and would look to punish the Conservatives. By

policies, or at least, some policies which were popular

this logic, again, it made sense to lock in a five-year

and were presentable – perhaps not surprising, given

term, running from 2017 to 2022, and weather any

that the party tends to dominate large parts of the

economic storms that hit during the period.

social policy landscape.

To make sense of the story we should skip to the

The

election result itself, and then work backwards

personalities at play here. From the very morning

through the campaigns. The election was a catastrophe

of the announcement, this was framed as an almost

for May: rather than convert this 20-point lead into a

presidential election between two leaders and two

three-figure majority, she saw it whittled down to only

leadership styles: Theresa May and her ability to

two points, and the working majority she had going

deliver ‘strong and stable government’, against Jeremy

into the election was pegged back into an overall

Corbyn and his ‘coalition of chaos.’ The branding

minority. For the second time in a decade the UK

and logos at the first few media appearances barely

had a hung parliament, and the final seat count put

made any reference to the ‘Conservatives’, instead

the Conservatives on 318, with the combination of the

trumpeting ‘Team May.’ But recall that Theresa May

opposition parties on 322.

had come to power without an election, and the public

second

great

problem

concerned

the

knew little of her beyond her reputation as a stodgy,
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effective Home Secretary. The problem now was,

of weeks. But cutting through all of this was the

as Nigel Fararge put it, the more the public saw of

fourth part, an enormous under-estimation of Jeremy

16

In her media appearances

Corbyn. It was already clear that he was a popular

she appeared wooden, given to trotting out side-bites

figure with young voters, and among the disaffected

and dodging questions; and as the campaign wore

public sector workers left battered by seven years

on this gave way to an angry, snide persona, given

of austerity: his campaign rallies were regularly

to glaring menacingly at journalists. This meant the

attended by thousands, and stood in stark contrast to

press events and media appearances became an issue

May’s carefully-orchestrated appearances. But the

in themselves, rather than an opportunity to push

Tories, alongside many pundits, were highly sceptical

her message: although she claimed to be touring the

that this popularity could be converted into actual

country ‘speaking to ordinary people’, in reality these

electoral turnout, placing their confidence in the

events were carefully stage-managed and clinical in

apparent truism of British politics that the young do

their setting. She rarely took unscripted questions,

not vote. Only this time, it seems they did, as turnout

spoke only to friendly journalists, and refused to

in the two bottom age-ranges (18-24 and 24-35) rose,

appear at the leaders’ debates, held on the UK’s main

and Labour won these over the Tories hands down.17

May, the less they liked.

TV channels, claiming that she was busy preparing
for Brexit (although, naturally, she wouldn’t let on

The election had effectively paused the Brexit process

exactly what she was doing).

on the home front, since the civil service were
prevented from carrying out any meaningful work

The third part of the explanation was the terrorist

under purdah rules. After the results came in there was

incidents in Manchester in late May and London, in

further delay as the Conservatives forged a confidence-

early June. Labour were able to capitalise on these

and-supply pact with the Democratic Unionist Party

events, in a roundabout way, by demonstrating that

(DUP), who had themselves been staunchly pro-

it had been Theresa May, as Home Secretary, who

Brexit during the referendum campaign. Once the

had pushed through cuts to front-line policing. These

new government was in place the process could begin

were significant blows to be landing, especially given

in earnest, and on 19th June David Davis met the EU

that this was an election all about competence, and

chief negotiator, Michel Barnier, to formally open the

about personality. The gap between the two parties

talks. Despite some initial objections from Davis, the

had been fluctuating in the weeks before these two

two sides settled on an overall sequence, whereby

events; afterwards, they settled on a more or less flat

discussion could only take place on a future trading

path, with the two parties often separated only by the

relationship after agreement had been reached on

margin of statistical error present in the survey data.

three issues: the rights of EU citizens living in the UK
(and vice versa), the settling of the UK’s outstanding

So we have a strategic blunder on Brexit and the

financial commitments, and the future of the border

manifesto, an awkward and unpopular leader, and

between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland.

the effect of two tragedies in the space of a matter

Also agreed on were the more precise details on the

16 David

Singleton (2017). ‘May manages to make an enemy of The Economist… and Nigel Farage’, Total Politics. https://www.
totalpolitics.com/articles/news/may-manages-make-enemy-economist…-and-nigel-farage. Accessed 20 Aug 2017.
17 Detailed analysis of the results is available from http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-7979
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schedule of the talks, which was constructed to allow

reforming EU and an independent UK, May also

Barnier frequent opportunities to report back to the

used the speech to signal some changes in the UK’s

European Council.

position, but these were, in truth, a mixed bag. Most
significant was her announcement that the UK would

From there, though, little progress was made over

seek an ‘implementation period’, running for two

the summer and autumn. This was partly down to the

years from the end of the Article 50 process and

customary emptying of Brussels during the holiday

allowing all parties to establish the many legal and

season, but it also arose from a distinct lack of a

institutional precursors to the new trading relationship.

clearly-articulated position from the UK government

Crucially, the period was presented as a continuation

on the three ‘Phase 1’ items. Referring to the prospect

of the status quo, meaning that the UK would

of the UK paying a divorce bill, Boris Johnson told

continue to abide by existing EU rules – including

the Commons that the EU could ‘go whistle’, but this

the free movement of people and the jurisdiction of

sentiment sat awkwardly alongside the acceptance

the ECJ – in return for business-as-usual access to

from the Philip Hammond, and thus from the

the Single Market. On the issue of money, she was

Treasury, that the UK would pay. On citizens’ rights,

clear that the UK would ‘honour commitments it has

ideas were passed back and forth through the summer

made during the period of our membership.’ She also

between the two negotiating teams, but disagreements

moved to clarify the rights of EU citizens in the UK,

over the ongoing role of the ECJ in safeguarding those

promising to write protections into the terms of the

rights proved stubborn. And finally – in a portent of what

exit treaty, thereby putting them beyond the reach

was to almost derail proceedings in the winter – the UK

of MPs, and at the same time accepting the ongoing

government seemed unable to propose any meaningful

role of the ECJ in settling disputes over those rights.

plans for Northern Ireland: position papers spoke

But on the question of the Irish border nothing new

vaguely of ‘frictionless borders’, and of technological

was forthcoming – simply a re-statement of the usual

solutions to the problem of customs checks.

pledge to avoid a hard border, and likewise, on the
issue of the UK’s future trading relationship with the

The frustration of all parties was laid bare in the

EU, she reiterated a now familiar line that the UK

awkward press conferences rounding off the autumn

seek a bespoke deal, rather than accept one based on

talks. It seemed a fresh impetus was needed, and so

the relationship between the EU and either Norway

22nd

September Theresa May gave a speech in the

or Canada (respectively the ‘high access / high cost’

Italian city of Florence. Where her earlier address spoke

and ‘low access / low cost’ models). The only area

of ‘red lines’, this one struck a more positive tone,

of movement on this front was on the question of

and in its opening lines sought to assuage concerns

the legal oversight of this relationship, where she

that the UK somehow hoped to use to Brexit to bring

accepted a ‘strong and appropriate dispute resolution

about the breakup of the EU. ‘The EU is beginning a

mechanism' would be needed, involving formal

new chapter in the story of its development’, she said,

cooperation between the ECJ and British courts.

on

‘[and] we don’t want to stand in the way of that.’18
Beyond this talk of strong cooperation between a

18 The

The Florence speech was also intended for domestic

full text of the speech is available at https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pms-florence-speech-a-new-era-of-cooperation-andpartnership-between-the-uk-and-the-eu
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audiences, and came in middle of the conference

had afflicted the party since the very beginning of

season. The Liberal Democrats went first, and, after

May’s premiership had been kept behind a paper-thin

some internal dispute, backed a call for the terms

veneer of unity; yet here was the Foreign Secretary

of the Brexit deal to be put country in a second

opening challenging the authority of his Prime

referendum. As week later, in Brighton, the Labour

Minister. A week after the Florence speech he doubled

Party conference also looked set to be marked by a

down, using an interview with The Sun to insist that

falling out over Brexit, until a poll of the delegates

the transition period should last ‘not a second longer’

present generated an agenda for discussion which

than two years.20

omitted the issue altogether. Thus the rumbling discord
between the leadership – particularly Jeremy Corbyn

In this climate of open dissent, Theresa May took to

and John McDonnell – and pro-Europeans was kept

the podium at the Tory conference. She was apologetic

private, and the conference backed a brief document

for the election debacle, re-stated the key points of her

put together in response to accusations that the party

Florence speech, and set out a range of more business-

had deliberately avoided engaging with the issue. The

as-usual policies for the government: a reform to

statement continued Labour’s ambiguous, verging on

the system of university tuition fees, £2bn allocated

incoherent, position on Brexit: the party would seek a

to fund the building of social housing, and a cap on

‘tariff- and impediment-free trading relationship with

energy prices. For a speech that aimed to reassert the

the EU’, and would oppose any solution that led to

force of her leadership, though, it was a disaster. She

a hard border with Ireland, but little detail on how

was first interrupted by a prankster wielding a P45

either would be achieved was forthcoming. Jeremy

(the tax document on receives at the termination of

Corbyn’s speech sought to deflect attention from the

one’s employment), and then by a persistent cough;

party’s travails and instead attacked the Tories’ Brexit

soon afterwards, the backdrop behind her began to fall

strategy, accusing it of being divisive and shambolic.

apart, with letters dropping from the words ‘Building
a country that works for everyone’ like an apt visual

Among the domestic audiences, though, the most

metaphor for her leadership.

important was May’s own party. The lack of progress
in the negotiations stemmed from Tory divisions –

The Prime Minister’s performance at the conference

from Cabinet to Parliamentary party to grassroots

may have been disappointing, but the Florence speech

membership – over Brexit. On

15th

September Boris

did succeed in unblocking the negotiations. The EU

Johnson had published a 4,000-word ‘alternative

now had a clearer sense of the government’s priorities

19

in The Daily Telegraph, and his

and negotiating position on the three ‘big ticket’

intervention was significant not in the detail it gave

items, and so the focus of the talks moved onto the

on how Brexit should be delivered – opting instead

question of the border with Ireland, which was seen as

for glib platitudes and a repeat of the now-infamous

the most problematic of the three. Formally the talks

£350m promise – but for what it showed of the

were between the European Commission (acting on

author’s naked ambition for leadership. The divisions

behalf of the Council) and the British government, but

manifesto’

19 Boris

Johnson (2017). ‘My vision for a bold, thriving Britain enabled by Brexit’, Daily Telegraph. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/
politics/2017/09/15/boris-johnson-vision-bold-thriving-britain-enabled-brexit/. Accessed 20 Oct 2017.
20 Tom Newton Dunn (2017). ‘BREXY BEAST Boris Johnson reveals his four Brexit “red lines” for Theresa May’, The Sun. https://www.
thesun.co.uk/news/4580334/boris-johnson-pm-brexit-red-lines/. Accessed 20 Oct 2017.
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on this question the Irish government was brought in,

process to work its course. After a week of frantic

giving Dublin a veto over any deal which would lead

discussions, a new agreement was reached: rather

to the return of a hard border.

than a reference to ‘regulatory alignment’, there was
now a pledge that ‘no new regulatory barriers’ would

By early December it appeared that a solution had

come about. At a press conference in the early hours

been reached. After Brexit, Northern Ireland and the

of the 8th December, Theresa May and Jean-Claude

Republic would maintain two parallel, but distinct,

Juncker published a joint report, which summarised

regulatory regimes covering the many areas of cross-

the agreements reached on each of the three issues.21

border trade (agricultural produce, manufactured

On the basis of this deal, Juncker was able to advise

goods, energy, and so on), and this would negate the

the European Council that sufficient progress had

need for a hard border. The essence of the solution

been made, and so, at the summit on the 14th and 15th

was captured in the phrase ‘regulatory alignment’,

December, the Council duly approved the transition

suggesting that Northern Ireland would remain in

to the next phase.

step with the Single Market – including, naturally,
the Republic of Ireland. On 4th December, Theresa

Two more brief episodes are worthy of note, both

May travelled to Brussels for a working lunch with

concerning the stormy relationship between the

Jean-Claude Juncker, and everything seemed set for

government and Parliament. First, the government,

an official announcement. However, while dining

and in particular the Brexit department, had long

she was called away to take a call from the DUP,

insisted that it was conducting detailed research into

who refused to endorse the proposal. They could not

the possible impacts of Brexit on the UK economy,

allow any arrangement to come to pass which meant

but that it needed to be kept private since its release

that Northern Ireland left the EU on different terms

would undermine the UK’s negotiating position. In

to Great Britain, and it appeared that they had not

December 2016 Davis had said that his department

been consulted on the draft text of the agreement.

was working on 57 sets of analysis; in October 2017

The following day, David Davis confused matters

he said that these went into ‘excruciating detail’;

further by suggesting that, actually, the whole of the

and then, appearing before a Parliamentary scrutiny

UK would stay aligned with the Single Market’s

committee in December, he admitted that they did

regulatory framework, stoking tensions with that

not exist.22 A document was grudgingly released

wing of the party – of which Boris Johnson was a

purporting to be the department’s analysis, but it was

champion – who sought to use Brexit to launch a

merely a lengthy synthesis of material already in the

wave of deregulation.

public domain, and contained little by way of impact
assessments. Second, the day before the European

All this took place a mere 10 days before the December

Council summit, the government suffered a defeat in

meeting of the European Council, which was the

the Commons in its attempt to pass the EU Withdrawal

latest opportunity to move to the second phase, while

Bill. This contained provisions for ministers to begin

leaving enough time for the rest of the Article 50

implementing Brexit as soon as an agreement with

21 The

full text is available at https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/joint_report.pdf
Pickard (2017). ‘Brexit secretary admits there are no impact papers’, Financial Times.
https://www.ft.com/content/8ca38822-da75-11e7-a039-c64b1c09b482. Accessed 15 December 2017.
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the EU had been reached, bypassing Parliament and

First, obviously, the parties remain divided. Both

giving little opportunity for oversight. An amendment

have had rebellious factions voting against the party

was tabled from the Conservative benches – by former

line: Labour in the Article 50 vote in February, and

Attorney General Dominic Grieve – to prevent this,

the Conservatives in the amendments to the EU

adding to the draft bill a requirement for Parliament

Withdrawal Bill, for example. The Labour Party

to pass legislation approving, and possibly amending,

has held itself to a delicate non-position on Brexit,

the terms of the deal before implementation could

perhaps preferring not to commit to anything concrete

begin. The amendment was passed by four votes, with

that might have to be delivered upon if they happen

eleven Conservative MPs rebelling against their party.

to take power in the event of another General
Election. The Conservatives remain hostage to their

So Act II ends with the closing of 2017. Public

eurosceptic hard right, and indeed to the DUP, both of

opinion on Brexit is as divided, and as inconclusive,

whom are driving the party towards a hard and rapid

as ever, as shown by the voting patterns in the general

Brexit. Yet the Government’s position in Parliament

election and the numerous polls conducted in its

is fragile, as it is unable to muster a clear and reliable

aftermath. The political parties, with the exception of

majority in support of such plans. Secondly, public

the Liberal Democrats, are divided, unable to muster

opinion does not appear to be shifting significantly.

clear positions on what form Brexit should take, and

Notwithstanding some minor expressions of regret

how it should be delivered. Theresa May’s personal

detected by a few polls, the public is as set on Brexit

style of leadership was exposed, and blunted, by the

as it was in the summer of 2016: surveys report

fiasco of the election; she now remains in power only

strikingly similar proportions in favour and against.

because the Conservative Party does not dare risk
further chaos, or public opprobrium, by toppling her.

And so we turn to the consequences of the weak

In the resulting leadership vacuum, the government

engagement with the practical details of Brexit,

is unable to articulate clear priorities or preferences;

epitomised by the gulf between the Government and

indeed, there was no discussion on the future trading

the EU. In as much as it has ever given an indication

relationship with the EU in a full sitting of the Cabinet

of its position, the Government has long insisted that

until December 2017. And in all this, there is obviously

it intends to seek a ‘bespoke’ trading arrangement

still little engagement with the complexities of the

with the EU. This is predicated upon a key element of

next stage: the government still officially believes that

the Leave campaign’s argument, namely that the EU

a new trade deal can be agreed by March 2019, to be

needs the UK more than vice versa, and so the UK

‘implemented’ during the two year period.

will be able to use this leverage to craft a brand new
form of relationship, rather than one based on existing
templates. Such a relationship would see the UK

Act III: Brexit future

leaving all the political institutions, while enabling it
to continue having access to the Single Market – but

In lieu of any concrete predictions, the third act instead

without being beholden to the EU’s regulatory regime

offers a précis of the current state of affairs, an outline

nor the ECJ’s jurisdiction. This may have been flexed

of the process as it will unfold in 2018, and a tentative

slightly around the edges – with talk of implementation

forecast about the type of deal which will emerge.

periods, for example – but nonetheless it now forms
the core of the Government’s position.
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The EU sees matters rather differently. The starting

referendum campaign, when attempts to ask detailed

point is that trading relationships cannot be

questions about implementation were batted away by

‘bespoke’: they much conform to one of a small set of

Leave. Then, once Brexit had become Government

templates. There is membership of the Single Market

policy after the results of the Referendum and the

via the European Economic Area (EEA), akin to the

General Election, there was still little progress on

arrangement currently enjoyed by Norway, which

solidifying these details because of the confluence of

would enable the UK to keep many of its current

several factors: Theresa May’s personalised style of

its current trading arrangements in place, including,

leadership before the election; the preparation time

crucially, the export of services; but it would require

lost during the purdah in April; May’s weak position

the UK to adopt all EU regulations, accept freedom

after the election; and the Government’s desire to

of movement, and pay for access. Norway and

isolate itself from Parliamentary and public scrutiny.

Iceland would likely object to the UK joining their

The Government’s choice of Brexit – indeed, any

small club, and anyway, Theresa May has ruled this

choice of Brexit – entails accepting trade-offs and

option out (chiefly because of the costs it involves in

thereby disappointing at least one constituency (be it

terms of regulatory sovereignty). Alternatively, there

the de-regulatory hard right, the business community,

is a ‘normal’ trading agreement, such as the EU has

or the DUP), but leadership has lacked the authority

recently concluded with Canada, which would enable

to do so.

regulatory divergence and an end to freedom of
movement, but would not cover services.

Thus, 2018 will be the year when these trade-offs are
confronted; but I suspect the EU will be the one taking

It is important to realise the roots of the EU’s

the lead. Neither it nor the UK wants a disorderly,

insistence on these stark alternatives. Granted, the EU

cliff-edge Brexit, but with the parties, and public

must keep half an eye on other recalcitrant Member

opinion, being so inconsistent on key issues, or on the

States who fancy pushing for a renegotiation of their

fundamental trade-offs, the EU will step up and offer a

own position on a more favourable, individually-

solution which, given the time available, the UK will

tailored basis. But the EU must also seek to maintain

have to accept. This brings us to the timetable for the

the integrity of the many trading relationships with

coming year, and to a tentative forecast about the deal

other third countries – which is precisely what the UK

which will be reached.

will be after Brexit. It cannot allow the UK to parlay
its former membership into a new, arm’s-length

First, the joint report which enabled the transition to

trade deal with better access, or for less cost, than is

the second phase of the talks must be written up into

currently enjoyed by other non-members.

a legal document forming the basis of the eventual
withdrawal agreement. This means that the pledges
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Nevertheless, the UK appears to be pursuing a set

that the UK gave – particularly on the Irish border –

of irreconcilable demands: a bespoke deal which

will be made legally binding, and the Council has

allows the UK to leave the Single Market, and which

said that it will monitor proceedings carefully to

somehow negates the need for a hard border in

ensure that there is no backsliding. Next, the Council

Ireland. The roots of situation lie in the persistent lack

document from the December summit set out the

of engagement with the trade-offs at play here. This

broad terms for the ‘transition period’, which will run

started with the weakness of the debate during the

from Brexit day until 31st December 2020. During
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this time the UK will continue to implement the

the EU has in mind, and which underpin the tentative

whole of the acquis: that is, it will continue to abide

forecast. For all the insistence on a deal based on an

by all the EU’s regulations, including any new ones

off-the-shelf model, the EU is also keen to establish

which arise; it will remain under the jurisdiction of the

a long-term strategic partnership with the UK; the

ECJ; and it will continue to participate in the Single

UK Government, in turn, has always said it wants to

Market and the Customs Union, and to comply with

remain close to the EU in many areas of policy. The

EU trade policy. Discussions on the specific details

best way to facilitate such an arrangement –

of this arrangement began in January 2018, and in

and where the EU seems to be going with its

March, a new negotiating mandate will be given to

planning – is via an association agreement, similar

the Commission by the Council. This will allow talks

to that it concluded with Ukraine in 2014. This would

to move on to setting the broad political outlines

be based on a trade deal covering goods – as per the

of the future relationship – but the EU has made it

Canada model – which could be supplemented with

clear that concrete talks on a new trade deal cannot

bilateral investment partnerships. The legal framework

begin until after Brexit day. These talks will run until

of such an arrangement would be overseen by a joint

October 2018, when the ratification process begins,

committee bringing together EU and UK ministers

involving votes on the proposals in the legislatures of

and officials, which would be tasked with ensuring

the Member States, plus the European Parliament.

that regulations in the two markets remained aligned
in their intent and outcome, if not in their content and

In other words, the EU has already begun to

approach. This would be of particular importance

impose constraints into the process to circumvent

on the island of Ireland, where, for example, formal

the UK Government’s persistent ambiguity and

cooperation will be vital in sustaining the shared

indecisiveness. The period following Brexit will

energy market, and the future of cross-border trade.

indeed be a transition, not an ‘implementation

The arrangement could be extended to include

period’ (as Theresa May sought to label it), during

cooperation on matters such as foreign policy and

which an already-agreed-upon deal is put in place,

security, meaning that the UK would retain access

and elements of the obligations of membership are

to vital intelligence needed to combat terrorism and

‘switched off’ one at a time. Rather, it will be used

organised crime.

to keep the UK in the economic and judicial (though
not the political) mechanisms of the EU, while a

There are difficulties ahead, however. Lurking behind

new trading relationship is established. To prepare

the Government’s position is a tension between two

for the eventuality of the UK Government failing to

desiderata, both of which have their roots in pledges

establish a clear position, the EU has begun work on

made by the Leave side during the referendum

a Canada-style relationship, and drafting the outlines

campaign: that the economic impact of Brexit will

of a long-term institutional structure to oversee the

be minimised by maintaining strong links with the

implementation of all the components: the transition

EU, and access to the Single Market; and that the UK

period, judicial cooperation, the policing of the border

will be able to use its newly-restored sovereignty to

with Ireland (hard or otherwise), and so on.

develop its own regulatory frameworks. Achieving
both is impossible, since if regulatory sovereignty

It is these long-term institutional structures which

results in a divergence from the Single Market’s rules,

give an indication of the type of future relationship

then access will be restricted and the economy will
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duly suffer. Until the Government establishes which
of these it wants to prioritise, the EU must press
ahead with the Canada model and hope to minimise
disruption. Secondly, even if this issue is resolved, it
is likely that elements of the Cabinet – and certainly
the wider Conservative Party – will object to the
high degree of institutional cooperation envisaged by
the EU. After all, if the UK ends up being under the
jurisdiction of the ECJ in all but name, then one of
the key red lines will have been erased. Equally, it
is possible that we will see reticence from the ECJ:
it previously pushed EFTA into establishing its own
(quasi-)court, rather than sharing institutional power.
And finally, the arrangement requires that the UK
establish a set of independent regulators which can
work in partnership with their EU equivalents in
overseeing the implementation of the new rules-based
framework. It would be important that such bodies
could sue the UK Government if it did not implement
the rules adequately or fairly, and this would sit
awkwardly with the de-regulatory factions of the
Conservative Party.
In summary then, 2018 looks to be the year in which
the UK government is confronted with its inability to
construct a coherent negotiating request for the future
relationship – the key protagonists are personally too
invested in their red lines and absent a clear signal from
the electorate are disinclined to change their minds.
Since Theresa May cannot command obedience from
her cabinet, we will see that the equation can only
be solved with outside intervention, in the form of
proposals from the EU. This should not be a surprise;
after all, the EU set the agenda for the first phase of
negotiation according to their priorities and led the
UK to December’s conclusion.
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On June 13, 2017, the European Commission — a

take their share of asylum seekers from non-EU

supranational governing body of the European Union

countries who entered the EU in Greece and Italy.

(EU) — initiated legal action against three of its

Both costal countries of the EU have experienced the

Central Eastern European members which belong to

largest burden of the mixed refugee- migrant influx

the so-called Visegrád 4 group (V4). The V4 is a loose

where a large majority (in Italy 96 percent) enters the

association of four Central and Eastern European

EU in irregular way and many of them as economic

(CEE) member states of the EU: Poland, Hungary,

migrants. In order to deal with the mass migration,

the Czech Republic and Slovakia, all of which joined

the EU decided to relocate 120,000 asylum-seekers

the EU in 2004. While the group was established in

from Greece and Italy to other EU countries in

1991, it was only in the aftermath of the 2015 EU

September 2015, a decision vigorously contested

refugee and migration crisis that the V4 formed a

by the V4. Most of asylum-seekers tend to cross the

more visible interest group within the 28-member

Mediterranean on smuggler boats and private NGO

states’ EU aiming mainly at the thwarting of the

rescue ships from Libya to Italy. While the NGOs

EU’s refugee relocation scheme. The EU frequently

actions follow from humanitarian arguments, most

undertakes legal action against its own member states

of them refuse any democratic control by the EU

in specific policy fields, as the member states often

nations affected insisting on their “independence”

drag their feet on the implementation of the EU law in

and de facto acting against the will of large parts of

different areas. The current procedure against Poland,

the EU populations. This creates a conundrum in

Hungary and the Czech Republic has been initiated

which both the EU and the individual EU Member

because the V4 (minus Slovakia) have refused to

States find themselves generating tensions between
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the humanitarian prescriptions and the wish of the EU

question thus has become a defining issue for Europe’s

populations to control the EU borders and to have a

future.

democratic influence on the sociopolitical reality on
the ground including the migration issue.

In order to understand the specific sensitivity of the
issue and its weight for the further development of
Europe, it is necessary to explain the basics of the

1. The European Union and its irregular
mass-immigration crisis

current political constellation.
The V4 has a low degree of institutionalization and has

The EU procedure against the V4 represents, after

been of marginal political relevance for the European

the Brexit referendum the next complex issue

Union for years. However, it recently became more

manifesting deep disagreements within the EU, with

visible first in the context of the EU’s rule of law

potential consequences for the bloc’s coherence.

critique of Hungary and Poland,1 and second in the

Some V4 politicians and parts of the CEE populations

course of the European migration crisis since 2015,

view the EU’s migrants’ relocation agreement as

as the V4 countries revolted against the EU refugee

a forced transformation of CEE societies towards

and migration policies time and time again. While the

multi- religious societies (fearing that it might

revolt might be partially due to the rising populism

increase the chances of Islamist terrorism), favoring

in the whole EU including CEE, there are political

even an exit of their countries from the EU if the

arguments used by the V4 that have been part of the

agreement is imposed by the European Commission.

political discourse on migration in the EU for years

Other segments of the V4 populations instead want

now. Against this backdrop, a five-fold argument of

the V4 governments to agree at least partially since

critics both in the V4 and in other major EU countries

they see the EU membership as more vital for their

such as Italy and Great Britain has been formulated:

country, both economically and politically, than any
long-term cultural shift possibly connected with the

(1) the EU does not differentiate in its political practice

acceptance of mass migration of non-indigenous

sufficiently between economic migrants and legitimate

cultures and religions. While the issue is splitting the

refugees in its immigration policy, thus blurring the

already highly polarized CEE societies even further,

procedures proposed by the United Nations High

it is also generating strong anti-EU sentiment in the

Commissioner for Migration (UNHCR). This applies

field of migration, while the European Commission

to some EU countries more than others, as the rates of

in turn perceives the V4 nations as still not fully at

asylum application acceptance differ largely between

the EU-level regarding their democratic cultures. The

the member states (e.g. in Bulgaria 65 percent and in

case suggests: If the issue of irregular mass migration

Estonia and Portugal 0 percent);2

to Europe due to “Europe’s broken borders” is not
solved, the EU’s falling apart might no longer be just

(2) the European Union ignores the difference

a pessimist projection. The migration and refugee

between multi-cultural and multi-religious societal

Ireneusz P. Karolewski and Roland Benedikter (2016) Poland’s conservative turn and the role of the European Union. European Political
Science, 2016, 1-20, https://doi.org/10.1057/s41304-016-0002-x.
2 http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Asylum_statistics.
1
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visions which in reality, as a variety of studies suggest

those having no right to asylum, are not deported

such as, for example, the 2017 Chatham House Report

as requested by law, but simply left living in the EU

3

on Islamic Immigration, may make a substantial

without any concrete plan or vision except a rather

difference in the long term concerning the stability

diffuse call for “integration”.4 Most European Union

of the European society and its internal conflicts. In

communications regarding the long-term perspective

this view, multi- religious countries such as the UK,

of mass-immigration start with “integration” instead

France, Belgium and Germany are more often subject

of “migration policy”, while “migration policy”

to religious terrorism than other countries;

would be the necessary first step. In the view of the V4
countries (represented by conservative governments),

(3) the European Union regulations provide also

this is due to a leftist-liberal political correctness

irregular immigrants immediately with the full social

which has been dominating the EU for years and is

rights of a European citizen (until their status is

preferring (widely indiscriminate) migration over

clarified) with regard to access to welfare and to the full

the protection of the EU’s outer borders and the

range of social services. This seems to be a conflictive

application of the rule of law in the strict sense.

issue for some EU citizens, as many countries of
the bloc have been in deep recession, showed high

(5) As a consequence, the EU ignores the relevance

unemployment and followed austerity policy imposed

of the differentiation of immigration according to the

by the EU (e.g. Greece and Italy). The normative

different historical contexts and needs of the European

position of the EU on refugees and migrants shifted

Union’s member states, including particularly highly

countries already in dire straits to the edge of their

vulnerable minority protection areas such as the

financial breakdown, as the funding of the refugee

Autonomous Province of South Tyrol with its only

policy occurs largely from the national budgets. In

400,000 Austrian and Raeto-Roman native minorities

particular, the Southern European countries found

within the Italian national state with its 60 million

themselves squeezed between the austerity pressure

population. Italy and other EU nations have not been

by the EU and the migration pressure from outside;

sufficiently recognizing the consequences of irregular
mass immigration might have to such special areas with

(4) the European Union has difficulty with the

a very high vulnerability factor (VUCA factor). These

application of the law as required by the bloc’s own rule

areas have not by chance been hitherto protected, as in

of law principles. For instance, the EU Commissioner

the case of South Tyrol by Italian constitutional law, to

for Migration, Home Affairs and Citizenship,

preserve their particular ethnic character. In this view,

Dimitris Avramopoulos has stated repeatedly since

instead of providing these areas with special quota of

2013 that in the EU international asylum laws are

refugees and migrants, the EU de facto forces them to

applied only “by half ” by the current EU practice,

behave like full nation-states and to accept numbers

since the large majority of rejected applicants, i.e.

of migrants that might destabilize their peaceful,

Matthew Goodwin, Thomas Raines and David Cutts (2017) What Do Europeans Think About Muslim Immigration? Chatham House
Research Report, February 7, 2017, https://www.chathamhouse.org/expert/comment/what-do-europeans-think-about-muslim-immigration.
4 Luis R. Miranda: European Commission calls for Expulsion of 1 million Immigrants. The Real Agenda News, March 2, 2017, http://realagenda.com/european-commission-expulsion-immigrants/. Cf. Nikolaj Nielsen: EU wants rejected migrants, including minors, locked
up. EUobserver, 02 March 2017, https://euobserver.com/migration/137088 and Siobhan McFadyen: European migrant crisis escalates
as Malta calls for ways to send back more arrivals. Sunday Express, January 27, 2017, http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/759529/
European-migrant-crisis-escalates-Malta-conference-deportation-camps.
3
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post-national ethnic coexistence concept.5 In the most

their regular imposition by a practice of “institutional

burdened EU member nation, Italy, only a third to a

tolerance” of rejected asylum seekers and irregular

half of all 300,000 illegally entering migrants arriving

migrants has led to the application of EU asylum

per year (not counting those who are unregistered,

laws “by halve”, i.e. to the paradox that only the

and those who arrive by legal ways) do submit an

first part of the laws: the right to submit an asylum

asylum request at all, since they know they have no

request is applied, but not the second: the deportation

right to stay according to the asylum laws, and of

after rejection due to non-fulfillment of asylum status

those submitting an asylum request 96% are rejected

criteria. However, this type of “institutional tolerance”,

and only 4-5% are recognized as refugees, and thus

absent in the migration law, neither at the EU nor at

6

as allowed to legally stay on Italian (EU) soil. All

the national level, has been viewed by an increasing

others seem to be economic migrants, rather than

number of citizens (in particular in the most burdened

refugees – although the EU authorities over the past

EU states like Italy and Greece) as a core fallacy of

years have tended in practice to blur the lines between

the EU governance discrediting not only its practices

the concepts of “refugee” and “migrant”.

of migration policy but also posing a challenge to
the bloc’s legitimacy and giving rise to the so-called

One essential point of critique in this context is that

Euroscepticism. In 2016 and 2017, European citizens

the EU was inclined to treat both categories from day

saw the migration crisis as the biggest threat to the EU,

one on equally like full EU citizens with regard to

even ahead of terrorism. While an average majority

most social services and rights. According to critics,

of EU citizens expected a common EU solution to

this does not only devalue the notion of European

the challenge (68%), the response depends strongly

Union citizenship, since in contrast to countries such

on the position of the citizens within the society and

as Australia, Canada or Switzerland, services have not

varies across the member states. For instance, 92%

been substantially tied to a gradual system of access,

of the French ‘upper class” supported a ‘European

based on adaptation, integration and merit. This also

response’, while only 35% of the working class

poses a challenge to the EU’s own rule of law, since

were in favor of it.8 Even before the outbreak of the

according to critics very few of the estimated more

migration crisis, in Germany only 29% had a positive

than 1 million, who do not formally have the right to

opinion of immigration from non-EU countries in

stay in the EU, have ever been deported.7

2015, while a relative majority (45%) supported a
political response on both the EU and the national

Non-deportation has however become a core problem

level. In 2015, Germans were more critical to the non-

which undermines the credibility and, de facto,

EU migration than the average EU opinion (57%)

the legitimacy of the EU asylum laws. The failed

but in some other EU countries the opposition to

fulfillment of the asylum laws and the replacement of

immigration from outside of the EU was even higher:

Cf. Thomas Benedikter: Immigration in South Tyrol and its impact on the protection of the autochthonous national minorities. Szekler
National Council, September 29, 2005, http://sznt.sic.hu/en/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=191:immigration-insouth-tyrol-and-its-impact-on-the-protection-of-the-autochthonous-national-minorities&catid=18:cikkek-tanulmanyok&Itemid=24.
6 Paolo Lami: Immigrazione, ecco la verità: 40,000 richieste d'asilo, solo il 4% sono rifugiati. In: Il Secolo d'Italia, 8 giugno 2016, http://
www.secoloditalia.it/2016/06/ immigrazione-verita-40mila-richieste-dasilo-4- rifugiati/.
7 Gianni Rosini: "Oltre un milione di migranti da rimpatriare in tutta Europa". Il piano della Commissione UE. In: Il Fatto Quotidiano, 2 marzo 2017,
https://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2017/03/02/oltre-un-milione-di-migranti-da-rimpatriare-in-tutta-europa-il-piano-della-commissioneue/3427594/.
8 https://www.euractiv.com/section/all/news/la-crise-migratoire-preoccupation-numero-1-des-francais/
5
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Italy (75%), Latvia (79%) and Slovakia (74%).9

throughout 2015 and 2016. The decision was taken
by majority vote, with the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Romania and Slovakia voting against and Finland

2. The V4 Group and the contested
European Union relocation scheme

abstaining. The majority vote was controversial,
since the EU uses majority voting rarely regarding
controversial and conflictive issues, even though it is

Against the backdrop of this complex, difficult and

formally allowed.

contested debate, the European Commission’s legal
action has been, in the first instance, directed against

Poland initially accepted the EU resettlement

three of the four nations, i.e. Poland, Hungary and

decision provoking criticism from other V4 countries

the Czech Republic for refusing to take their share of

for undermining their unity. Earlier in September

refugees based on the controversial European Union

2015, leaders of the V4 had declared in Prague that

relocation scheme. Nevertheless, the fourth V4 nation

they would not agree to any compulsory long-term

Slovakia has also been one of the most fervent critics

quota on redistribution of immigrants following the

of the relocation scheme.

statement of the German Foreign Minister FrankWalter Steinmeier “if there is no other way, then we

If the three Visegrád countries do not change their

should seriously consider to use the instrument of

opposition, EU sanctions could follow – which could

qualified majority”.11

in turn deepen the ongoing crisis of the European
Union, given the controversial nature of the issue

Since then, the relocation plan has remained

across the EU member states and within the EU

controversial, as almost all of the EU countries

societies. At the same time, the legal action reflects

failed to fulfill the agreed targets—with only Malta

the current high degree of frustration in the EU central

accepting its entire share. The scheme is based on the

institutions over the slow and insufficient response of

continuous pledging of a certain number of refugees

the bulk of the EU member states to the EU migration

and their resettlement by every participating country,

agreements. It also manifests the general policy

without Denmark, Ireland and the UK that have

10

implementation deficiencies of the EU as a bloc.

so-called opt-outs from the EU’s migration policy,
negotiated with the EU Treaty.

In addition, the V4 countries criticize the quasirepressive character of the EU’s compulsory

The examples of failed policy implementation

relocation scheme of September 2015. On 22

abound. As of July 2017, Austria had not accepted

September 2015, the EU interior ministers decided

any refugees in the framework of the plan but had

to introduce compulsory quota to resettle 120,000

pledged to accept 50 refugees from Italy in the

migrants from Greece and Italy, the main coastal

future, and Slovakia had accepted 16 refugees from

EU countries, subject to the biggest refugee pressure

Greece. Both are migrant-skeptical countries and

https://www.euractiv.com/section/justice-home-affairs/news/poll-majority-of-germans-reject-immigration-from-outside-the-eu/
Bordignon and Simone Moriconi (2017) The case for a common European refugee policy. Bruegel Policy Contribution, Issue
No. 8/2017, http://bruegel.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/PC-08-2017.pdf.
11 The Telegraph: Eastern European countries may be forced accept quotas for migrants. Germany’s foreign minister says it may consider
use of a “qualified majority” to force Eastern European countries to accept quotas for migrants, 18 September 2015, http://www.telegraph.
co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/germany/11873936/Eastern-European-countries-may-be-forced-accept-quotas-for-migrants.html.
9

10 Massimo
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did so clearly to avoid the infringement procedure,

of asylum applications, which became a problem in

while the EU has been consistently criticizing Vienna

particular after the transfer of asylum seekers from

and Bratislava for their rather modest engagement.

another member state to Greece under the Dublin

While in 2017 Austria is ranked among the OECD’s

regulation. The Dublin regulation stipulates that in

globally most burdened nations in terms of migration

principle asylum-seekers will be returned to the EU

and refugee influx and thus refuses to take accept

country in which they entered the EU territory for the

more commitment, Slovakia considers itself a

processing their asylum application. Also, there was a

country too small and historically inapt to become a

similar procedure against Germany in 2012, as Berlin

“multicultural society”, as its government declared

was dragging its feet with the implementation of the

on many occasions. Hungary has never made a

so- called “Blue-Card” directive, regulating legal

pledge, while Poland made one pledge in December

third country migration into the EU. Both procedures

2015, but changed its position as a result of terrorist

were successful, as Athens and Berlin adopted the

attacks in Paris, Brussels and Berlin (and a change

necessary legal adjustments and never questioned the

of government to a more conservative one in October

legality of the procedure.

2015). By summer 2017, the Czech Republic has
accepted 12 refugees from Greece but had made no

In contrast, the current infringement procedure is

new pledges since May 2016. Until now, Hungary

quite different, as it is of highly politicized nature.

and Poland remained the only countries that have not

The defiant countries stress the oppressive nature of

accepted any refugees within the relocation scheme

the relocation scheme and oppose the “EU dictating”

with other countries having accepted only a symbolic

and interfering with the realm of national sovereignty

number of refugees and migrants.

on the one hand. On the other hand, the procedure
reflects the annoyance of Brussels over the slow
response to the relocation scheme, not just in the

3. The European Union’s infringement
procedure against the V4 Group and
the resulting predicament between
Western and Eastern EU member
states

Central Eastern European (CEE) area but in all EU
countries. While the initial aim of 120,000 refugees
to be relocated was not very ambitious, only around
33,000 asylum seekers have been moved by January
2018.12 Positions on the measure also differ among
Western EU member states. While in 2017 Austria

This is not the first time the European Commission

has relocated no refugees at all, France had still to

reverted to the instrument of the law infringement

take in 15,015 refugees (out of the agreed 19,714),

procedure in the field of migration policy. For

Germany 18,548 (out of the agreed 27,536), Sweden

instance, in 2008, the EU initiated a similar procedure

1,091 (out of the agreed 3,766) and the Netherlands

against Greece. Athens was criticized for the lack of

3,431 (out of the agreed 5,947).13 As of 25 January,

sufficient legal guarantees regarding the examination

Austria relocated only 29 refugees from Italy (and

12 https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/20171207_resettlement_and_

legal_migration_en.pdf
Council (2017) Member State’s Support to Emergency Relocation Mechanism (as of 19 October 2017): Scheme, https://
ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/press-material/docs/state_of_play_-_
relocation_en.pdf

13 European
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none from Greece), Czech Republic accepted only 12

Eurosceptical positions in most EU member nations.

from Greece (and none from Italy), while Slovakia

Nevertheless, the EU decided to make an example

relocated only 16 refugees from Greece (and none

of Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic which

from Italy). Hungary and Poland continue to reject

object the scheme completely, in order to “motivate”

14

refugees from the relocation scheme altogether.

other countries to take the plan more seriously. Not
taking any steps would be acknowledging a serious

One of the reasons for the rather lackluster response

political failure of the bloc. The EU has already had a

in all the EU (with the exception of Sweden) has

problem of credibility among its member states, as it

been attributed mainly to the presidential elections

cannot effectively move against Hungary and Poland

in Austria in October/December 2016 and its

concerning the rule of law violation in both countries,

general elections of November 2017, the elections

as for this the bloc would need an agreement of all

in the Netherlands in April 2017, in France in April/

member states (minus the countries in question) to

May 2017 and in Germany in October 2017, with

impose concrete sanctions. Such an agreement is

the migration-critical parties in all these countries

however highly improbable.15

threatening to take over central political institutions
such as the presidency (in Austria and France) or

Despite the infringement procedure, the CEE

challenge the established parties (such as in the

governments remain critical of the relocation scheme,

Netherlands and in Germany). In the federal elections

stressing that it was never working due to its ill-

in Germany, the rightist populist party AfD received

conceived nature, and – more important – that it

12.6 per cent in September 2017, while in October

constitutes a violation of basic EU law. There are

2017 in Austria the rightist-conservative FPÖ gained

four main arguments brought forward to sustain such

26%, as both parties campaigned mainly with anti-

position.

immigration policies. Still, both anti-migration parties
were in full compliance with the rules of democracy

Firstly, according to Warsaw, Budapest and Prague,

as stipulated by national and European laws, and both

the scheme was politically “nonsensical” aggravating

were not under observation neither by the EU nor by

the refugee crisis, rather than solving it because

national democracy protection authorities, winning

the EU’s relocation plan would actually represent a

democratic elections at the ballot box. The popularity

pull factor, encouraging more migrants to come to

of both parties has been largely attributed to the EU’s

Europe, thus contributing to a probable collapse of

mishandling of the refugee crisis.

the entire Schengen zone, i.e. the principle of borderfree movement within the EU, since many countries

Against this backdrop, the EU seemed to be well aware

would start to re-introduce border controls to prevent

of the highly politicized nature of the relocation scheme

irregular mass-migration which continues to get

and how Eurosceptical parties may capitalize on it in

100,000s per year mainly to the shores of Italy across

order to shift political balances to the center and the

the Mediterranean. This argument highlights that the

center-right, i.e. towards more nationalist and partly

majority of the asylum-seekers from the MENA region

14 https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/press-material/docs/state_of_

play_-_relocation_en.pdf
Grzeszczak and Ireneusz Pawel Karolewski (2017) Mind the Gap! Schwierigkeiten der Rechtsstaatlichkeit in der EU.
Verfassungsblog, 26. September 2017, http://verfassungsblog.de/mind-the-gap-schwierigkeiten-der-rechtsstaatlichkeit-in-der-eu/.

15 Robert
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coming to Europe in 2015 and 2016 were actually

majority decision might be possible. If, however, a

economic migrants targeting the wealthy welfare

controversial majority decision is enforced on others,

states of the EU such as Germany and Sweden, rather

then according to the V4 states it would equal “a

than the poorer ones such as Poland and Hungary.16

tyranny of majority”.18 This is a highly controversial

This argument is also sustained by the fact that less

issue pointing to broader discussion on whether the

than third of the 300,000-400,000 irregular migrants

EU espouses a hegemonic structure of larger and

arriving in Italy per year submitted an asylum request

more powerful states (e.g. France and Germany) at

at all since 2014. The migrants arrive with the help of

the expense of smaller and weaker member states.

the NGO ships, i.e. of private rescue organizations,
controlled neither by the European member nations

Thirdly, Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic

nor the EU and thus democratically deficient. These

argue that since the bulk of the refugees prefer the

ships are able to professionally transfer around 1,000

welfare state countries such as Germany, Italy and

irregular migrants per day across the Mediterranean,

Sweden who give them immediate and unrestricted

which according to the Italian authorities contributes to

access to social benefits without any previous

an illegal “transfer industry”, partly even cooperating

contributions, they would prefer to leave the poorer

with human traffickers. The entire ‘transfer industry’

ones such as Poland, Hungary and Romania after the

makes business out of mass-migration to Europe

resettlement anyway, and these countries would need

worth around 35 billion US$ annually according to

to stop them against their will and thus violate the

the official estimates by the International Organization

Geneva Convention.19 In this view, the mass migration

for Migration (IOM).17

to the EU was propelled by Germany that in 2015
broke the EU borders by allowing the migrants to file

Secondly, the three defiant countries point out that

asylum applications in Germany, thus questioning the

the EU decision of September 2015 to establish

external EU borders.

forced relocation to be imposed to its member states
was illegal, as, among others, the Council applied a

Fourthly, according to the V4 there might be an

majority decision instead of unanimity and did not

increased threat of terrorism and organized crime as

consult the European Parliament sufficiently. For

a result of the relocation scheme, as, for instance, IS

years, the EU has applied a rule according to which

terrorists are known to infiltrate the migration routes

with regard to highly controversial issues the member

particularly from Libya, Tunisia and Egypt across

states would seek unanimity even though formally a

the Mediterranean to Italy and recruit young male

16 Radio

Poland (2017) EU ‘made wrong decision’ in refugee policy: Polish FM. The European Union “made the wrong decision” in 2015
when it qualified thousands of immigrants as “refugees”, Polish Foreign Minister Witold Waszczykowski has said, 14.06.2017, http://www.
thenews.pl/1/10/Artykul/311735,EU-%E2%80%98made-wrong-decision%E2%80%99-in-refugee-policy-Polish-FM.
17 Axel Bugge: People smugglers make $35 billion a year on migrant crisis – International Organization for Migration (IOM) Head.
Reuters, May 31, 2017, https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-portugal-migration/people-smugglers-make-35-billion-a-year-on-migrant-crisisiom-head-idUKKBN18R26J. In the eyes of critics, the name of the organization itself may be problematic, since it suggests that the IOM
is an organization “for” migration, i.e. in favor of, instead of “concerned with”. Some see the “for” mirrored in the programs and activities
of the IOM and thus criticize a lack of neutrality and objectivity.
18 The Blaze (2017) The EU threatens Poland for not accepting Muslim refugees — here’s how they responded, June 19, 2017, http://www.
theblaze.com/news/2017/06/19/the-eu-threatens-poland-for-not-accepting-muslim-refugees-heres-how-they-responded/.
19 The Telegraph (2017) EU migration showdown: Divide deepens after Brussels launches legal action against Hungary, Poland and Czech
Republic, June 13, 2017, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/06/13/eu-migration-showdown-divide-deepens-brussels-launches-legal/.
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refugees, many of whom come to Europe without any
20

parental company. As the Italian authorities analyzed
in July 2017, there were connections between terrorist

4. The future of the European Union’s
migration predicament: Calling for
solidarity instead of security?

organizations in Northern Africa and the Mafia
criminal organization in Sicily and the Italian South

The EU’s criticism of the V4 defiance focuses mainly

who founded appropriate NGO’s to host the migrants

on lacking solidarity of these countries. Moreover,

in its own structures paid for by the state, i.e. making

Hungary’s government has been criticized by the

a business out of the Italian law that guarantees every

EU for the domestic politicization of the migration

migrant 35 Euro per day, i.e. 1,000 Euro per month

crisis. While Hungary was the only V4 country on

which is more than many Southern Italian pensioners

the migrant’s route and subject to the highest number

obtain after 40 years of work. According to the

of asylum applications in 2015 in the entire EU,22 it

International Organization for Migration, irregular

has been argued that government under Viktor Orbán

mass migration has become the third most profitable,

intentionally stirred up anti-migration xenophobia

but much less dangerous business for the Italian Mafia

in order to boost its ailing popularity at home. The

after the smuggling of drugs and weapons.21 Italian

alleged goal was “to cement its own power through

conservative commentators have long speculated

artificially sustaining an air of anxiety”.23 In particular,

that while most bigger other EU nations were hit

the October 2016 referendum in Hungary on the EU

and although Italy accepts the largest numbers of

relocation scheme was interpreted as an instrument of

migrants by keeping its sea borders open and as

domestically exploiting the migration crisis.

the only country which offers its ports to the NGO
ships carrying mass migrant waves, there have been

Nevertheless, the Polish government has backed

no terror attacks in Italy exactly because due to this

Budapest since October 2015. This is because the

policy Italy serves as an easy entry and exit area from

migration crisis has become a central issue also

and into the EU for fundamentalists not interested in

for the political discourse in Poland, even though

putting the status quo at risk by attacking the Italian

Poland was not located on the Balkan migration

peninsula. That is why the European Union relocation

route. Warsaw has become an adamant critic of the

plan, according to Warsaw, Budapest and Prague, is

relocation scheme stressing its repressive nature and

dangerous and could endanger not only Europe as a

pointing out that migration policy is a prerogative

whole, but also the national security of their member

of the member states, and that the redistribution

states in particular.

mechanism is a way to attract more migrants. The
Budapest-Warsaw axis raised suspicion that Warsaw

20 UAWIRE (2017) Warsaw: Poland cannot take any more refugees since it already accepted more than 1.4 million migrants from Ukraine,

June 28, 2017, http://uawire.org/news/poland-accepted-more-than-1-4-million-migrants-from-ukraine.
for example in: Tuesday Reitano: What Pricing Tells Us About the Nature of the Smuggling Business. We are trying to combat
an industry that we refuse to properly analyze, says transnational crime expert Tuesday Reitano. She argues that more and better data
could inform policies that actually reduce smugglers’ profits. News Deeply, June 9, 2017, https://www.newsdeeply.com/refugees/
community/2017/06/09/what-pricing-tells-us-about-the-nature-of-the-smuggling-business.
22 BBC (2016) Migrant crisis: Migration to Europe explained in seven charts, 4 March 2016, http://www.bbc.com/news/worldeurope-34131911.
23 Aneta Zachová, Edit Zgut, Krzysztof Kokoszczynski and Zuzana Gabrizova (2017) Visegrád and migration: Few prospects for a change
in position. Euractiv, 16 January 2017, https://www.euractiv.com/section/global-europe/news/visegrad-and-migration-few-prospects-fora-change-in-position/.
21 Quoted
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and Budapest play a blame game against Brussels to

relocation scheme. That is why the EU was facing

mobilize their supporters at home and to support each

two lawsuits on the same issue in parallel for

other within the EU mainly in the context of the rule

some time showing the high level of controversy

of law criticism against both right-wing governments

surrounding the issue. During a hearing on 10 May

by the EU institutions.

2017 at the Court of Justice of the European Union
Hungary and Slovakia defended their refusal to

But there is also the Czech Republic, which has been

accept refugees and migrants under the compulsory

beyond any democratic backsliding critique so far.

quota system against German and French arguments

Even though the Czech Republic seems to be the least

pertaining to European solidarity. The Polish envoy

critical of all V4 countries, migration has become

to the Court argued in addition that the accepting

a dominant topic in the Czech political discourse,

of the migrants poses a threat to national security.26

with the parliamentary elections that took place in

The Hungarian lawsuit comprised a ten point-list

October 2017. The position of Prague focuses on the

of legal arguments highlighting that the decision

protection of the EU borders, rather than the relocation

to assign quotas was illegal under the EU law or

of migrants, as the country sent its police units to

violated formal EU procedures. One of the arguments

Greece. The Czech Ministry of Interior argued that

criticizes that the EU’s relocation scheme was defined

the relocation of refugees should not be obligatory,

under the concept of “provisional measures”, as the

but rather more support should be given for the

relocation should end on 17 September 2017. Still,

European Asylum Agency and the European Border

the consequences of the measures are long-term ones,

and Coastal Guard Frontex.24 After the infringement

as the migrants and refugees are supposed to stay in

procedure was initiated, Milan Chovanec, the Czech

the assigned countries for a longer period of time and

interior minister, accused the EU of “putting its

de facto have to be “integrated” permanently since

head in the sand”, as the bloc would believe that any

there is no working deportation mechanism in the EU

refugees and migrants forced upon his country would

to apply the law with those whose asylum request is

stay rather in the designated countries than move

refused. Thus, according to Poland and Hungary, the

to the more prosperous countries in the West of the

concept of “provisional measures” has been wrongly

EU such as in particular the three largest Eurozone

applied in this context.

nations Germany, France and Italy.25
Another point was a formal one, as the European
The V4 countries are not just critical of the

Council failed to consult the European Parliament,

relocation scheme domestically and at the EU level.

after substantial changes were made to the text of

Both Slovakia and Hungary (with later support

the proposal. Also, Hungary criticized that the EU

of Poland) in turn sued the Council of the EU for

decision is contrary to the Geneva Convention,

law infringement due to the “illegal” nature of the

“since it deprives applicants of their right to remain

24 Ibid.

25 The Telegraph

(2017) EU migration showdown: Divide deepens after Brussels launches legal action against Hungary, Poland and Czech
Republic, loc cit.
26 Official Journal of the European Union (Eur-Lex) (2016) Hungary v Council of the European Union. Action brought on 3 December
2015, Case C-647/15, (2016/C 038/56) 01.02.2016, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/PDF/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.C_.2016.038.
01.0043.01.ENG.
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in the territory of the Member State in which they
27

Even though this was bad news for the defiant

Moreover, Slovakia

countries, in particular since both governments of

argued in a similar way stressing alleged numerous

Slovakia and Hungary said clearly that they would

breaches of procedural requirements by the European

accept the ruling, it does not mean automatically

Council as well as the violation of the principle of

they will be willing would to accept the migrant

representative democracy, institutional balance and

and refugee quota assigned to them, as the issue has

made their application”.

28

become highly politicized in the domestic politics

sound administration.

and would go against the anti-migrant sentiments in
the respective societies. More probable is a symbolic

5. Outlook: Potential consequences of
the controversies for the European
Union

acceptance of a very low number of refugees to avoid
financial punishment, as Slovakia and Austria did.
Still, the issue is bound to remain conflict-ridden with

On July 26, 2017, a general advocate of the Court of

potentially risky consequences for the EU as a whole.

Justice of the European Union issued a first formal

First of all, the question is in how far the infringement

opinion on the Slovak and Hungarian lawsuit. The

procedure will be effective against the V4 countries

opinion recommended that the European Court should

and how the final European Court decision on the

dismiss the lawsuit initiated by Slovakia and Hungary

Slovak and Hungarian lawsuit will affect it in the long

against the mechanism of the mandatory relocation

run. As the Court of Justice of the European Union

of asylum seekers and reject all the procedural and

decided in favor of the EU decision on relocation and

29

against the Slovak and Hungarian governments, the

formal points brought up by Slovakia and Hungary.

key arguments of the V4 about the illegality of the
This opinion signaled the direction, to which the EJC

resettlement decision and procedural violations are

would lean, as it in fact did on September 6, 2017.

debunked. This will certainly increase pressure by

The Court dismissed all lawsuits brought by Slovakia

the EU and make EU sanctions against the defiant V4

and Hungary and even argued that the “[relocation]

more likely.

mechanism actually contributes to enabling Greece
and Italy to deal with the impact of the 2015 migration

On the other hand, there are voices stressing that any

30

crisis and is proportionate”.
27 Official

Journal of the European Union (Eur-Lex) (2016) Hungary v Council of the European Union. Action brought on 3 December
2015, Case C-647/15, (2016/C 038/56) 01.02.2016, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/PDF/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.C_.2016.038.
01.0043.01.ENG.
28 Official Journal of the European Union (Eur-Lex) (2016) Slovak Republic v Council of the European Union. Action brought on 2 December
2015, Case C-643/15, (2016/C 038/55), 01.02.2016, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/PDF/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.C_.2016.038.
01.0041.01.ENG.
29 Court of Justice of the European Union (CURIA) (2017) Advocate General Bot proposes that the Court should dismiss the actions
brought by Slovakia and Hungary against the provisional mechanism for the mandatory relocation of asylum seekers. That mechanism
is actually a proportionate means of enabling Greece and Italy to deal with the impact of the 2015 migration crisis. Advocate General’s
Opinion in Cases C-643/15 and C-647/15, Court of Justice of the European Union Press Release No 88/17, Luxembourg, 26 July 2017,
https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2017-07/cp170088en.pdf.
30 Court of Justice of the European Union (CURIA) (2017) The Court the provisional mechanism for the mandatory relocation of asylum
seekers. That mechanism actually contributes to enabling Greece and Italy to deal with the impact of the 2015 migration crisis and
is proportionate. Judgment in Joined Cases C-643/15 and C-647/15, Court of Justice of the European Union Press Release No 91/17,
Luxembourg, 6 September 2017, https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/ application/pdf/2017-09/cp170091en.pdf.
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sanctions or penalties would backfire and cause more

financially. Some experts argue that the publics in

problems for the EU than offer solutions. For instance,

Central Eastern Europe might classify any sanctions—

an attempt by the EU to punish a member state in

or even a talk about sanctions—as an attack on their

2000 ended in chaos when diplomatic quasi-sanctions

country’s sovereignty33 and as a proof of an alleged

were enforced against Austria after the country’s

oppressive nature of the EU. This issue thus could add

conservative party decided to form a coalition

to the already present Euroscepticism in the Central

government with the right—conservative Freedom

Eastern member states. Consequently, even with the

Party (FPÖ). However, the measures were quickly

positive European Court decision, made in September

dropped after they encouraged anti-EU sentiment in

2017, the EU will still be between a rock and a hard

Austria and other EU countries. The governments

place vis-à-vis the defiant V4 countries.

of the Central Eastern European countries and the
populist politicians in the Czech Republic reject

If there was any further need to prove both the

the European mass-immigration policy calling

emotional and the politicized dimension European

it “no refugee policy as the EU falsely brands it,

voters ascribe to the issue of irregular mass

31

but an immigration policy”,

as former—and still

immigration, the action of the Polish Catholic church

influential—Czech Republic president Vaclav Klaus

on October 7, 2017 was a sign on the wall. October

put it publicly asking to his country’s exit from the

7, 2017 was the Memorial Day of the victory of

32

They can rely on

Christian armies over the Islamic armies of the

strong anti-immigration sentiments in their societies.

Ottoman Empire in the sea battle of Lepanto in 1571.

This means that sanctions following the infringement

On that day 446 years later, the Polish Catholic

procedure are likely to produce a further popular

Church organized collective prayers frequented by

backlash against the EU in Central Eastern Europe.

thousands of citizens on hundreds of specific spots all

This becomes the more probable, the louder and the

precisely located at the outer borders of Poland, thus

more often Brussels threatens to cut EU funds to the

“protecting” the borders of the nation through prayers

disobedient Eastern member states because of their

in order to, as the official saying went, “to save Poland

anti-migration policies.

and Europe”.34 Even though the organizers denied it,

EU over the migration dispute.

many observers read the action as an event dedicated
In 2018, the EU risks the next crisis over a blocked

to manifest against the forced “import” of migrants

budget, should the bloc decide to punish the V4

into the V4 countries by the EU, indirectly including

31 Alimuddin

Usmani: Interview with Vбoclav Klaus: Quotas are not a protection against immigration, but their exact opposite.
Visegrad Post, 13 April 2016, https://visegradpost.com/en/2016/04/13/interview-with-vaclav-klaus-quotas-are-not-a-protection-againstimmigration-but- their-exact-opposite/; and Václav Klaus: Former Czech president Klaus: EU elites aim to destroy European society as
we know it. Valdai Discussion Club, 23.01.2017, http://valdaiclub.com/a/highlights/klaus-eu-elites-aim-to-destroy-europe/. Cf. Michael
Brendan Dougherty: Listen to Eastern Europe. EU bureaucrats should hear the message loud and clear: Muslim migration waves are a
pressing problem, and the public is fed up. National Review, June 19, 2017, http://www.nationalreview.com/article/448749/eu-sanctionspunishing-poland-eastern- europe-are-mistaken-muslim-migration-serious.
32 Darren Hunt: ‘It’s time for Czexit!’ Former Czech President blasts Eurocrats for ‘blackmailing’ country: The former Czech Republic
President has blasted the European Union insisting it is time for the country to exit the bloc. Express, June 15, 2017, http://www.express.
co.uk/news/world/817481/Brexit-latest-Former-Czech-President-Eurocrats-Czexit-European-Union-EU- Poland-Hungary.
33 The Telegraph (2017) EU migration showdown: Divide deepens after Brussels launches legal action against Hungary, Poland and Czech
Republic, loc cit.
34 BBC World: Poland Catholics hold controversial prayer day on borders, 7 October 2017, http://www.bbc.com/news/worldeurope-41538260.
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protest against the formal action of the EU against
the V4. The action manifested the symbolic and
politicized dimension of the issue, also with regard
to the legitimacy of the EU, and in particular of the
European Commission.
Against this background, the European Commission
will be well advised to critically take into account
such popular mobilization and give particular
attention to dialogue and consensus-finding on the
topic, including the increasing contextual political
value of symbolic politics, as well as of the politics of
populism. The EU is still missing one of the decisive
“classical” assets of cohesion and resilience, that is,
civil religion, a symbolic kit that unifies polities at the
emotional level.35 Thus, the European Commission
should recognize the importance of the particular
emotional dimension involved with the issue, and to
be considerate of the multi-level complexity of the
migration topic when proceeding with the dialogue
with the V4.

35 See

Heinz Kleger and Alois Mueller (eds.) (2011) Religion des Bürgers: Zivilreligion in Amerika und Europa, Berlin: LIT Verlag, 2nd
edition.
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Atsushi Sugano**

In my paper, entitled “Taiwan Studies in Japan: 1995-

studies in Japan from 1995 to 2014. However, the

2014”, I would like to briefly introduce the major

present situation cannot be understood without

trends in Taiwan Studies in Japan from 1995 to 2014

knowing its background; therefore, I will start with a

by reviewing the most important book publications

brief history of Taiwan studies in postwar Japan, and I

during this period and by discussing future possibilities

will move on to the chronological review on the state

and prospects for the field.1

of the field during the past 20 years.

Taiwan Studies in Japan from 1995 to 2014 can
be divided into two periods. One is from 1995 until
the middle of the 2000s, which can be identified as a
“Paradigm shift in Taiwan Studies”; the other is from

Taiwan Studies in Postwar Japan: Until
1990s

the mid-2000s to 2014, which, on the other hand, can
be identified as the “Evolution of Taiwan Studies”.

The origins of Taiwan studies in Japan can be traced

For both periods, changes in Taiwan Studies in Japan

to two regions: Kansai (with Osaka as the center) and

was directly affected by the political and social

Kanto area (with Tokyo as the center). In the Kansai

changes in Taiwan after 1987, particularly by the

area, the first group to start Taiwan studies was “The

rapid liberalization, democratization, and two shifts

Association for Taiwan Studies (ATS, Taiwanshi

in political power by DPP in 2000 and KMT in 2008.

Kenkyukai), founded in 1977.2 After 30 years, the

The task I was given is to introduce the Taiwan

original group of around 60 members in 1997 was

Paper originally presented for the 2nd World Congress of Taiwan Studies, SOAS London University, June 18-20, 2015.
** Senior Associate Professor, Faculty of International Studies, Meio University, Okinawa, Japan.
1 Because it is impossible to cover every single paper and journal for 20 years within this limited space, I primarily focused on book
publications, which are either collections of academic papers or books based on Ph.D. theses. Therefore, the books mentioned here are all
academic works, not textbooks or introductory books for general readers, unless indicated. Also subtitles of the publications are omitted
for the same reason.
2 ATS began as a small reading group of 4 people, with Akira Morita as the leader, and three other graduate students. On Kansai area,
see Sakujiro Shimomura “Taiwan Kenkyu, Kono 10nen, Korekara no 10nen, Kansai Chiiki ni okeru Taiwan Kenkyu” [Past 10 Years and
Next Ten Years of Taiwan Studies, Focusing in Kansai Area] Nihon Taiwan Gakkaiho, No.11, May 2009, pp.11-26. Shimomura was the
president of JATS from 2006-2007.
*
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expanded to 170 members in 2007.3 Its Gendai Taiwan

studies on Taiwan was not “Taiwan studies”, it was

Kenkyu [Journal of Taiwan Studies] was published

indeed the “Republic of China studies.”8 Surprisingly,

twice a year since 1983.4

during 24 years from 1945 to 1969, works on Taiwan

The next group is “Tenri Association for Taiwan

were so scarce that academic books regarding Taiwan

Studies” (TATS, Tenri Taiwan Gakkai), which was

numbered no more than 10, and there were only about

founded in 1991. It was formed by a group of scholars

350 articles and papers.9

from Tenri University and Chinese Culture University
in Taiwan.5

Taiwan studies was long seen as one of the
taboos in postwar Japanese academia, which, on

In the Kanto area, a study group on Taiwan

the one hand, blindly perceived Communist China

6

led by Kuo-hui Tai began from the end of 1960s.

as an ideal society, and, on the other hand, regarded

From 1978 to 1988, the group was renamed as the

Taiwan studies as KMT propaganda, and even

Association for Modern and Contemporary History of

labeled researchers who wrote about Taiwan as KMT

Taiwan (AMCHT, Taiwan Kingendaishi Kenkyukai),

lobbyists.10 However, the 1970s diplomatic crisis of

and published the 6 volumes of Taiwan Kingendaishi

ROC and the shock of discovery of Suniyon (Teruo

Kenkyu [Historical Studies of Taiwan in Modern

Nakamura in Japanese, Kuang-hui Li in Chinese) in

Times].7 AMCHT played a central role of Taiwan

Indonesia in 1974 helped shed the light to people and

studies in Japan.

history of Taiwan, which had been long hidden in

Until the 1960s, there were almost no “Taiwan

the back of the history of ROC. During this period,

Masayoshi

Taiwanese scholars who studied abroad in Japan had

Matsunaga, the reasons were: 1. Japanese society

contributed greatly to developing the foundations of

as a whole avoided discussing and reflecting on the

Taiwan studies in Japan from 1960s to 1970s. They

past colonial issues, 2. Views from the periphery such

were Yuzin Chiautong Ng, Sekai Ko, Jin Ching Liu,

as Okinawa, Korea and Taiwan were lacking in the

Chau-yan Tu, Kuo-hui Tai, and Iok-tek Ong.11

studies”

in

Japan.

According

to

dominant “one-country centrism” in Japanese modern

Although the researchers in both Kansai and Kanto

history studies, 3. Affected by the Cold War politics,

area gathered and started forming study groups about

ATS expanded under the leadership of Hiroshi Ishida. After Ishida passed away in 2006, Yoshiro Matsuda is in charge of ATS. Ishida was
also the president of JATS from 2003-2006.
4 The name of the journal was changed from Taiwanshi Kenkyukai Kaiho (1983-1985), Taiwanshi Kenkyu (1986-1998), then Gendai
Taiwan Kenkyu (1999-present).
5 TATS was originally named as Tenri Taiwan Kenkyukai in Japanese, and renamed in 1995.
6 The original members include Masahiro Wakabayashi, Masayoshi Matsunaga, and Meitetsu Haruyama.
7 According to Haruyama, AMCHT was originally named as “Tonei kai” in the early 1970s.
8 Masayoshi Matsunaga, “Tai Kokki no Ichi” [The Position of Kuo-hui Tai] in Kuo-hui Tai (Meitetsu Haruyama, Masayoshi Matsunaga,
Chizuru Tainaka, Tetsushi Marukawa eds.) Hakka, Kakyo, Taiwan, Chugoku [Hakka, Ovrseas Chinese, Taiwan, China] (Kuo-hui Tai
Collections I) Tokyo: Miyabi Shuppan, 2011, p.428.
9 This number is counted by Kuo-hui Tai. Kuo-hui Tai, “Nihon ni okeru Taiwan Kenkyu” [Taiwan Studies in Japan] in Kuo-hui Tai (Meitetsu
Haruyama, Masayoshi Matsunaga, Chizuru Tainaka, Tetsushi Marukawa eds.) Taiwanshi no Mosaku [In Search of Taiwan History] (Kuohui Tai Collections II) Tokyo: Miyabi Shuppan, 2011, pp.290-296. The original article was in Ajia Keizai Vol.100, September 1969.
10 See, above paper by Kuo-hui Tai.
11 Yuzin Chiautong Ng, Taiwan Minshukoku no Kenkyu [Study of Taiwan Democratic Republic] (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1970).
Sekai Ko, Nihon Tochika no Taiwan [Taiwan under Japanese Rule] (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1972). Jin Ching Liu, Sengo
Taiwan Keizai Bunseki, 1945-1965 [A Structural Analysis of Political Economy in Taiwan, 1945-1965] (Tokyo: University of Tokyo
Press, 1975). Chau-yan Tu, Nihon Teikokushugika no Taiwan [Taiwan Under Japanese Imperialism] (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press,
1975). Kuo-hui Tai, Taiwan Musha Hoki Jiken [Musha Uprising in Taiwan] (Tokyo: Shakai Shisousha, 1981). Iok-tek Ong, Taiwango no
Rekishiteki Kenkyu [Historical Survey on Taiwanese Language] (Tokyo: Daiichi Shobo, 1987).
3
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Taiwan approximately at roughly the same time,

president was Masahiro Wakabayashi.12 Membership

Taiwan studies did not attract much attention until

began with 233 in 1998, and it expanded, in ten years,

1990s. The turning point was Taiwan’s abolishment

to 460 members in 2008.13 Its Nihon Taiwan Gakkaiho

of martial law in 1987, particularly the actions of

[Journal of the Japan Association for Taiwan Studies]

Lee Teng-hui, the first Taiwanese president of ROC

was published once a year since 1999. The evolution

from 1988 to 2000, who gradually transformed the

of Taiwan studies accelerated through this human and

image of Taiwan, not only in Japanese academia but

institutional network of researchers.

in Japanese society as a whole.

However, it is necessary to point out that this

Taiwan’s democratization under Lee’s leadership

paradigm shift was greatly influenced by the real-time

was a major driving force that helped deconstruct

political change. The Third Taiwan Straits Crisis in

the negative image of Taiwan studies, which had

1995-96 was the key event. Although this event was

long dominated KMT oriented stereotypes. In the

significant for how it changed the political system

ten years after Taiwan’s launch of liberalization and

through the implementation of direct presidential

democratization, the growth and expansion of Taiwan

election system in 1996, its most significant impact

studies in Japan reached a critical moment in the late

was on Taiwanese identity, which, at the time, was

1990s. Now we shall look at the first period of the 20

symbolized by Lee Teng-hui.His rise to prominence

years of Taiwan studies in Japan beginning from 1995,

even led the Peoples’ Liberation Army to launch

which I named “Paradigm shift in Taiwan Studies.”

a missile exercise with the aim of preventing Lee’s
election.The historic defeat of the KMT and the
takeover of political regime by DPP in 2000 was the

1995 to mid-2000s: Paradigm shift in
Taiwan studies

cause of this paradigm shift in Taiwan studies.
It was a paradigm shift from Taiwan as an
unresolved region of the divided China to a successful

From 1995 until the middle of the 2000s can be

laboratory of economic and political advancement.

identified as a “Paradigm shift in Taiwan studies.”

And it was the paradigm shift from “Chinese-ness”

During this period, the old paradigm drastically

to “Taiwanese-ness,” which underscored Taiwanese

changed. The epoch making event that helped propel

subjectivity that had long been neglected in Japanese

this shift was the foundation of the Japan Association

academia. Along with this paradigm shift, the focus of

for Taiwan Studies (JATS, Nihon Taiwan Gakkai) in

research gradually expanded from a part of Chinese

1998. The birth of JATS brought together researchers

history to an independent Taiwan history, from

into a cross-regional, interdisciplinary, and nationwide

Japanese colonial period to contemporary history, and

network.

from economic development to political development.

The foundation of JATS created a nationwide
network and research activity for those dedicated

Below, I would like to introduce the representative

in Taiwan studies, and “Taiwan studies” as an area

outcomes of Taiwan studies in Japan in this paradigm

studies was thus institutionalized in Japan. The first

shift with regard to the treatment of the Japanese

12 Masahiro

Wakabayashi is a leading scholar of Taiwan studies in Japan. He was the first president of JATS from 1998 to 2002. The
promoter was Shozo Fujii, one of the founding committee members of JATS, who brought the idea of creating the nationwide organization
for Taiwan studies to Wakabayashi.
13 The current JATS members are 436 in March 2015.
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colonial era and the postwar era.

work that analyzed Taiwan comparatively with other

First, let us begin from the studies on Japanese

regions in the Japanese empire.18 By examining the

colonial era. The first characteristic of this rising

actual state of “doka” (assimilation) in the context

trend was the use of new archives such as the Official

of education and cultural integration, Komagome

Documents of the Taiwan Governor-General’s Office

revealed the limitations of “doka,” which only

(Sotokufu Monjo) to analyze the functioning of

reproduced inequalities within the empire.Stimulating

14

colonial society. One example was Masami Kondo’s

new studies were also done by others scholars such

examination of the relationships between local society

as Kyoko Matsuda’s examination of representations

and the rule of Taiwan Governor-General’s Office

of Taiwan in the empire.19 Comparative empire

during the Sino-Japanese War and the World War II.15

studies has become popular, and many important

Another example was Naoto Kawarabayashi’s

achievements were produced in various fields such as

analysis of the autonomous activities and dominant
roles played by Taiwanese merchants through a
16

in the areas of economics, law and so on.20
The last characteristic was the rediscovery of

focus on the tea industry. And another was Michiko

Japanese cultural influences in Taiwan. Fifty years

Kitaba’s study of the electric industry as a framework

after of the end of the World War II, it was around

to perceive continuities in economic developments

1995 when colonial era writers were beginning to

from the Japanese colonial era through the postwar

be rediscovered and introduced, not only by the

17

era.

scholars in Japan but also in Taiwan through various

The second characteristic of this period was a

academic exchanges.21 Many introductory books

growing interest and spread of imperial studies

for general readers were published.22 Moreover, in-

rather than simply Japan-Taiwan colonial studies.

depth investigations of literature movements and

One example was Takeshi Komagome’s innovative

individual writers in the Japanese colonial era were

14 For

example, Yukio Hiyama, Jun Kurihara, and others have produced extensive studies by utilizing this archive.
Kondo, Soryokusen to Taiwan [Total War and Taiwan] (Tokyo: Tosui Shobo, 1996). The Chinese edition was published from
National Taiwan University Press in 2014.
16 Naoto Kawarabayashi, Kindai Ajia to Taiwan [Modern Asia and Taiwan] (Kyoto: Sekai Shisosha, 2003).
17 Michiko Kitaba, Kohatsu Hatten Kogyokoku no Keizai Hatten to Denryoku Jigyo [Economic Development and Power Industry in Latter
Industrialized Country] (Kyoto: Koyo Shobo, 2003).
18 Takeshi Komagome, Shokuminchi Teikoku Nihon no Bunka Togo [Cultural Integration of the Japanese Colonial Empire] (Tokyo:
Iwanami Shoten, 1996). Eiji Oguma’s work is also important. Eiji Oguma, “Nihonjin” no Kyokai [The Boundaries of the Japanese]
(Tokyo: Shinyosha, 1998).
19 The issue of representation of Taiwan in Japanese empire was discussed by Kyoko Matsuda. It elucidated how Japan was able to stand
on the side to “see others,” not “to be seen by others,” by possessing colonies and becoming an empire. Kyoko Matsuda, Teikoku no Shisen
[Eyes of Empire] (Tokyo: Yoshikawakoubunkan, 2003).
20 For example, Kazuo Hori and Tetsu Nakamura eds., Nihon Shihonshugi to Chosen, Taiwan [Japanese Capitalism and Korea, Taiwan]
(Kyoto: Kyoto University Press, 2004). Toyomi Asano and Toshihiko Matsuda eds., Shokuminchi Teikoku Nihon no Hoteki Kozo [Legal
Structure of Japanese Colonial Empire] (Tokyo: Shinzansha, 2004).
21 Following Hironobu Hoshina’s explanation, the international academic conference on Laihe and other writers of Japanese Colonial
Period held in Chinghua University at Hsinchu in 1994 had a crucial impact and importance to bring peoples’ attention to the literature
studies on Japanese Colonial Era. It also accelerated academic cooperation and collaboration between scholars of Japan and Taiwan. About
the accomplishments of the conference, see, Sakujiro Shimomura, Toshiro Nakajima, Shozo Fujii, and Ying-che Huang eds., Yomigaeru
Taiwan Bungaku [Taiwanese Literature Revived] (Tokyo: Toho Shoten, 1995).
22 Introductory books for general readers as follows. Sakujiro Shimomura, Bungaku de Yomu Taiwan [Reading Taiwan from Literature]
(Tokyo: Tabata Shoten, 1994, The Chinese edition was published from Aganguard in1997). Chie Tarumi, Taiwan no Nihongo Bungaku
[Japanese Language Literature in Taiwan] (Tokyo: Goryu Shoin, 1995, The Chinese edition was published from Aganguard in1998),
Ikuko Okazaki, Taiwan Bungaku [Taiwan Literature] (Tokyo: Tabata Shoten, 1996, The Chinese edition was published from Aganguard
in1996). Shozo Fujii Taiwan Bungaku kono 100 nen [Taiwan Literature in this 100 Years] (Tokyo: Toho Shoten, 1998).
15 Masami
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also publicized during this time.23

and Takeshi Soyama’s illustration of the development

Studies of Taiwan’s indigenous people were similar.

of modern tourism in Taiwan.28 Major document

The revaluation of indigenous culture in contemporary

compilations were also done by the research unit of

Taiwanese

Chukyo University.29

society

after

democratization

also

influenced the establishment of a new association,
in Japan, for the studies on Taiwan’s indigenous
24

Next is the postwar era. During this period, although

people. There were new outcomes such as education

there were some scholars who had contributed greatly to

system for indigenous people.25 Though, it was in

the advancement of the field of political and economic

the field of cultural anthropology in which Japan

studies, studies on contemporary Taiwan was still

and its colonial rule was most critically reviewed.

developing.30 The extensive and profound achievements

Examples include works by Katsuhiko Yamaji, which

on the postwar era will be discussed in the next section.

revealed images of indigenous people from the point
of view of the Governor-General of Taiwan.26 On the

During the period of a “Paradigm shift in Taiwan

contrary, Masaru Nakamura evaluated the complex

studies” from 1995 until the middle of the 2000s, we

and harmonious relationship of Japanese colonizer

should give the most credit to Taiwanese scholars

and indigenous people from historical perspectives.27

who had received academic training and successfully

concerning Taiwan

obtained degrees in Japan. As mentioned previously,

included Hiroko Ueno’s reconsideration of the Han

Taiwanese scholars have always had a major role

people’s male-dominated marriage structure, Akihito

in paving the way for the advancements of Taiwan

Aoi’s elucidation of the functions and roles of shrines

studies in Japan. The tradition has passed down to

in Taiwan from the perspectives of urban planning,

the next generation through scholars such as Yin-che

Unique

23 On

accomplishments

literature movements, Isao Kawahara traced the paths of New Literature Movement. Isao Kawahara, Taiwan Shinbungaku Undo no
Tenkai [Taiwan New Literature Movement] (Tokyo: Kenbun Shuppan, 1997). New Literature Movement and the relationship with Lu Xun
was discussed in Toshiro Nakajima eds., Taiwan Shinbungaku Undo to Rojin [New Literature Movement and Lu Xun] (Tokyo: Tohoshoten,
1997). On individual writers, comprehensive study was done on particular writers and their works by Chie Tarumi (on He-ruo Lu), and
Ikuko Okazaki (on Reishi Ko). Chie Tarumi, Ryo Kakujaku Kenkyu [Study on Lu He-ruo] (Tokyo: Kazama Shobo, 2002). Ikuko Okazaki,
Ko Reishi Monogatari [Stories of Ko Reishi] (Tokyo: Kenbun Shuppan, 2004).
24 Establishent of “Japan Jun’eki Association for Indigenous Studies” (Nihon Jun’eki Genjumin Kenkyukai) in 1994 became a new center
for the scholars in the field, and bought a new direction to studies of Taiwan Indigenous People.
25 Yoshiro Matsuda, Taiwan Genjumin to Nihongo Kyoiku [Indigenous people and Japanese Education] (Kyoto: Koyo Shobo, 2004).
26 Katsuhiko Yamaji, Taiwan no Shokuminchi Tochi [Colonial Rule in Taiwan] (Tokyo: Nihon Tosho Center, 2004). He also published
new book on Atayal people. See, Katsuhiko Yamaji, Taiwan Taiyaru zoku no 100 nen [One Hundred Years of Atayal in Taiwan] (Tokyo:
Fukyosha, 2011).
27 Masaru Nakamura, Taiwan Kochi Senjumin no Rekishijinruigaku [Historical Anthropology of Taiwan Indigenous People in Highlands]
(Tokyo: Ryokuin Shobo, 2003). He also has another book in reconsidering the relationship of Japanese colonizer and indigenous people
through Inosuke Inoue. Masaru Nakamura, “Aikoku” to “Tasha” [“Patriotism” and the “Others”] (Tokyo: Yobel, 2006).
28 Hiroko Ueno, Taiwan Kan Minzoku no Kon᾿in [Marriages by Taiwanese Han People] (Tokyo: Fukyosha, 2000). Akihito Aoi, Shokuminchi
Jinja to Teikoku Nihon [Colonial Shrines and Japanese Empire] (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 2005). Takeshi Soyama, Shokuminchi
Taiwan to Kindai Tsurizumu [Colonial Taiwan and Modern Tourism] (Tokyo: Seikyusha, 2003).
29 Taiwan Research Unit, Institute of Social Sciences, Chukyo University has published series of books on Japanese colonial era using the
Official Documents of the Taiwan Governor-General’s Office. Taiwan Research Unit, Institute of Social Sciences, Chukyo University eds.,
Taiwan no kindai to Nihon [Taiwan᾿s. Modern Times and Japan] (Nagoya: Institute of Social Sciences, Chukyo University, 2003), Nihon
Tochika no Taiwan Shihai to Tenkai [Taiwan under Japanese Rule and its Development] (Nagoya: Institute of Social Sciences, Chukyo
University, 2003), and others.
30 For example, those of JATS members were: Masahiro Wakabayashi, Yasuhiro Matsuda, Shin Kawashima, Urara Shimizu, Yoshiyuki
Ogasawara, Takeshi Watanabe, Naoki Maeda, Mitsutoyo Matsumoto, Hiroshi Ishida, Yukihito Sato, Momoko Kawakami, Teruo Asamoto
and others.
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Huang, Yi-lin Ho, Pei-feng Chen, and Yu-ru Hong.31

The impact of Chen’s advocacy was tremendous.

All of their studies are outstanding and have had

He transformed what had traditionally been perceived

enormous impacts, which accelerated the paradigm

as a passive image of colonized Taiwanese citizens

shift.

into active subjects with their own tactics, which is

Yin-che Huang examines the struggles and failures

explained through the idea of “resistance by selective

of Chen Yi’s government and Hsu Shou-shang’s attempt

assimilation” (juyo ni yoru teiko). He analyzed “doka”

to promote the philosophy of Lu Xun during the early

(assimilation) as a changing concept influenced by

postwar period.32 Huang questions the early postwar

time, circumstance, and subject. Taiwanese actively

narrative by Waishengren who saw culturally Japanized

accepted modernity through Japanese language,

Taiwanese as “slaves” who were brain washed by

which is taken as language assimilation; however, it

Japanese. Nevertheless, by also focusing on Hsu Shou-

was not equal to ethnic assimilation, and there are

shang at the same time, he successfully overcomes

significant differences between those two.

the binary opposition of oppressor (Waishengren)

This

explanation

of

Taiwanese

subjectivity

and oppressed (Benshengren). This study was epoch-

overturned the traditional model of binary opposition,

making for bringing the new theme of De-Japanization

and paved the way for the new generation of Taiwan

and Sinicization in Taiwan studies in Japan.

studies in Japan. Another achievement was the

Yi-lin Ho critically investigated the 2. 28 incident

opening up of a new genre of gender studies by

by applying the term “politicization of ethnicity” to

Yu-ru Hong.35 She delineated the subjectivity of

Waishengren and Benshengren to better understanding

Taiwanese people and their acceptance of modernity

the incident’s causes and aftermath.33 The keyword

by examining subjective choices and decisions made

for both Huang and Ho’s works, which focus on the

by Taiwanese women themselves.

issues concerning De-Japanization and Sinicization

Every year, Shigaku Zasshi [Journal of Historical

after 1945, “decolonization,” emerged as a major

Science], which has a long and distinctive history in

theme in this period.

Japanese historical circle, publishes a “state of the

Another keyword was “Taiwanese subjectivity

field” research review of the previous year. For a

in the acceptance of modernity.” One of the studies

long time, studies on Taiwan were mentioned in the

which can be identified as the most remarkable for this

very end of China section with very little space. Yet,

period was Pei-feng Chen’s work.34 It was provocative

it was categorized separately into small letters under

for advocating Taiwanese subjectivity in learning and

big letters of “China” in 2000. Then, after 2 years,

utilizing Japanese language under Japanese rule as the

although still under the category of China, it finally

means of resistance.

became an independent category with large letters

31 Other

scholars are, for example, Hao-ren Wu in legal history, Cheng-ji Li in mass media and journalism studies in Colonial Era, Chi-hui
Huang in Japan-Taiwan cultural relations, Wen-kun Chang in personal history of Wen-huan Chang, Chen-wei Lin in social welfare, Wensong Chen in youth education, Wen-ru Li in analyzing Japanese colonial writers, and others.
32 Yin-che Huang, Taiwan Bunka Saikochiku 1945-1947 no Hikari to Kage [The Lights and Shades of Cultural Reconstruction in Taiwan
1945-1947] (Tokyo: Sodosha, 1999). The Chinese edition was published from Maitian Publisher in 2007.
33 Yi-lin Ho, 2.28 Jiken [2.28 Incident] (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 2003). He has also published a new book which traces the
contemporary history of Taiwan with focus on 2.28 incident and its influence. See, Yi-lin Ho, Taiwan Gendaishi [Contemporary History
of Taiwan] (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 2014).
34 Pei-feng Chen, “Doka” no Dosho imu [The Different Intentions Behind the Semblance of “Doka”] (Tokyo: Sangensha, 2001). The
Chinese edition was published from Maitian Publisher in 2006.
35 Yu-ru Hong, Kindai Taiwan Joseishi [History of Modern Taiwanese Women] (Tokyo: Keiso Shobo, 2001).
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since 2002.36 This might seem as not a big, notable

the Japanese colonial era.

change; however, taking into account that “Shigaku

Second is the development of a new generation of

zasshi” was a rather conservative journal with a

authors who are free from the influence of the negative

long academic tradition, this clearly showed that the

image of Taiwan under 38 years of martial law.Many

Japanese academic circle has come to recognize the

have experienced studying abroad in Taiwan after

unique characteristics of Taiwan studies and admitted

1990s, have attained proficiency in Chinese, and are

an independent position.

able to utilize easily accessible digital databases and

During this paradigm shift, the real-time political

archival materials.37

change in Taiwan had a massive impact, and the rise

Third, new studies and publications are going

of Taiwanese identity and attention to the “subjectivity

beyond the long dominant framework that often

of

presupposes a binary opposition between the colonizer

the Taiwanese”

overturned

the

traditional

analytical frame of binary opposition. The center of

and the colonized, oppressor and oppressed.

the focus was no longer only directed at enforcement,

In previous generations, the focus of research

suppression and exploitation by the ruling structure,

traditionally revolved around the Japanese colonial

but now shifted to susceptibility and reactions of the

era. However, contemporary issues and themes

Taiwanese people themselves.

are increasingly examined by the scholars of new
generations who have studied abroad in Taiwan.38
This was the case especially after 2000, when

Mid-2000s to 2014: Evolution of Taiwan
Studies

scholarly works of younger generations, using new
archives, perspectives and approaches, have— along
with publications of senior researchers — increasingly

Next, the mid-2000s to 2014 can be identified as

broadened the horizon of Taiwan studies in Japan.

a period of evolution for Taiwan studies. During

Around 2008, books of the long culmination of

this period and the previous one, three remarkable,

research were published by senior researchers, such

growing trends can be found, which were triggered

as Meitetsu Haruyama, Masayoshi Matsunaga, Isao

by those dynamic and unpredictable changes.

Kawahara, and Masahiro Wakabayashi (mentioned

First is the increased number of publications

later), who are the founding members of JATS and

focusing on contemporary issues rather than those of

were long in the frontline of promoting Taiwan

36 This

transition is also pointed out in Hideyoshi Yagashiro’s extensive review, Hideyoshi Yagashiro, “Taiwan” in Nihon Shokuminchi
Kenkyukai ed., Nihon Shokuminchi Kenkyu no Genjo to Kadai [State and Issues on Japanese Colonial Studies] (Tokyo: Atenesha, 2008).

37 Hironobu

Hoshina points out that it was the 10 years after the late 1990s which colonial (Literature) studies started attracting peoples’
attention. It was especially because old materials such as “Taiwan Jiho” and “Taiwan Nichinichi Shinpo” became available in digital
media in late 1990s, and those online materials helped greatly to better accessibility and advancement of Taiwan literature study. Hironobu
Hoshina, “Taiwan Bungaku Kenkyu, kono 10 nen, korekara no 10 nen” [“Taiwan Literature Studies, This 10 Years, Another 10 Years”]
“Nihon Taiwan Gakkaiho”, No.11, May 2009, p.71.

38 The pioneer who paved the way for this transition is Wakabayashi, who started his career by the study of Taiwanese resistance movement

under Japanese colonial era in the early 1980s, then shifted his research theme to the political changes in contemporary Taiwan after mid1980s. His early work, Taiwan Konichi Undoshi Kenkyu [A Study on Anti-Japanese Movements in Taiwan] (Tokyo: Kenbun Shuppan) was
originally printed in 1983 and augmented edition was published in 2001.
Yukihito Sato, Mamie Misawa both obtained M.A. from National Taiwan University, and most of the young generations have experienced
studying abroad at academic institutions in Taiwan.
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studies in Japan.39 Coincidently, this occurred just 10

studies in this period. Toyomi Asano conducted a

years after the foundation of JATS and when another

comprehensive and impressive study on the legal

political turnover — from DPP to KMT — occurred

system of Japanese Empire, and his edited book on

inside Taiwan.

the South Sea Islands (Nanyo Gunto) had opened a

Just as the big wave of rapid economic growth

new perspective by focusing on Taiwan and Okinawa

and unprecedented political democratization has now

in early postwar era.40 Kiyofumi Kato delineated the

ceased to a moderate tide, if “maturity” is appropriate

different situations of former regions of Japanese

to describe the recent evolution of Taiwan politics and

Empire after its breakdown in 1945, along with

society, the term can also be applicable to this period

the issues on Japanese repatriates.41 Hideaki Nishi

of Taiwan Studies in Japan.This was the most visible

carefully examined the discussions over the “Taiwan

characteristic of this period, when a diversification

Private Law”.42 Akira Matsuura examined the

of research topics and analytical frameworks has

position of Taiwan from maritime routes connecting

brought the field to maturity.

Japan and China.43 Hideyoshi Yagashiro delineated
the mechanism of surface network and development

Major research works are as follows. First, I will

of market system in Imperial Japan and Taiwan.44

introduce the studies on Japanese colonial era in three

New theme of medicine in the History of Empire

categories: 1. History of Empire; 2. Governor-General

was examined by Wataru Iijima.45 The role of

and Bureaucrats; 3. Modernity and subjectivity.

Taiwan in 1930s “Pan-Asianism” was reconsidered
in Masataka Matsuura ed.46 The diversification of

1. History of Empire

research themes and fruits of academic exchanges

There were many important works in empire

could be seen in Toshihiko Matsuda, eds.47

39 Meitesu Haruyama, Kindai Nihon to Taiwan [Modern Japan and Taiwan] (Tokyo: Fujiwara Shoten, 2008). It is the collection of author’s

40 years of Taiwan studies, with the focus on political history in Japanese colonial era. He was the president of JATS from 2007 to 2011.
Masayoshi Matsunaga, Taiwan Bungaku no Omoshirosa [The Fascination of Taiwan Literature] (Tokyo: Kenbun Shuppan, 2006) and
Taiwan wo Kangaeru Muzukashisa [The Difficulties in Considering Taiwan] (Tokyo: Kenbun Shuppan, 2008). His work was unique in
analyzing Taiwan literature and language issues in both Japanese colonial era and postwar era, from political and historical perspectives.
Isao Kawahara, Honrosareta Taiwan Bungaku [Meddled Taiwan Literature] (Tokyo: Kenbun Shuppan, 2009).
40 Toyomi Asano, Teikoku Nihon no Shokuminchi Hosei [Japanese Empire in the Nation State System by Legal Analysis] (Nagoya: Nagoya
University Press, 2008). Toyomi Asano ed., Nan᾿yo Gunto to Teikoku, Kokusai Chitsujo [South Sea Islands and Imperial and International
Order] (Tokyo: Jigakusha, 2007).
41 Kiyofumi Kato, “Dainippon Teikoku” Hokai [Collapse of “Great Japanese Empire”] (Tokyo: Chuokoron Shinsha, 2009). This is
published in a paperback pocket edition. On this issue of Japanese repatriates, major works are by Kiyofumi Kato, Toyomi Asano and
Tzuchen Yang.
42 Hideaki Nishi, “Taiwan Shiho” no Seiritsu Katei [Establishment Process of “Taiwan Private Law”] (Fukuoka: Kyusyu University Press,
2009).
43 Akira Matsuura, Kindai Nihon Chugoku Taiwan Koro no Kenkyu [Maritime Routes Connecting Japan, China, and Taiwan in Modern
Era] (Osaka: Seibundo Shuppan, 2005).
44 Hideyoshi Yagashiro, Teikoku Nihon no Ryutsu Nettowaku [Distribution Network in Imperial Japan] (Tokyo: Nihon Keizai Hyoronsha,
2012).
45 Wataru Iijima, Mararia to Teikoku [Malaria and Empire] (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 2005). For the pioneer work on this theme
of disease and medicine in Japanese Empire, see, Masatoshi Michi et al. eds., Ekibyo, Kaihatsu, Teikoku Iryo [Disease, Development,
Medical in Empire] (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 2001).
46 Masataka Matsuura ed., Showa, Ajia Shugi no Jitsuzo” [Showa era Japan and the Reality of Pan-Asianism] (Kyoto: Minerva Shobo,
2007).
47 Toshihiko Matsuda and Jung-Won Jin eds., Chiiki Shakai kara miru Teikoku Nihon to Shokuminchi [Imperial Japan and Colonies from
the Perspectives of Local Communities] (Kyoto: Shibunkaku Shuppan, 2013). Toshihiko Matsuda ed., Shokuminchi Teikoku Nihon ni
okeru Shihai to Chiiki Shakai [Rule and Local Communities under Japanese Colonial Empire] (Kyoto: International Research Center for
Japanese Studies, 2013).
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The construction of scholarship and accumulation

structures and systems of colonial government by

of knowledge in the Japanese Empire was also

analyzing bureaucrats who played an important role

48

On the issues of “study abroad” to

in implementing policies to Taiwan and Korea.53

mainland Japan, Hsu-feng Chi identified the traces of

Further discussions by various scholars were done in

Taiwanese elites who studied in mainland Japan for

Toshihiko Matsuda and Atsushi Yamada eds.54

a hot topic.

higher education, and also described Tokyo in Taisho

Masahiro Noguchi approached the rule of Governor-

period as a vibrant and dynamic academic arena for

General of Taiwan from the aspect of cooperation

elites from East Asia to encounter each other.49 In

by Taiwanese.55 Nationality and family registration

addition, the roles and functions of Taihoku Imperial

system was examined by Masataka Endo.56 The

University is reexamined in Tetsuya Sakai, and

overall view on Social Welfare was investigated by

50

Toshihiko Matsuda eds.

From the viewpoint of the legacy of Empire and its
continuity before and after 1945, the development and

Masako Otomo.57 Chi-lin Chang illustrated the Kojin
Shimomura’s transition from Educational Bureaucrats
to a writer, focusing on his experiences in Taiwan.58

inheritance of heavy industries throughout Japanese
colonial era and postwar era were examined by

3. Modernity and subjectivity

Teruhiro Minato and Chiao-yang Hong.51

On the issue of modernity and subjectivity, the
contribution of Mamie Misawa in indicating a new

2. Governor-General and Bureaucrats

direction from the perspectives of media history is

Not only the Governor-General of Taiwan itself,

noteworthy. Her unique study examined the ambiguous

but studies on individual bureaucrats also had

position and sentiment of the Taiwanese by focusing

splendid new results. This theme was already

individual Taiwanese film producers, who tried to

brought into discussion previously, but it flourished

survive and pursue their dreams through negotiations

52

later in this period.
48 For

Makiko Okamoto clarified

under the control of nation-state system.59 Her work

example, Taketoshi Yamamoto, Koji Tanaka, Shinya Sugiyama, Akira Suehiro, Shin’ichi Yamamuro, Mio Kishimoto, Shozo Fujii
and Tetsuya Sakai eds., (Iwanami Koza) “Teikoku” Nihon no Gakuchi (Iwanami Series) [The Scholarship and Konwledge of “Imperial”
Japan] (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2006).
49 Hsu-feng Chi, Taishoki Taiwanjin no “Nihon Ryugaku” Kenkyu [The Study of Taiwanese Students in Japan during the Taisho Era]
(Tokyo: Ryukei Shosha, 2012).
50 Tetsuya Sakai, and Toshihiko Matsuda eds., Teikoku to Koto Kyoiku [Empire and Higher Education] (Kyoto: International Research
Center for Japanese Studies, 2013).
51 Teruhiro Minato, Kindai Taiwan no Denryoku Sangyo [Power Industry in Modern Taiwan] (Tokyo: Ochanomizu Shobo, 2011). Chiaoyang Hong, Taiwan Zosen Koshi no Kenkyu [Study on Taiwan Ship Manufacturing Company] (Tokyo: Ochanomizu Shobo, 2011).The
Chinese edition was published from Yuan-Liou Publishing in 2011.
52 For example, Shoichi Namikata and Yoshiaki Horikoshi eds., Kindai Nihon no Keizai Kanryo [Economic Bureaucrats of Modern Japan]
(Tokyo: Nihon Keizai Hyoronsha, 2000).
53 Makiko Okamoto, Shokuminchi Kanryo no Seijishi [Politics of Colonial Bureaucrats] (Tokyo: Sangensha, 2008).
54 Toshihiko Matsuda and Atsushi Yamada eds, Nihon no Chosen, Taiwan Shihai to Shokuminchi Kanryo [Colonial Bureaucrats and
Japan᾿s Rule in Korea and Taiwan] (Kyoto: International Research Center for Japanese Studies, 2008).
55 Masahiro Noguchi, Taiwan Sotokufu no Tochi Seisaku to Taiwanjin [The Ruling Policy of Governor-General of Taiwan and Taiwanese]
(Tokyo: Waseda University Press, 2012).
56 Masataka Endo, Kindai Nihon no Shokuminchi Tochi ni okeru Kokuseki to Koseki [Nationality and Family Registration of Japanese
Colonies in Modern Japan] (Tokyo: Akashi Shoten, 2010)
57 Masako Otomo, Teikoku Nihon no Shokuminchi Shakaijigyo Seisaku Kenkyu [Studies on Social Walfare in Japanese Empire] (Kyoto:
Minerva Shobo, 2007).
58 Chi-lin Chang, Taiwan ni okeru Shimomura Kojin [Kojin Shimomura in Taiwan] (Tokyo: Toho Shoten, 2009).
59 Mamie Misawa, “Teikoku” to “Sokoku” no Hazama [Between “Empire” and “Fatherland”] (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2010). The
Chinese edition was published from National Taiwan University Press in 2012.
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delineated the disillusionment of those film producers

On indigenous peoples, Kyoko Matsuda examines

and their subjectivity caught between Japanese

the tension between “seeing” and “being seen” by the

empire and homeland China. In short, it was also the

imperial state.66 Yoshiro Matsuda and Kae Kitamura

struggles of subjectivity between colonial modernity

both examined education system of indigenous people,

and nationalistic antagonism.

but Kitamura’s emphasis is on the “subjectivity of

Analyzing modernity and subjectivity from

the colonized,” and her attitude is more critical in

education also had fruitful results. Seiko Miyazaki

questioning the traditional, single and linear discourse

examined Youth Associations (Seinendan) and

of education policy towards “doka” and effectiveness

how the members of those associations accepted

of the indigenous education system itself.67

modernity by learning language and culture by the
ruler’s to utilize for their social elevation.60 Others,

In contrast to the previous period, studies on the

Lin-Yu Liou and Yoshihiro Okabe both discussed the

postwar era during this period had various new

methods and intentions of modern song education

achievements with new perspectives.

61

under Japanese Colonial Rule.

Chizuru Tainaka

Concerning the general concerns and direction

illustrated the transitions of local peoples’ cultural

of Taiwan Studies in the postwar era, Masahiro

values through changing styles in funerals.62

Wakabayashi, the first president of JATS, had pointed

The first comprehensive book on the modern

out the main categories as follows: 1. “development”;

and contemporary history of Taiwan literature by

2. “democratization”; and 3. “identity”.68 Following

Japanese scholars, including Indigenous literature,

Wakabayashi’s indication, the author would like to

was published as Toshiro Nakajima, Isao Kawahara

add one more category of “ethnicity” to introduce the

63

and Sakujiro Shimomura eds.

Kyoko Hashimoto,

representative studies on postwar era.

Tsukasa Izumi both examined the atmosphere and

Next, I would like to move on to the studies on the

conditions of the literary world in Taiwan under

postwar era through four categories: 1. KMT, Cold

Japanese rule.64 Pei-feng Chen’s analysis of Taiwanese

War, democratization; 2. Indigenization and identity;

subjectivity from understanding changing concept

3. Ethnicity and society; and 4. Development and

and usage of Chinese language under Japanese Rule

environment.

65

is also important and stimulating.

60 Seiko Miyazaki, Shokuminchi Taiwan ni okeru Seinendan to Chiiki no Henyo [Transformation of Youth Association and Local Community

in Colonial Taiwan] (Tokyo: Ochanomizu Shobo, 2008).
Liou, Shokuminchika no Taiwan ni okeru Gakko Shoka Kyoiku no Seiritsu to Tenkai [The Establishment and Development of
School Song Education on the Colonial Taiwan] (Tokyo: Yuzankaku, 2005). Yoshihiro Okabe, Shokuminchi Taiwan ni okeru Kogakko
Shoka Kyoiku [Singing Education of Common Schools in Colonial Taiwan] (Tokyo: Akashi Shoten, 2007).
62 Chizuru Tainaka, Sougi no Shokuminchi Shakaishi [The Social History of Funerals under Colonialism] (Tokyo: Fukyosha, 2008).
63 Toshiro Nakajima, Isao Kawahara and Sakujiro Shimomura eds., Taiwan Kingendai Bungakushi [Modern and Contemporary History of
Taiwan Literature] (Tokyo: Kenbun Shuppan, 2014).
64 Kyoko Hashimoto, Kareito Bungakushi to Sono Jidai [Kareito Bungakushi and its Times] (Tokyo: Sangensha, 2012). The Chinese
edition was published from National Taiwan University Press in 2014. Tsukasa Izumi, Nihon Tochiki Taiwan to Teikoku no “Bundan”
[Taiwan Under Japanese Rule and Imperial Japan᾿s Literary World] (Tokyo: Hitsuji Shobo, 2012).
65 Pei-feng Chen, Nihon Tochi to Shokuminchi Kanbun [Japanese Rule and Colonial Chinese Language] (Tokyo: Sangensha, 2012). The
Chinese edition was published from Socio Publishing in 2013.
66 Kyoko Matsuda, The Logic of Empire [Teikoku no Shiko] (Tokyo: Yushisha, 2014).
67 Yoshiro Matsuda, Taiwan Genjumin no Shakaiteki Kyoka Jigyo [Aboriginal Society and Education in Colonial Taiwan] (Kyoto: Koyo
Shobo, 2011). Kae Kitamura, Nihon Shokuminchi Tochika no Taiwan Genjumin Kyoikushi [History of Taiwan Indigenous Education under
Japanese Colonial Rule] (Sapporo: Hokkaido University Press, 2008).
68 Masahiro Wakabayashi “Taiwan Kenkyu no Imeji” [“The Image of Taiwan Studies”] Nihon Taiwan Gakkaiho, No.1, May 1999, p. 3.
61 Lin-Yu
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4. KMT, Cold War, democratization

in understanding the changing state and analytical

During this period of evolution of Taiwan studies,

frames of Taiwan politics through discussions by the

the most notable theme was the further investigation

representative scholars in the field.72

on KMT and its transformation from dictatorship to

Shin Kawashima, Yasuhiro Matsuda, Yongming

democratization. For example, Mitsutoyo Matsumoto’s

Yang and Urara Shimizu eds, Nittai Kankeishi 1945-

study of the changing role and functions of KMT

2008 [Japan- Taiwan Relations 1945-2008] was the

party-owned enterprises, which actually worked to

first academic book to approach the “international”

support stability in the democratization process.69

relationship between Japan and Taiwan.73 On the

Among them, the representative study was

cross-strait relationship, Madoka Fukuda elucidated

Yasuhiro Matsuda’s work, which clarified the

“One China Policy” by the PRC as not a priori but,

process of KMT’s reorganization and Chiang Kai-

rather, as formed by the changing environment of

Shek’s attempt to resuscitate the party and the state

international politics.74 Sachiko Hirakawa, on the

in the 1950s.70 His study asserted the importance of

other hand, described what she calls a “Japanese

conducting studies which connect divided time and

Formula”, establishing diplomatic relationship with

space, such as the similarity and difference between

PRC while maintaining informal relationship with

the KMT regime before and after the retreat to Taiwan

ROC, to solve “Two-China” dilemma after 1970s

in 1949, toward a more comprehensive understanding

spread to the other countries.75 Wei-Hsiu Huang

of the history of the ROC in Taiwan.

analyzed the policy making process of Lee Teng-hui’s

On the other hand is Masahiro Wakabayashi’s work

Administration over Cross-strait relationship.76

on the transformations of the KMT and ROC.71 Raising

One of the unique outcomes of this period is the

the analytical framework of “Taiwanization of ROC,”

investigation in the role of Taiwan during “Cultural

his impressive work examined the full metamorphosis

Cold War”.77 Various aspects of information and mass

of the ROC’s political and social systems as the process

media on “Free China,” KMT’s radio and movie

of Taiwanization progressed from 1945 to 2008.

policy under Cold War, were examined by Shin

Moreover, Masahiro Wakabayashi, et al. is useful

Kawashima and Mamie Misawa.78

69 Mitsutoyo

Matsumoto, Chugoku Kokuminto “Toei Jigyo” no Kenkyu [A Study of KMT “Party-owned Enterprises”] (Tokyo: Japan
Association for Asian Studies, 2002).
70 Yasuhiro Matsuda, Taiwan ni okeru Ittodokusaitaisei no Seiritsu [The Establishment of Taiwan᾿s One-party Dictatorial System] (Tokyo:
Keio University Press, 2006).
71 Masahiro Wakabayashi, Taiwan no Seiji [Politics in Taiwan] (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 2008). The Chinese edition was
published from National Taiwan University Press in 2014.
72 Election studies by Yoshiyuki Ogasawara, Party system studies by Tsuyoshi Kishikawa, Party organization studies by Mitsutoyo
Matsumoto, Japan-Taiwan Relations by Urara Shimizu, US-Taiwan Relations by Naoki Maeda, China-Taiwan Relations by Yasuhiro
Matsuda. Masahiro Wakabayashi et al. eds., Gendai Taiwan Seiji wo Yomitoku [Understanding Contemporary Taiwan Politics] (Tokyo:
Kenbun Shuppan, 2014).
73 Shin Kawashima, Yasuhiro Matsuda, Yongming Yang and Urara Shimizu eds., Nittai Kankeishi 1945-2008 [Japan- Taiwan Relations
1945-2008] (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 2009).
74 Madoka Fukuda, Chugoku Gaiko to Taiwan [The PRC's Diplomacy and Taiwan] (Tokyo: Keio University Press, 2013). Other researchers
such as Ryo Sahashi examined from the perspective and involvement of the United States.
75 Sachiko Hirakawa, “Futastsu no Chugoku” to Nihon Hoshiki [“Two-China” and Japanese Formula] (Tokyo: Keisho Shobo, 2012).
76 Wei-Hsiu Huang, Ri Toki Seiken no Tairiku Seisaku Kettei Katei [The Decision-Making Process under Lee Teng-hui᾿s Administration
toward Mainland China, 1996-2000] (Okayama: Daigaku Kyoiku Shuppan, 2012).
77 Toshihiko Kishi, and Yuka Tsuchida eds., Bunka Reisen no Jidai [De-Centering the Cultural Cold War] (Tokyo: Kokusai Shoin, 2009).
78 Toshihiko Kishi, Shin Kawashima, and An Suk Son eds., Senso, Rajio, Kioku [War, Radio, and Memories] (Tokyo: Bensei Shuppan,
2006). Mamie Misawa, Shin Kawashima, and Takumi Sato eds., Denpa, Den’ei, Denshi [Radiowave, Movie, and Television] (Tokyo:
Seikyusha, 2012).
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5. Indigenization and identity

back in Chang Ching-kuo Era.82 His other book on

On the issue of changing identities in Taiwan,

language policy, questions the traditional binary

Chuan-tiong Lim raised the new regional concept

opposition of “imposing” and “imposed” over

of a “peripheral East Asia” to understand Taiwan in

language education.83

comparison with Okinawa and Hong Kong, from the
perspectives of historical commonalities in changing

6. Ethnicity and society

identities caused by the successive and multiple rules

Two volumes by Yuko Mio eds reexamine Japan’s

by major world powers.79

colonial legacy, and its influence and narratives in

Changing national identities under indigenization

contemporary Taiwan from cultural approach.84

process was well investigated in the field of education.

Ichiro Numazaki analyzed the transitional process of

Naoya Yamazaki and Chu-mei Lin both discussed the

ethnicity and society of Taiwan by using the concept

relationships between political changes and national

“from the bi-layer to multiple-layer structure”.85

identity, from the viewpoint of indigenization of

New studies on social movement was done by

educational contents in public schools, especially

Junko Hoshi, which explained the logic and system

80

focusing on local education.

of

community

empowerment

movement

with

Miwako Akamatsu discussed the interactive

case studies of Meinong district in Kaohsiung, in

relationship between authors and readers, to reveal

comparison to Japanese experiences.86 There were

the transformation process from an anti-communist

also accomplishments on Taiwan Indigenous Peoples:

literary arena to the Taiwan literature arena as a focal

for example, Naoki Ishigaki reconsidered the

point for Taiwan identity after democratization.81

movement on Bunun People through fieldwork, and

Using analytical concepts of “De-Japanization,” and

Tadasu Matsuoka traced the history and commonality

the transition from “Sinicization” to “Indigenization,”

from the Japanese colonial era to the postwar era until

Atsushi Sugano traced the history of postwar cultural

the 1970s, explaining how aboriginal society was

policy from 1945 to 1987, and pointed out the origin

embedded into the nation-state’s centralized system.87

of cultural indigenization actually could be traced

Other studies include Hisahiko Kamizuru analysis

79 Chuan-tiong

Lim, “Henkyo Higashi Ajia” no Aidentiti Politikusu [Identity Politics in “Peripheral East Asia”] (Tokyo: Akashi Shoten,
2005).
80 Naoya Yamazaki, Sengo Taiwan no Kyoiku to Nashonaru Aidentiti [National Identity and Postwar Education in Taiwan] (Tokyo:
Toshindo, 2009). Chu-mei Lin, “Kyodo” to shite no Taiwan [Taiwan as a “Homeland”] (Tokyo: Toshindo, 2009).
81 Miwako Akamatsu, Taiwan Bungaku to Bungaku Kyanpu [Taiwan Literature and Literature Camp] (Tokyo: Toho Shoten, 2012). The
relation between literature and politics under KMT’s anti-communism policy is discussed in Ching-chuan Hsu, Taiwan Gendai Bungaku
no Kenkyu [A Study on Contemporary Taiwan Literature] (Kyoto: Koyo Shobo, 2008).
82 Atsushi Sugano, Taiwan no Kokka to Bunka [The Nation and Culture of Taiwan] (Tokyo: Keiso Shobo, 2011).
83 Atsushi Sugano, Taiwan no Gengo to Moji [The Language and Characters of Taiwan] (Tokyo: Keiso Shobo, 2012). On the other hand,
Hitoshi Nakagawa focused on the role of Iok-tek Ong and the dismantling process of national language towards multilingualism. Hitoshi
Nakagawa, Sengo Taiwan no Gengo Seisaku [Language Policy in Postwar Taiwan] (Tokyo: Toho Shoten, 2009).
84 Masako Igarashi and Yuko Mio eds., Sengo Taiwan ni okeru “Nihon” [“Japan” in Postwar Taiwan] (Tokyo: Fukyosha, 2006). Hiroko
Ueno and Yuko Mio eds., Taiwan ni okeru “Shokuminchi Keiken” [“Colonial Experience” in Taiwan] (Tokyo: Fukyosha, 2011).
85 Ichiro Numazaki, Taiwan Shakai no Keisei to Henyo [Formation and the Transformation of the Taiwan Society] (Sendai: Tohoku
University Press, 2014). This is a paperback edition.
86 Junko Hoshi, Gendai Taiwan Comyuniti Undo no Chiiki Shakaigaku [Contemporary Community Development in Rural Taiwan] (Tokyo:
Ochanomizu Shobo, 2013).
87 Naoki Ishigaki, Gendai Taiwan wo Ikiru Genjumin [Indigenous People Living in Contemporary Taiwan] (Tokyo: Fukyosha, 2011).
Other researcher on this theme is Maoko Miyaoka from the case study of Tsou people. Tadasu Matsuoka, Taiwan Genjumin Shakai no
Chihoka [Localization of Taiwan Aboriginal Society] (Tokyo: Kenbun Shuppan, 2012).
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of the logic of network construction among local
88

Han people in cities.

Ethnicity and society were

Kawakami both not only analyzed the mechanisms
of

late-developing

industrialization,

but

also

also observed from religion: for example, Masako

succeeded in delineating the active role played by

Igarashi discussed various aspects of society which

engineers and workers in constructing networks

even influenced the religions themselves, and Yohei

among manufacturers.92 Others studies include Jun

Fujino examined Christianity.89

Akabane’s, comparative study of the LCD panel

On other issues of ethnicity, Tetsushi Marukawa has

industry and revealed how the catch-up process by

argued the lost possibilities of literature cooperation

Taiwanese manufacturers was influenced by the

between writers of Benshengren and Waishengren

commitment of Japanese manufacturers.93

in the early postwar era, and ethnic influence in the
90

postwar media is examined by I-Hsuan Lin.

The

relationship

between

industrialization,

democratization, and the environmental policy and
environmental protection movement was discussed

7. Development and environment

in works by Tadayoshi Terao et al.94 Questions over

Until the end of the 1980s, the major concern of

environmental safety and sustainable development in

Taiwan studies on social sciences was economic

East Asia, including Taiwan, which triggered by the

advancement, which pursued reasons why Taiwan’s

East Japan Earthquake in 2011 and Fukushima nuclear

achieving economic miracle and becoming one of

disaster, were discussed by Soochol Lee, et al.95

the NIES, but avoided discussion of political matters.
Economic development in the postwar era is examined

Compared to the previous period, we can see the

by Teruo Asamoto, Tetsuo Sonoda, and the changing

diversification of research themes and analytical

economic relationship of Taiwan and China after

frameworks.

91

democratization was discussed by Hiroshi Ishida.

As

already

stated

above,

book

publications based on Ph.D. dissertations by the

Focus on the changing role of Small and Medium

scholars of new generation and their remarkable

Enterprises (SME) had been examined in various

achievements could be observed in the numbers of

studies. In representative studies on computer and

award-winning publications during the two decades,

high tech industry, Yukihito Sato and Momoko

which are indicated in the table below. Obviously, we

88 Hisahiko Kamizuru, Taiwan Kanminzoku no Network Kochiku no Genri [The Principle in Constructing Network by Taiwan Han People]

(Hiroshima: Keisuisha, 2005).
Igarashi, Gendai Taiwan Shukyo no Shoso [Aspects of Religion in Contemporary Taiwan] (Kyoto: Jinbun Shoin, 2006). Yohei
Fujino discusses the role of Folk Christianity in Taiwan by mainly examining the True Jesus Church. Yohei Fujino, Taiwan ni okeru Minshu
Kirisutokyo no Jinruigaku [An Anthropology of Folk Christianity in Taiwan] (Tokyo: Fukyosha, 2013). On the other hand, Kimimasa
Matsugane examines the spread of Buddhism in both Japanese Colonial Era and Postwar Era.
90 Tetsushi Marukawa, Taiwan ni okeru Datsushokuminchika to Sokokuka [Decolonization and Sinicization in Taiwan] (Tokyo: Akashi
Shoten, 2007). I-Hsuan Lin, Taiwan no Esunisiti and Media [Ethnicity and Media in Taiwan] (Tokyo: Rikkyo University Press, 2014).
91 Teruo Asamoto, Kaihatsu Keizaigaku to Taiwan no Keiken [Development Economics and the Experience of Taiwan] (Tokyo: Keiso
Shobo, 2004). His latest book is Teruo Asamoto, Taiwan no Kigyo Senryaku [Corporate Strategy in Taiwan] (Tokyo: Keiso Shobo, 2014).
Tetsuo Sonoda, Sengo Taiwan Keizai no Jisshoteki Kenkyu [The Empirical Study of Postwar Taiwan Economy] (Tokyo: Yachiyo Shuppan,
2005). Hiroshi Ishida, Taiwan Minshuka to Chutai Keizai Kankei [Democratization in Taiwan and China-Taiwan Relationships] (Suita:
Kansai University Press, 2005).
92 Yukihito Sato, Taiwan Hai-teku Sangyo no Seiei to Hatten [The Formation and Development of Taiwan᾿s High-tech Industries] (Tokyo:
Iwanami Shoten, 2007). Sato is the president of JATS from 2015, after Mamoru Yamaguchi from 2011 to 2015. Momoko Kawakami,
Asshuku sareta Sangyo Hatten [Compressed Industrial Development] (Nagoya: Nagoya University Press, 2012).
93 Jun Akabane, Higashi Ajia Ekisho Paneru Sangyo no Hatten [Development of LCD Panel Industry in East Asia] (Tokyo: Keiso Shobo,
2014).
94 Tadayoshi Terao, ed., Kankyo Seisaku no Keisei Katei [Formation Process of Environmental Policies] (Tokyo: IDE-JETRO, 2013).
95 Soochoel Lee eds., Higashi Ajia no Enerugi Kankyo Seisaku [Energy and Environmental Policy in East Asia] (Tokyo: Showado, 2014).
89 Masako
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can see that 9 out of 12 books are originally Ph.D.
thesis (indicated

in†)

and focus on contemporary

issues and themes rather than on the Japanese colonial
era.

Table: Award winning books on Taiwan (1995-2014)
Author

Title

Publisher (Year)

Award (Year)
th

Masahiro Wakabayashi

Sho Keikoku to Ri Toki
[Chiang Ching-kuo and Lee Teng-hui]

University of
Tokyo Press (1997)

19 Suntory Book Prize for
Academic Works (1997)

Yu-ru Hong

Kindai Taiwan Joseishi†
[History of modern Taiwanese Women]

Keiso Shobo,
(2001)

17th Aoyama Nao Award for
Women Studies (2002)

Yi-lin Ho

2.28 Jiken†
[2.28 Incident]

University of
Tokyo Press,
(2003)

20th Masayoshi Ohira Memorial
Prize (2004)

Yasuhiro Matsuda

Taiwan ni okeru Ittoudokusaitaisei no
Seiritsu†
[The Establishment of Taiwan᾽s One-party
Dictatorial System]

Keio University
Press, (2006)

1. 28th Award for the Promotion of
Studies on Developing Countries,
JETRO-IDE (2007)
2. 2nd Junzo Kashiyama Prize
(2007)

Yukihito Sato

Taiwan Hai-teku Sangyo no Seisei to
Hatten†
[The Formation and Development of
Taiwan᾽s High-tech Industries]

Iwanami Shoten
(2007)

19th Asia-Pacific Award, Special
Prize
(2007)

Masako Otomo

Teikoku Nihon no Shokuminchi
Shakaijigyo Seisaku Kenkyu†
[Studies on Social Walfare in Japanese
Empire]

Minerva Shobo,
(2007)

10th Sompo Japan Foundation
Awards (2008)

Toyomi Asano

Teikoku Nihon-no Shokuminchi Housei†
[Japanese Empire in the Nation State
System by Legal Analysis]

Nagoya University
Press
(2008)

1. 25th Masayoshi Ohira Memorial
Prize (2009)
2. 38th Yoshida Shigeru Prize
(2009)

Masahiro Wakabayashi

Taiwan no Seiji
[Politics in Taiwan]

University of
Tokyo Press
(2008)

1. 20th Asia-Pacific Prize (2008)
2. 4th Junzo Kashiyama Prize
(2009)

Chu-mei Lin

“Kyodo” to shite no Taiwan†
[Taiwan as a “Native Land”]

Toshindo
(2009)

8th Asia-Pacific Research Prize,
“Commendation” (2009)

Atsushi Sugano

Taiwan no Kokka to Bunka†
[The Nation and Culture of Taiwan]

Keiso Shobo
(2011)

33rd Award for the Promotion of
Studies on Developing Countries,
JETRO-IDE (2012)

Momoko Kawakami

Asshuku sareta Sangyo Hatten†
[Compressed Industrial Development]

Nagoya University
Press
(2012)

29th Masayoshi Ohira Memorial
Prize (2013)

Madoka Fukuda

Chugoku Gaiko to Taiwan†
[The PRC᾿s Diplomacy and Taiwan]

Keio University
Press
(2013)

25th Asia-Pacific Prize (2013)

Conclusion

new questions into historical discourse by examining
the importance of subjectivity of the colonized

In conclusion, during the “Paradigm shift in Taiwan

rather than focusing on the traditional discourse of

Studies” from 1995 until the middle of the 2000s,

enforcement, suppression and exploitation.

in addition to Japanese scholars, new generation of

Next, during “Evolution of Taiwan Studies” from

Taiwanese scholars — who were trained to conduct

the mid-2000s to 2014, there was a diversification

research in Japan by studying abroad in major

of research themes and topics. The direction of

academic institutions — have successfully brought

this research was most represented by the concept
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of “Taiwanization of ROC” by Wakabayashi. In

research topic. Taiwan is not a remote area, it is just

other words, it was the change of analytical frame

across the border. There are still people who have and

from “Taiwan for ROC” to “Taiwan as ROC.” This

had personal experiences and memories on Taiwan.

transformation is still in the progress, and this is

This factor of closeness, geographical and intimate

the uniqueness and fascinating character of Taiwan

emotional distance is one of the advantages of Taiwan

studies, which still attracts attention from many

studies in Japan.

researchers.

Therefore, the author is not pessimistic for the

Throughout both periods, the transitions were not

future development of Taiwan studies in Japan. It

only from Japanese colonial period to contemporary

will remain important. The increase in the number

issues, but also from economic development to

of Ph.D. dissertations relating to Taiwan, researchers

political development, and from a part of Chinese

whose expertise are contemporary Taiwan politics or

history to an independent Taiwan history (or from

economy, and awards given to the research of those

Chinese identity to Taiwanese identity).

fields are the fruits of the progress of Taiwan studies

Taiwan has become one of the highly democratized,

in Japan in 20 years.96

global centers for high-tech industry. Nevertheless,

Nowadays, Taiwan has become the new center

the rise of China has changed the map of economic

of Taiwan Studies, and the advantages which were

hegemony in East Asia, and this development has led to

long held by Japanese academic circles, especially

ambiguities between competition and interdependence

on the Japanese colonial era, are no longer the same.

with China. The opposite directions of two “I”s,

Then, what Japanese scholars can contribute to

“Identity” in domestic politics and “Interdependence”

Taiwan studies? Regarding this point, many scholars

in cross-strait economy, will definitely continue to

recognize the most advantage is as being “others”.97

stimulate the direction of Taiwan studies.

In this globalized era of Taiwan Studies, the role of

Due to the rise of China and the growing interest

Japanese scholars is also changing; nevertheless,

in contemporary China studies, some say that

despite the decreasing advantages compared to the

Taiwan studies is in decline or in a critical situation.

previous generations, there are still advantages left

Nonetheless, the author is rather optimistic about the

based on our historically accumulated knowledge

future prospect of Taiwan studies in Japan. Because

and academic traditions, and we as Japanese scholars

the author currently holds an academic position

must continue to strive and pursue the uniqueness

in Okinawa, the presence of Taiwan as the closest

of our own contributions to the advancement and

neighbor, is overwhelmingly significant. Studies on

development of Taiwan Studies in the global arena.

Okinawa-Taiwan relation have become a popular
96 The

number of Ph.D. thesis submitted in Japan regarding Taiwan as follows: 90 (1975-1984), 128 (1985-1994), 238 (1995-2004),
358 (2005-2014). This is including all disciplines and fields, so the number will be less if omitting those on natural sciences; however,
this increase in Ph.D. thesis can be one indication to understand the increase academic attention and interest over Taiwan. Nevertheless,
Yasuhiro Matsuda describe the characteristics of Taiwan studies in Japan as: 1. deeply depended by individual and volunteer efforts, not by
organizational and institutional backups, 2. most of the studies were done in the field of humanities, such as literature, history, anthropology,
linguistics and so on. In particular sections of the Taiwan studies, especially in social sciences, still need to be aided to promote its future
development. The foundation of Japan Study Center in major universities in Taiwan since 2009 for taking an account, training of young
scholars and increase in the field of social sciences cannot be neglected. Yasuhiro Matsuda “Taiwan Seiji Kenkyu ha Dokokara kite Doko
he Mukauka?” [“Where did Taiwan Political Study come from, and where is it heading for?”] Nihon Taiwan Gakkaiho, No.11, May 2009,
pp. 33-34.
97 Japanese scholars as being the “others,” we are capable in keeping distance from being influenced by politics, which enable us to have more
critical and objective manner in observing Taiwan, while scholars in Taiwan face difficulties maintaining distance from the domestic politics.
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Abstract

Introduction

When negotiating a refugee-sharing scheme in 2015,

From the early to the mid-2010s, the political

some EU (European Union) member states supported

upheavals in the Middle East and North Africa

it but others opposed it. Which factors encouraged

impelled an unprecedented number of people to flee

or discouraged the member states to support the

to Europe. As part of its reaction, the EU (European

refugee-sharing scheme? Our aim in this paper is to

Union) proposed in September 2015 a Europe-wide

statistically test a wide range of possible factors, each

refugee-sharing scheme in an attempt to relocate to

of which is related to 1) party politics; 2) institutional

other EU states the asylum-seekers concentrated in

capacity; 3) socio-ethnic composition; 4) labor market

Greece and Italy. Many states agreed on the scheme,

conditions; 5) social norms; and 6) security concerns.

but others were unenthusiastic or even hostile to it.

Our analysis finds that three factors, namely, the party

Eventually the scheme was approved by a qualified

politics, the institutional capacity and the socio-ethnic

majority vote; while many states voted for it, the

composition, had statistically significant effects on

Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania and Slovakia

the government support for or opposition to the EU’s

voted against. Even after the adoption of the scheme,

refugee-sharing scheme.

Hungary and Slovakia continued to oppose it by
calling, albeit without success, for the decision to be
annulled by the Court of Justice of the EU.
One question which is worth investigating is
what factors made national governments willing
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or unwilling to share refugees? We can point out a

1. How is solidarity in refugee-sharing created?

wide range of domestic factors which are presumably

In a refugee crisis, it is necessary to give protection

involved

national

to refugees and forced migrants who flee from their

governments to support or oppose a refugee-sharing

countries of origin to other countries. But when great

scheme: 1) party politics; 2) institutional capacity; 3)

numbers of asylum seekers are forced to flee to only a

socio-ethnic composition; 4) labor market conditions;

few countries, the burdens on these countries exceed

5) social norms; and 6) security concerns. The

the limits of their capacity, leading to disastrous

purpose of this article is to analyze which of the above

situations in which many asylum-seekers cannot get

were relevant to the formation of national positions,

access to adequate protection and assistance. In such

with an empirical focus on the EU’s refugee-

crises, states are expected to stand together to share

sharing decisions. Looking at the various positions

asylum-seekers (Thieleman 2003a). Admittedly,

taken by the member states, we statistically test the

some asylum-seekers will not want to be relocated to

various factors against each other. This empirical

another state. In practice, however, refugee-sharing

investigation makes a normatively and practically

schemes are desperately needed, since to share

important contribution by illuminating the conditions

refugees allows more people to be offered protection

that are needed to encourage states to foster solidarity

and at the same time alleviates the burden on countries

by opening an opportunity of protection to as many

faced with a massive inflow of asylum-seekers. This

actual refugees as possible.

is the case in particular when the root causes of the

in

the

decision-making

of

Our multivariate regression analysis finds three

crisis, for example, wars, civil conflicts or large-scale

factors relevant to the shaping of the national

persecutions cannot for the time be resolved and it is

position: first, right-wing governments tended to

not desirable to repatriate those who have left their

hesitate to support the scheme at a time when they

countries (Schuck 1997: 260-1).

were competing against other rightist parties not in

Despite such desirability, it is widely recognized

government, especially radical right-wing parties;

in the literature on refugee burden-sharing that states

second, states which have only limited experience of

all too often become unenthusiastic or even hostile

protecting refugees and capacity for doing so became

at the prospect of any refugee-sharing scheme, apart

less willing to support schemes for sharing refugees;

from the states that expect the scheme will lighten

third, any state with a low Muslim population also

their burden of accepting refugees (Noll 2000:

tended to be unwilling to embark on such schemes.

273-5; Suhrke 1998). This is not surprising, since

This article proceeds as follows. To start with, we

various costs and perceived risks accrue to the states

review the literature on refugee-sharing and formulate

receiving refugees, ranging from the administrative

hypotheses on the domestic factors that affect national

burdens, the fiscal costs, the social risk of heightening

positions vis-à-vis refugee-sharing. Next, we provide

social tensions, the political risk of anti-refugee

a brief empirical background for the EU’s decision to

forces gaining popularity, and the perceived security

relocate refugees. Then, after presenting our research

concerns (Huysmans 2000; Waever et al 1993).

design, we show the results of the statistical analysis.

Given these risks and costs, states become prone

Finally, in light of our findings, we discuss the general

to close their borders and keep refugees out of their

feasibility of refugee-sharing across states.

territories, without participating in international
refugee-sharing schemes. Furthermore, in the context
of the European Union where people can in principle
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move freely within internal borders, it becomes

Starting from this assumption, those studies set

possible for secondary movements into other states to

out possible ways or mechanisms for the states to

ensue if some states admit large numbers of refugees.

overcome their reluctance and attain a substantial

Mindful of this possibility, some EU states expect the

level of refugee-sharing. Due to this assumption,

EU to function as a “Fortress Europe”, calling for

however, these studies overlook one important point.

other states, in particular those with external borders,

This is that some countries, even without linking any

to tighten their border controls and deny large-scale

other issues, the logic of insurance, the trading system,

entry into their countries (Noll 1997: 428).

or the division of labor, can agree to participate in a

Fully understanding the difficulty, a series of studies

relocation scheme and under it, to receive refugees.

considered possible ways to make states cooperate

One such case is found in the European Union,

with each other when refugees are relocated. One of

which decided to set up a relocation scheme in 2015;

the mechanisms, which often appear in the literature,

many states agreed to it and only a few opposed it. It

is explicit or implicit issue-linkage (Betts 2009). In

seems that, in the literature on burden-sharing, which

this view, states can positively cooperate with other

concentrated on the mechanisms that can overcome

states in sharing refugees when they expect to gain

national reluctance, it is less clear what factors are

enough material benefits in other issue-areas from

likely to encourage states to accept and support a

doing so, which will outweigh the costs of receiving

refugee-sharing scheme and which discourage them.

refugees. The benefits are, for instance, security

Given such uncertainty in the literature, this article

guarantees, trade benefits or financial assistance.

aims to examine several possible domestic factors

Another view of the search for cooperation focuses

that might encourage national governments to support

on an “insurance logic”. According to this view, states

a refugee-sharing scheme.

are led to participate in refugee-sharing schemes,
when they foresee the risk that they may also be faced

2. Hypotheses

with massive refugee inflow in future and would then

Although the burden-sharing literature generally tells

have to find other states to share this burden with

little about the sources of a nation’s position on refugee-

them (Schuck 1997: 249-250, 273). A trading system

sharing, we can envisage a wide array of possible

of refugee quotas has also been proposed in the

factors which might encourage national governments

literature, which allows the states that are reluctant to

to approach refugee-sharing positively, drawing upon

receive refugees to pay money to other states which

a broad spectrum of theoretical reasoning, empirical

can accept more refugees on their behalf (Schuck

insights, and practical proposals that current studies

1997). Furthermore, some studies draw attention to

or reports in various disciplines have presented. Here

the division of labor in which many states cooperate

we sort them out into six categories of hypothesis,

to solve a refugee crisis by allocating various tasks

focusing in turn on party politics, institutional

to each state according to its specific capabilities,

capacity, socio-ethnic composition, labor market

such as military or humanitarian intervention,

conditions, social norms and security concerns.

financial assistance, receiving refugees (Betts 2003;
Thielemann & Dewan 2006).
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2.1. Party politics

What all these studies have in common is their

The ideologies and related electoral strategies of the

underlying assumption that national governments

parties in office may affect the choice of national

have a reluctant preference to protect refugees.

governments to support or oppose an international
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scheme of refugee-sharing. Generally it is right-wing

right-wing parties did in the last national elections,

parties that view immigration and refugee issues in a

governing parties decide whether or not to make their

negative light (Alonso & da Fonseca 2012). That is,

immigration policy more restrictive. If the radical

in line with their conservative or nationalistic beliefs,

right wins a great many seats in the elections, the

rightist parties usually take a tough stance on foreign-

governing parties will consider that a strong public

origin immigrants and refugees within their societies,

concern over immigration has led to the electoral

seeing them as unwanted others who they suspect may

success of the radical right. Originally, this contagion

disturb their traditional values and lifestyles. With

logic was studied with reference to the broad category

a view to elections, they also strategically consider

of immigration. A similar logic might also be applied

that their tough stance on immigrants can win many

to refugee issues as well. So the electoral success of

votes from those with conservative or ethno-centric

the anti-immigrant radical right might lead parties in

values. Leftist parties, for their part, traditionally tend

power to become more restrictive towards the entry

to be immigrant-friendly, with their social democratic

of refugees and also more reluctant to support a

traditions favoring the disadvantaged or the weak.

refugee-sharing scheme. From this reasoning, we can

Given such a left-right party difference, we can expect

formulate the following hypothesis:

that:
H1b: In states where radical right-wing parties
H1a: When rightist parties are in government,

win many seats in the last national elections,

these governments are likely to oppose an

the governments are likely to oppose a refugee-

international refugee-sharing scheme.

sharing scheme.

The above discussion focuses on the impact of the

We can conceive, too, of a second possible pathway

partisan element of government. Let us now turn to

for a contagion effect. This pathway is more

the possible influence on the government’s position

conditional, and here it is considered that the effect

of specific opposition parties, namely, radical right-

comes into play only when right-wing governments

wing parties. Of particular relevance is what political

are pitted against other right-wing opposition parties

scientists have referred to as “the contagion effect”

(Immerzeel, Lubbers & Coffé 2016: 825; Van Spanje

of radical right-wing opposition parties on parties in

2010: 567). On the one hand, leftist parties are

power (Akkerman 2015; Norris 2005: 264-272: Van

considered less susceptible to the contagion effect

Spanje 2010). What “contagion” means in this context

of the radical right. This is partly because leftist

is that radical right-wing parties cause other parties to

governments generally feel it awkward to take a

imitate the specific policies or ideas that they advocate.

hardline approach to immigrants and refugees, owing

Since radical right-wing parties usually advocate

to their traditionally pro-immigration stance, and

blocking the entry of immigrants and refugees, it

partly also because there is usually little overlap in the

may elicit a contagion effect to make governing

electoral support base between the leftist and radical

parties shift their policies to be more restrictive by

right-wing parties. On the other, rightist parties feel

tightening border controls and the criteria for asylum

more vulnerable to the rise of the radical right, since

recognition. When, in fact, does the radical right

right-wing parties usually compete with each other

have such an effect? One possible pathway is through

for conservative or nationalist votes. In view of their

national elections. Having seen how well radical

ideological closeness, when the radical right enjoys
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popularity, center-right or moderate right-wing

developed different asylum systems, along with their

parties will consider shifting their policies to more

own historical experiences and policy considerations.

restrictive ones vis-à-vis immigrants and refugees, in

When governments consider whether to support or

order to regain from the radical right-wing opposition

oppose a proposal for refugee-sharing, varying levels

the votes of people with conservative beliefs. Hence,

of institutional capacity across states carry more or

the following hypothesis can be formulated:

less weight in their considerations. In order to accept a
large number of refugees, states need to have sufficient

H1c: In states where rightist parties are in

capacity in terms of, for instance, administrative staff,

government and radical right-wing parties are in

budget and infrastructure. They also need practical

opposition, the governments are likely to oppose

expertise to integrate recognized refugees into their

a refugee-sharing scheme.

societies and labor markets.
It is considered that the more a state has accepted

2.2. Institutional capacity

refugees, the more it can expand their capacity with

Historical institutionalism considers that institutions

more resources, expertise and infrastructure. When

become increasingly stable over time by producing

called upon to accept refugees and asylum-seekers

path-dependent or self-reinforcing effects (Steinmo,

as part of a refugee-sharing scheme, those with

Thelen & Longstreth 1992; Pierson 1996; Pierson &

developed capacity can be in favor, with confidence

Skocpol 2002). In this theoretical view, the domestic

in their experience and capacity. Conversely, it will

institutions, which states have long been constructing,

pose a great challenge to less-experienced states,

have a general tendency to allow at most for

since they are less prepared to receive them, knowing

incremental change and thereby make it difficult to

the shortage of accommodation, administrative

produce a systemic change in ways which depart

resources, and financial resources. With such burdens

significantly from the long-standing institutional

and concerns in mind, inexperienced countries will be

practices.

reluctant to receive refugees and asylum-seekers in

Various mechanisms are thought to underlie this
stabilizing effect of institutions (Hall 2016: 42-

their territories. On the basis of this reasoning, we can
formulate the following hypothesis:

44; Zürn 2016: 205-211). First, huge setup costs
inhibit governments from switching to alternative

H2: States with extensive experience and

institutional paths that differ substantially from the

capacity in refugee protection are likely to

current ones. Second, a large-scale reform is also

support a refugee-sharing scheme.

unlikely, since those who are benefiting from the
existing ones will oppose or veto it. Third, policy

2.3. Socio-ethnic composition

expertise and information are also a source of stability,

Building on the theoretical insights that have developed

since many actors involved in the current institutions,

in the fields of social psychology and sociology,

such as politicians, government officers or policy

various studies have examined public attitudes to

experts, have adjusted themselves to the existing

immigrants. To start with, those studies draw attention

systems by accumulating the practical know-how

to the general propensity of people to distinguish

and information necessary to carry out the existing

individuals who belong to the same groups as theirs

policies.

(ingroups) and those who belong to other groups

Over the decades, different states have long
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(outgroups) (Sherif et al 1961). The ingroup/outgroup
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perception, underlying which cognitive (Tajfel 1982)

thesis” presented in social psychology (Allport 1954),

and/or evolutionary mechanisms (Kurzban & Leary

considers that an increase in the immigrant population

2001; Park 2012) seem to be at work, develops biased

will lead most citizens of a nation to become tolerant

attitudes, mostly favoring ingroup members and

and even friendly towards the immigrants. It is true

devaluating outgroup members.

that when states begin to accept large numbers of

Attitudes to immigration are associated with this

immigrants, some native people may react negatively.

kind of group demarcation along ethnic and religious

This thesis, however, argues that as the majority

lines (Fetzer 2012). Some members of majority groups

increasingly shares its social life with the immigrants,

have a negative attitude to immigrants. In Europe, for

their initial aversive attitudes moderate and they

example, Muslim people are a common target of such

eventually come to take a more positive stance.

anti-immigrant sentiments. But even in Europe, this

Reflecting the positive change in popular attitudes,

kind of exclusive attitude is not always widespread

governments can become willing to receive further

in a society and the public attitude to immigrants can

immigrants. This theoretical logic was originally

be volatile. When then are anti-immigrant attitudes

applied to the acceptance of immigrants, but the

widespread or dwindling in a society? In this respect,

same logic may also apply to that of refugees. So the

group threat theory predicts that most people will

following hypothesis can also be envisaged:

strengthen their anti-immigrant attitudes as the
immigrant population expands (Quillan 1995). The

H3b: When a country already has a large

underlying logic is that when the size of the immigrant

population with the same ethnic and religious

group expands in relation to the majority group,

background as that of refugees and asylum-

the latter group increasingly perceives threats to its

seekers, its government is likely to support a

opportunities or resources, such as job opportunities

refugee-sharing scheme.

and access to public services. Public attitudes can
often bring pressure to bear on national governments.

2.4. Labor market conditions

When faced with widespread public concern about the

In economic terms, immigration on a large scale

consequences of the growing immigrant population,

brings a mixture of costs and benefits to the receiving

national governments may respond by restricting

countries (Orrenius & Zavodny 2012). As the number

immigration and for similar reasons, they may also

of immigrants increases, the public expenditure

limit access to asylum-seekers as well. The hypothesis

grows where education, medical care, and, when

deriving from this reasoning is the following:

appropriate, pensions are concerned. But at the same
time, immigrants can also contribute to their host

H3a: When a country already has a large

countries by boosting the national workforce and

population with the same ethnic and religious

contributing to tax revenue.

background as that of refugees and asylum-

Most

of

the

previous

economic

research,

seekers, its government is likely to oppose a

however, has shown that the macro-economic

refugee-sharing scheme.

impact of immigrants is modest. Even so, one
particular economic aspect may carry weight among

In contrast to this prediction of group threat theory,

government policy-makers: the effect of immigration

another theoretical view argues the opposite. The

on the labor market. Various reports from think-tanks,

opposite view, most famously put forth by the “contact

newspaper articles and magazine columns suggest
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that immigrants can fill in the shortage of labor in

means of life (e.g. food and accommodation), the

many developed countries (e.g. Peri 2014). When a

right to property, equality and non-discrimination.

country’s workforce declines and its population ages,

Therefore we can expect to see national support to a

it faces a growing number of pension beneficiaries

sharing scheme and refugees received in states where

and increasingly expensive medical and social care

human rights as important values and norms are

for the elderly. To cover the cost of its payments,

highly regarded. By contrast, reluctant attitudes will

governments need a strong and steady workforce.

prevail in states where human rights protection is not

So, for fear lest the shortage of workers will hinder

so highly recognized as an important value:

the balancing of the national budget and sustainable
economic growth, states may look to immigrants and

H5: In states where people attach much value to

refugees in the hope that they can offset the anticipated

the protection of human rights, the governments

negative impacts. From this line of reasoning, the

are likely to support a sharing scheme.

following hypothesis can be derived:
2.6. Security concerns
H4: States are likely to support a refugee-sharing

Since the 9/11 strikes and the ensuing wave of terrorist

scheme when they face a steady decline in the

attacks in various regions, the linkage of security with

working age population.

transnational human mobility has gained particular
prominence in political and academic debates around

2.5. Social norms
It is also worthwhile to take an alternative perspective

Terrorist groups, radicalized with fundamentalist

provided by social constructivism or sociological

beliefs or extreme political ambitions, do not, as a

institutionalism, which has secured an important

rule, have strong enough military forces to match

position in the theoretical debates on international

those possessed by modern states. In such an

relations (Wendt 1999). Its distinctiveness lies in its

asymmetrical power relationship, what they attempt

theoretical assumption about the human motivation

to do is to challenge their target states by, for example,

to act in a particular way. Constructivists consider

the indiscriminate suicide bombing of crowds in

that people act with reference to their normative and

city streets and attacks on transportation systems

inter-subjective frameworks, guided by a collective

(Koslowski 2012).

understanding of what are commonly perceived as

In relation to refugees and asylum-seekers, terrorists

appropriate, legitimate or desirable acts in a given

make use of trans-border mobility in two main ways

social environment (March & Olsen 1998: 309-312).

(Leiken 2005). First, terrorists sometimes hide among

One of the important implications of this assumption

refugees in order to enter a target state. Second, they

is that people will try to help others out, not because it

also seek collaboration from refugees and immigrants,

is in their material interests, but because they consider

and solicit them to carry out terrorist acts. The

doing so to be a moral imperative.

terrorists get in touch with refugees or immigrants

In the context of a refugee crisis, one such behavior
is to save the lives of refugees (Thielemann 2003b).
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the world (Adamson 2006).

via their transnational networks, often using social
networking services or Internet webpages.

But when are states morally motivated to help refugees

Seen in this light, it is clearly not the refugees

out? To help refugees is to respect and guarantee

or asylum seekers themselves who threaten state

basic human rights, such as physical safety, minimum

security. It is instead the activities of terrorist groups
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exploiting the flow of immigrants and refugees for
their own ends that are perceived as a threat in this
context.

3. The EU’s two decisions to share asylum-seekers
in 2015
During the 2000s, a great many of the refugees who

To eliminate such a risk, national governments

arrived in Europe originated from Afghanistan, Iraq,

take various measures – enhancing their border

Eritrea and Yemen. But the situation became far worse,

controls, intelligence services and policing activities.

in the 2010s when a wave of pro-democratization

Importantly, nations vary in the extent to which

movements called “the Arab Spring” surged over the

people feel vulnerable to the security threat posed by

Middle East and North Africa. In some countries,

the mingling of terrorists in the flow of refugees and

armed conflicts and civil wars were triggered and the

asylum-seekers. States that have confidence in their

one that erupted in Syria has particularly escalated,

border control capacity and policing activities against

causing an immense number of casualties, internally

terrorists are expected to be more prepared to accept

displaced persons and refugees. The refugees from

refugees, thereby making the governments supportive

this region fled to various neighboring countries, the

of a refugee-sharing scheme. By contrast, when

highest number going to Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon.

they are less confident in their country’s security

The number of those who crossed the Mediterranean

measures, they will be less willing to support such a

to a European country has also sharply increased.

scheme. Based on such reasoning we can formulate

The estimated number of first-time asylum seekers

the following hypothesis:

who reached Europe was around 431,000 in 2013 and
around 626,000 in 2014. The figure increased further

H6: In states where the hosting of refugees is not

to around 1.25 million in 2015.

widely considered to pose a significant threat to

Faced with the massive inflow, in April 2015, the

public order, governments are likely to support a

European Commission presented a document called

refugee-sharing scheme.

a “European Agenda on Migration” which set out a
series of emergency measures, intended both to help

So far, we have formulated a wide range of hypotheses

asylum-seekers and to spread among the member

that may plausibly explain the positions of national

states the heavy burden of asylum-seekers that had

governments on the sharing of refugees. While these

fallen on a few of them. As part of it, the EU member

hypotheses, taken together, cover a wide range of

states adopted two decisions in September 2015

possible factors influencing governmental positions,

which laid out a temporal relocation scheme. The

one may consider that there are other possible factors,

first decision, made on 14 September 2015, proposed

presumably, public attitudes to the EU, the general

relocating 40,000 asylum-seekers from Greece

economic conditions, geographical factors, or the

and Italy to other member states.1 The second one,

interactive effects of economic and social conditions.

adopted on 22 September, envisaged the relocation

In our empirical analysis below, for a robustness

of a further 120,000 asylum-seekers from Greece

check, we test these possible factors as well.

and Italy.2 In putting forward these two decisions,
the Commission calculated how many refugees and
asylum-seekers each member state should receive

1
2

Council Decision (EU) 2015/1523, OJL239, 15/9/2015, pp.146-156.
Council Decision (EU) 2015/1601, OJL248, 24/9/2015, pp.80-94.
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according to a combination of several criteria: the size

could not be implemented as originally planned. As of

of each state’s population, GDP, the average number

January 2018, only 33,365 asylum-seekers have been

of asylum applicants in the last four years, and the

relocated (21,711 from Greece and 11,654 from Italy),

unemployment rate.

which is far below the originally scheduled number

The debates on the relocation scheme sparked

of 160,000. In this situation, the Commission and

great controversy among states. With regard to the

the European Parliament warned the member states

first decision, the member states managed to reach

that they must step up their efforts to implement the

consensus, but when the negotiations moved on to

relocation scheme, and in June 2017, the Commission

the second proposal, several states were vehemently

started infringement procedures against Poland,

opposed to it, thereby making it impossible to reach

Hungary and the Czech Republic, which continued to

consensus. To resolve the deadlock, the states that

refuse their committing to the scheme.

supported the proposal went ahead with a qualified

In this way, the relocation decisions exposed the

majority vote, under the TFEU78 (3), deviating from

conflicting positions between the member states. Why

the Council’s general practice of settling negotiations

did some states support the EU’s refugee-sharing

by consensus.

scheme and why did the others oppose it? This is the

The vote revealed the various positions taken by the

question that we analyze in the next section.

member states: eighteen states approved, one opted in
(Ireland), one abstained (Finland), four disapproved

4. Research design

(the Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania and

Here we provide information on the ways that we

Slovakia), and two opted out (Denmark and the UK).

operationalized our dependent variables, independent

Initially Poland and Latvia also expressed reluctance

variables, our statistical research methods, and the set

but in the end they chose to vote for the proposal. In

of data on which we relied for our empirical analysis.

this decision, Hungary, which was one of the strongly
opposing countries, also refused an offer to relocate

4.1. Dependent variables

those who arrived there. Even after the decision was

Our empirical focus was on the second relocation

adopted, their opposition continued. In an attempt to

decision of the EU. Our dependent variables were the

annul the decision, Hungary and Slovakia brought this

national positions taken by each member state vis-à-

issue before the Court of Justice, which eventually

vis the Commission’s proposal for refugee relocation.

dismissed the claims of these countries.

We coded “1” for the governments which voted
the

“yes” or decided to “opt in” (Ireland) to the refugee-

completion of the relocation within two years. But

sharing proposal and “0” for all the others, that is,

before long, it became clear that the relocation scheme

the governments which voted against, abstained

The

two

relocation

decisions

foresaw

Table 1: National positions on the relocation scheme proposed by the Commission
Positions
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Member states

Yes

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden

Opt-in

Ireland

Abstention

Finland

Opt-out

Denmark, the United Kingdom

No

The Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovakia, Romania
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or remained “opted-out”. We considered this way

right-wing opposition (from 0 to 100).

of coding the most straightforward. However, two

Second, to measure the institutional capacity of

government positions are hard to define: those of

each state, we used the number of refugees per national

Poland and Latvia. While they decided to vote for the

population, calculated by each country’s number of

proposal, they had publicly expressed their reluctance

refugees residing in the country divided by its total

during the negotiations. Hence, the following

population. In this regard, we used the number before

analysis adds another model that switches these two

the start of the “Arab Spring”, since the number,

cases (from “0” to “1”) as a robustness check of our

which has shown a significant increase since then,

empirical analysis.

is the very aspect of the problem that we address in

We use a logistic regression model, with a robust

our analysis. We thus chose to use the UNHCR’s data

standard error. Models 1 and 2 use the same dependent

of 2010 for the number of refugees residing in each

variable, but Model 2 includes the interaction term

country (UNHCR 2010), and the Eurostat data for the

between the effect of a right wing opposition and that

total national population in the same year (Eurostat

of the left-right positioning of the government to test

2016b). We took the number of refugees per national

H1c. Model 3 uses an alternative dependent variable,

population as a proxy for the level of development

that reverses Poland and Latvia’s position for a further

of domestic capacity for accepting refugees. The

robustness check.

reasoning behind this was that the more a country
has accepted refugees in proportion to the size of

4.2. Independent variables

its population, the more the country is considered to

To empirically test the hypotheses as formulated

have developed the domestic institutional capacity to

above, we relied upon various types of information

accept refugees.

relevant to our hypotheses.

Third,

the

socio-ethnic

composition

was

First, in operationalizing the positions of political

operationalized by the ratio of the Muslim population

parties on the ideological left-right dimension

in each country’s population, drawing on data from

(H1a,b,c), we used Döring and Manow’s Parliament

the Pew Research Center (2011). The use of a Muslim

and Government (ParlGov) database (Döring &

population ratio can be justified when we recall that

3

Manow 2016). Summing up the left-right scaling of

many refugees and asylum-seekers entering EU states

each political party in a government coalition at the

are Muslim or at least come from Islamic countries.

time of September 2015 after weighing each party’s

Fourth, the extent to which a country’s labor force

importance on the basis of its share of seats, we made

is increasing or declining was captured by looking

each government’s left-right scaling (from -5, farthest

at each country’s ratio changes in the working age

left, to 5, farthest right).4 For the definition of “rightist

population (15-64 years old) in relation to the total

parties”, we used ParlGov data. If a given party was

population between 2004 and 2014. Here we relied on

defined as “right wing” in the database, and such a

the Eurostat data (Eurostat 2016a).

party was in opposition in September 2015, its share

Fifth, in order to represent the level of each country’s

of seats in parliament was coded as a seat share of the

respect for the normative values of helping refugees,

ParlGov database [http://www.parlgov.org/] (Döring and Manow, 2016).
Originally, this score was to range from 0 to 10. However, such a method makes it difficult to interpret the effect of an interaction-term
included on this scale, because intermediate numbers do not include 0. Hence we replaced the range of numbers “from 0 to 10” by “from
-5 to 5,” by adding five points to each original score.

3
4
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we drew on a question asked in a special edition of the

5.1. Party politics (H1a,b,c)

Eurobarometer: Europeans in 2014: “In the following

The estimates of the effect of the government’s left-

list, which are the most important values for you

right positioning are statistically insignificant in all

personally” (European Commission 2014: 124). This

models. We got the same results in our preliminary

question allowed multiple answers, and we used the

analysis by controlling for the other parameters.

percentage of respondents in each state who answered

Hence, we can say that the left-right scaling of a

“human rights”. Sixth and finally, we operationalized

government alone is not relevant to its position

the level of security concerns in each state by using

(H1a). However, the analysis shows that under some

a question asked in another Special Eurobarometer:

conditions the configuration of political parties

Europeans’ Attitudes towards Security (European

matter and it reveals that the seat share of right-wing

Commission 2015: 25). The question was “In your

opposition parties has a negative and statistically

opinion, how important are the following challenges

significant effect on government positions (Model 1).

to the internal security of the EU?” Again, multiple

This result is seen to be consistent with H1b. The odds

answers were offered to respondents. Here we used

ratio of this factor in Model 1 is estimated at 0.77

the percentage of respondents in each country who

times, in the case of an increase of 1 point (1 percent)

answered that the “management of the EU’s external

in the share of seats for right-wing opposition parties

borders” was “very important”.

in parliament. Therefore, if the right-wing opposition
has 10% of seats in parliament in a given country, the

5. Empirical analysis

probability of voting “yes” to a refugee scheme would

Table 2 demonstrates the results, with the following

decline to 7.3% (0.7710), compared to a country (with

findings.

the same conditions in other parameters) without

Table 2: Multivariate logistic regression on the EU states’ positions on the refugee-sharing scheme
MODEL
(1)

(2)

Cabinet right-left scale (H1a)

-.190
(.316)

.263
(.385)

-.251
(.386)

Seat share of right wing opposition (H1b)

-.256**
(.121)

.352
(.263)

.299
(.255)

-.308**
(.130)

-.270**
(.116)

Cabinet right-left scale *
Seat share of right wing proportion (H1c)
Refugees per population (H2)

.306
(.197)

.386*
(.233)

.420**
(.204)

The ratio of Muslim population (H3ab)

.938
(.732)

.689*
(.397)

.820**
(.363)

Labour force decline (H4)

.231
(.480)

.440
(.593)

.301
(.497)

Human rights norm (H5)

.023
(.127)

.015
(.101)

-.088
(.093)

Security concern (H6)

-.275
(.242)

-.282
(.249)

-.243
(.192)

10.513
(11.707)

11.200
(11.701)

13.018
(9.250)

Constant
Pseudo R2
N
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(3)

PL&LV=0

.472
28
28
*
**
***
Estimation with Robust Standard Error p < 0.10, p < 0.05,
p < 0.01

.554

.581
28
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any right-wing opposition party. This effect seems

government position is more moderate (Figure 2).

to lose statistical significance in Models 2 and 3,

These results are consistent with our H1c.

both of which included the interaction term effects.

These results indicate that in the states where

Technically speaking, these results in Models 2 or 3

governments were right-inclined and at the same time

tell us only that the share of seats for the right-wing

right wing opposition won seats, the governments

opposition has no statistically significant effect, if and

tended to oppose the EU’s scheme. To give specific

only if the government left-right scaling takes the

examples, the UK’s Conservative cabinet with

score “0.”

UKIP in opposition, Hungary’s Fidesz cabinet with

The interaction term between a government’s left-

the far-right opposition of Jobbik, and Denmark’s

right scaling and the share of seats for its right-wing

center-right Liberal Party cabinet facing the powerful

opposition has a negative and statistically significant

right-wing opposition Danish Peoples Party, fulfilled

effect. This result implies that the government left-

these conditions, and none of these governments

right scaling has a conditional effect based on the

supported the scheme. In contrast, Estonia, where the

proportion of seats won by the far-right opposition in

government was rightist but there were no right-wing

the last elections. Its effect on the government position

opposition parties, and Sweden, where far-rightist

(taking the score of “1” in our dependent variable) will

opposition won many seats but the government was

become more negative in cases where the proportion

leftist, supported the scheme.

of seats won by right-wing parties is high. Figure 1
5.2. Institutional capacity (H2)

share of seats of the right-wing opposition, its effect

The governments which traditionally have accepted a

also becomes more negative when the government

large number of refugees must have a relatively high

position is farther to the right and less when the

number of refugee inhabitants. In our analysis, this

-.3

-.2

Effects on Pr(1)
-.1

0

.1

shows this effect. Regarding the negative effect on the

0

1

2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12
Seat share of right wing opposition (%)

13

14

15

Figure 1. Average Marginal Effects of Cabinet left-right scaling with 95% CIs
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Figure 2. Average Marginal Effects of Rightist Oppositions with 95% CIs
These results indicate that the states where right wing opposition parties had won seats
and governments are right-inclined tended to oppose the EU’s scheme. To give specific
the UK’ssignificant
Conservative
UKIP
in opposition,
Fidesz
positive
effect still Hungary’s
survives if we
interact it with
refugee ratioexamples,
has a statistically
effectcabinet
on a withThis
the the
far-right
and Denmark’s
center-right
Liberal
economic
inequality (see
Appendix).
Some previous
governmentcabinet
decisionwith
to share
burdenopposition
of refugeesof Jobbik,
Party
cabinet
facing
the
powerful
right-wing
opposition
Danish
Peoples
Party,
fulfilled
research suggests that the interaction between ethnic
(see Model 2 and Model 3 in Table 2). It was shown
these
conditions,
and
none
of
these
governments
supportedand
theeconomic
scheme. inequality
In contrast,
heterogeneity
may increase
that states which have already accepted a large number
Estonia, where the government was rightist but there were no right-wing opposition
exclusionary attitudes to ethnic minority groups and
of refugees tended to support the scheme more than
parties, and Sweden, where far-rightist opposition won many seats but the government
bring about ethnic conflicts (e.g. Cederman et al
those with limited experience of doing so.
was leftist, supported the scheme.
2014), but this was not the case in our analysis.
5.3. The socio-ethnic composition (H3a,b)
Some might consider that this effect of a Muslim
5.2. Institutional capacity (H2)
population ratio emerges because of a spurious
The Muslim population ratio in each state, presented
The governments which traditionally have accepted a large number of refugees must
relationship
bythis
past
government
in Models 2have
and a3,relatively
have a positive
and statistically
high number
of refugee inhabitants.
In ourcaused
analysis,
refugee
ratio policies
of accepting
refugees.
However,
we of
checked this
significant has
effecta statistically
on governments’
support
of onor a government
significant
effect
decision
to share
the burden
no that
statistical
opposition to
refugee-sharing.
with3the
refugees
(see ModelConsistent
2 and Model
in Table possibility
2). It was and
shown
states correlation
which had was found
betweento support
the Muslim
population
ratio and the
prediction ofalready
H3b, and
opposed
to that
of H3a,
the
accepted
a large
number
of refugees
tended
the scheme
more than

with the
limited
experience
doing
so.
odds ratio ofthose
accepting
sharing
scheme isof1.99
(see

number of refugees accepted. This effect was in fact

Model 2). This means that only a one percentage point

independently investigated in our model, as shown

increase of Muslim residents in a given country makes

below.

the probability of the country’s accepting the scheme
5

almost twice as great. This effect is very marked.

18

Comparing Bulgaria and Romania seems to be
fruitful in this regard. They have much in common:

This significance is only observed among the effects of a Muslim proportion. Testing the effect of the other (similar) independent
variables (including the proportion of immigrants or ethnolinguistic fractionalization) did not provide such a result (see Appendix).

5
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both are southeastern European countries which

unemployment rate, accepted the refugee relocation

joined the EU in 2007; their economic situations were

plan. This contradicted the theoretical predictions that

similar; and both remain outside of the Schengen area.

these countries would refuse to accept new refugees

But Bulgaria supported the sharing scheme whereas

as a labor force. The Czech Republic, on the other

Romania opposed it. Based on our analysis, the

hand, had experienced the most severe decline in the

difference can be explained by the difference in the

labor force in Europe, along with one of its lowest

population ratio of the Muslim minority; the Muslim

unemployment rates. Theoretically, this nation should

population accounts for 13.7% in Bulgaria and only

have accepted newly relocated refugees as a latent

0.3% in Romania.

labor force. However, it voted against the refugeesharing scheme (Figure 3).

5.4. Labor market conditions (H4)
The estimates for the decline in labor force were

5.5. Social norms (H5)

found to be statistically insignificant. Our analysis

People’s normative consciousness, represented by

rejected Hypothesis 4. Our preliminary analysis also

the proportion of people who think that human

found that the alternative measures of the economic

rights is “the most important value”, does not have

situation, such as the unemployment rate, also had

a statistically significant relationship with their

no significant effect. These interactions also failed

government’s attitude to the refugee-sharing scheme.

a latent
labor force.
The with
Czech
Republic,
hadthat
experienced
the most
to prove
their explanatory
power
regard
to the however,
It seems
the governments
of thesevere
member states
decline inscheme.
the labor force in Europe, along withdecided
one of whether
its lowest
unemployment
rates.
refugee-sharing
to support
or oppose the
EU scheme

theoretically
this nation
should
accepted newly
refugees
as concerning
a
For Therefore,
example, on
the one hand,
Portugal
and have irrespective
of the relocated
levels of norm
strength

latent
force.
However,
voted
relocation
Cyprus,
each labor
with an
increasing
laboritforce
andagainst
high the refugee
the respect
of humanplan
rights(Figure
among 3).
the general public.
Figure 3. Economic situations and support/opposition to the refugee-sharing scheme

◇: Against the EU scheme ●: Support for the EU scheme

Figure 3. Economic situations and support/opposition to the refugee-sharing scheme

5.5. Social norms (H5)
People’s normative consciousness, represented by the proportion of people who think
that human rights is “the most important value”, does not have a statistically significant
relationship with their government’s attitude to the refugee-sharing scheme. It seems
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5.6. Security concern (H6)

supported the scheme unless a rightist party (or more

Security concerns, operationalized by the saliency

than one) was in power and at the same time other

of the border issue, demonstrate a negative effect

right-wing parties — most commonly, radical right-

in Model 3 (moreover, only to a 10% significance

wing parties — were in opposition. Having similar

standard) but the other two models do not present

ideological and policy preferences, the center-right

statistical significance. Given this finding, we hold

government and radical right-wing opposition

that security concerns do not have significant influence

are seen to be competing fiercely with each other

on the decisions of the member states regarding the

for conservative or nationalist votes. In these

sharing scheme.

circumstances, it is found, the radical right-wing

For a further robustness check of our analysis, we

opposition brings about the “contagion effects” which

also analyzed how our results might differ if we omitted

drive the center-right government to shift its position

some special cases. In particular, we tested the effect

so as to reject the scheme.

of Euroscepticism on government decisions, with the

Second, it is also shown that governments were

data of the proportion of respondents that does “not

willing to support the scheme when they had a wealth

tend to trust” the European Commission, according to

of experience in refugee protection. In this respect,

the data presented in Eurobarometer 81. This test finds

we can see a positive feedback loop which can

no statistical significance (see Appendix). The degree

increasingly make states willing to accept refugees.

of Euroscepticism among the general public did not

This mechanism is that the experience leads to

matter. We also conducted another analysis with the

capacity building in the area of refugee protection,

cases of Italy, Greece, and Malta omitted from our

which in turn gives governments more confidence to

analysis sampling. We omitted Italy and Greece,

accept further refugees.

because the EU’s refugee-sharing scheme would

Third and finally, our analysis also reveals that

relocate asylum-seekers who had arrived in these two

many states which in fact supported the scheme

countries. We also omitted Malta since the EU, as a

were those which had a large Muslim population

pilot program, has recently relocated asylum-seekers

compared to the total national population. This

from this country to other states. This analysis did

finding indicates that in states where many Muslims

not provide a very different result from the analysis

have already settled, people are used to sharing their

shown above (see Appendix, Model 5). So we can say

life with those Muslims and as a result feel less

that the results of our analysis are stable and robust.

resistant to the prospect of new Muslim refugees
entering their society. The governments’ support to
the scheme can be seen as reflecting such positive

Conclusion: A glimpse of hope for
solidarity

intergroup relationships. But, conversely, the finding
also suggests that in states with a lower Muslim
population, people are not accustomed to interacting
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In this article, we have attempted to uncover the

with Muslims and do not feel they can easily accept

factors underlying the variations in national position,

Muslim refugees in their societies, thereby leading

by focusing on the refugee-sharing scheme set in

their governments to be less supportive of the scheme.

place by the EU in 2015. Our statistical analysis finds

Out of the three hypotheses found relevant in this

that national governments in three specific situations

analysis, one is the hypothesis specific to refugee

supported the scheme. First, national governments

protection (H3: Institutional capacity), while the other
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two (H1: party competition and H4: socio-ethnic

reasons to be pessimistic. We are currently witnessing

composition) are derived from the insights which have

the spread of support for radical right-wing wing

been developed in the studies focusing on a broad

parties in European countries. There are rightist

category of ‘immigrants’, without differentiating

parties which have lately picked up the reins of

voluntary, often economic, migrants from refugees or

government in Europe. These two phenomena, taken

asylum seekers who are forced to flee their countries

together, simply increase the likelihood, in terms of

of origin. In the literature, it has generally been less

the configuration of political parties, first, that the

clear whether the two hypotheses drawn from studies

center-right parties which are in power will, faced

of migration are also relevant to the shaping of

with radical right-wing parties in opposition, thereby

national positions vis-à-vis a refugee-sharing scheme.

oppose refugee-sharing as a move in their inter-

Our analysis found that the contagion thesis and the

party competition. Second, it may not be desirable to

contact thesis have broader applicability to refugee

impose a mandatory quota of refugees on states with

protection.

less experience and capacity in refugee protection,

There are some limitations to this study. First,

because rather it often provokes resistance of those

to better

states. Third, since there is little likelihood that the

understand and draw more definitive conclusions

Muslim population ratio will change drastically in the

about the variation in national positions vis-à-vis the

short run, we see few chances for some time that states

relocation of refugees. We have analyzed only one

with a smaller Muslim population will change their

specific situation in the EU with a limited number of

position in favor of supporting a plan for relocating

samples. Future research would do well to expand

refugees and accepting more.

more cases and samples are needed,

our analytical coverage to other attempts made to

Nonetheless, from the longer-term perspective, we

construct a relocation scheme. Second, what we have

can see a glimpse of hope. In the first place we should

empirically examined was the EU decision that was

not underestimate the significant fact that of the EU

adopted in September 2015. An important point is

member states, as many as twenty countries voted

that the decision was adopted shortly after a shocking

for the sharing scheme, while only four states voted

photo was spread across the world, showing a three-

against it. Our analysis suggests that there are three

year old Syrian boy who was drowned on his journey

main factors behind their reluctance or opposition:

across the Mediterranean to Europe. The timing of

the rivalry between rightist parties, limited experience

the decision should be kept in mind, since the photo

and capacity in refugee protection, and a lower

is thought to have been a powerful inducement to

Muslim population. These three are not rigidly static

governments to support the relocation scheme. We

factors; they can change. First, with regard to party

should examine whether national governments can

politics, it is rather rare for the two conditions (a right-

be persuaded to accept refugees even without such a

wing government and radical right-wing opposition)

facilitating factor.

to coexist. This means that when one left-wing party

Given these limitations, and given also our

or more joins a government, as happens more often,

findings, let us now consider a normatively and

the latter is less likely to oppose the idea of relocating

practically important question: whether states can

refugees, even if its coalition contains rightist parties.

create solidarity to offer protection opportunities to

Furthermore, it is also suggested that governments are

as many refugees as possible. Admittedly, those who

least likely to oppose this idea when radical right-wing

would propose a refugee-sharing scheme have some

parties are absent from parliament. Second, we can
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consider that institutional capacity can be expanded in

population in many countries to gradually or steadily

many countries. Even if states do not have sufficient

increase, including those countries which have a small

capacity at present, they may feel less resistant to

Muslim population at present. In several decades,

increasing, little by little, the number of refugees

more Muslims will be living in these countries and

they accept, and in this way build up their capacity

will interact with the local people. This tendency

gradually. As they increasingly have experience of

provides us with a future prospect that more European

accepting refugees and correspondingly strengthen

countries may be more willing to receive refugees

their institutional capacity, they may be expected to

and asylum-seekers coming from Islamic countries.

become more willing to accept yet more refugees

All things considered, in the long run, we should not

and to support a proposal for refugee-sharing. Third,

despair over the prospects for refugee-sharing.

there is in the long run a tendency for the Muslim

Appendix
Results of Robustness Checks
MODEL
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Cabinet right-left scale

.023
(.381)

.133
(.408)

.446
(.721)

.463
(.427)

.484
(.460)

Seat share of right wing opposition

.567
(.408)

.625*
(.326)

241
(.221)

.420
(.318)

.020
(.144)

Cabinet right-left scale *
Seat share of right wing proportion

-.289*
(.163)

-.321**
(.133)

- 245**
(.116)

-.405*
(.212)

-.169**
(.070)

Refugees per population

.167
(.138)

.447**
(.218)

1.094*
(.620)

.313
( 221)

-.164
(.265)

The ratio of migrant population

.250
(.183)

The ratio of Muslim population (centralized)

.443**
(.218)

.846
(.562)

.700**
(.306)

Gini Index [centralized]

1.123**
(.442)

The ratio of Muslim population *
Gini Index

.080
(.080)

Ethnolanguage Fractionalization

-.106
(.076)

Labour force decline

.517
(.635)

.356
(.457)

-.505
(.388)

.437
(.596)

.433
(.612)

Human rights norm

.160
(.156)

.406
(.132)

-.239**
(.118)

-.096
(.131)

-.013
(.098)

Security concern

-.066
(.099)

-.103
(.093)

-.595*
(.308)

-.354
(.303)

-.236
(.184)

Euroscepticism
Constant

-.077
(.060)
-4.560
(8.735)

Pseudo R2
N
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(5)

IT, EL, MT
ommited

9.985
(11.056)

.396
28

35.829**
(15.666)

.387
28

25.371
(20.250)

.705
28

10.817
(9.406)

.581
28

.549
25
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